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Established in 1980, the headquarters of Zhejiang Zhanghua Health & 
Beauty Hair Industry Co., Ltd. finds its home in the picturesque Huangyan
District, nestled within the heart of Taizhou City, Zhejiang Province. This 
region is renowned for its breathtaking landscapes and its abundance of 
Chinese honey oranges, adding to the allure of our location.
    Guided by our unwavering tenet, "We do not settle for anything less than 
100% perfection in our products, ensuring absolute satisfaction for our 
consumers," we have emerged as a leading national cosmetics enterprise, 
specializing in the field of hairdressing. Within China, our company boasts 
the most extensive range of haircare products, offered in a diverse 
spectrum of colors and varieties. We take immense pride in the diverse 
range we offer, catering to the unique needs of our clientele.
    Our commitment to excellence has been endorsed through the 
attainment of prestigious certifications, including the esteemed ISO22716 
certification from the European Union and the globally recognized GMPC 
international certification from the United States. As a testament to our 
dedication to quality, our products have earned acclaim in numerous 
countries and regions, including the United States and Israel, where they 
have found a loyal customer base.

Who We Are



Our core belief, "Quality always takes precedence, with reputation held in 
the highest regard," has been the guiding principle steering our operations 
since 1995. We have implemented a stringent quality assurance system, 
ensuring that not a single defective product finds its way into the market, a 
remarkable achievement symbolizing our unwavering commitment to 
quality.
    Over the years, our esteemed Tianfeng brand was honored with the 
prestigious title of Zhejiang Top Brand in 2007, signifying its stature within 
the province. In the same year, our Savol brand received recognition as a 
China Well-known Trademark, a testament to its popularity and recognition 
on a national scale. In 2008, our Sijing brand was bestowed with the title of 
Shanghai Famous Trademark, while our Savol brand was celebrated as a 
Zhejiang Name Brand in 2014. Notably, our Sijing brand further solidified its 
standing as a top player by earning the esteemed title of Shanghai Top 
Brand in the same year.
    We extend a warm and open invitation to customers, both domestic and 
international, to explore the numerous avenues of collaboration with us. 
Your journey to discovering top-notch haircare solutions begins here, with 
Zhejiang Zhanghua Health & Beauty Hair Industry Co., Ltd.

Who We Are



Our History

In 1980, Zhejiang Savol (Savol) Health & Beauty Hair Industry Co., Ltd. was founded.

In 1985, the researchers at Savol successfully developed the Tianfeng Advanced Hair Dye, an invention that free hair salons in China 
from the tedious steps of heating during hair dyeing. Applying this product made hair dyeing safer than traditional boiling methods, 
and Savol took the lead in hair dyeing technology in the country as a result. For over 20 years, the Tianfeng Advanced Hair Dye has 
consistently outperformed similar products in terms of sales volume nationwide in China.

In 1996, we were the first to introduce a quick and convenient "5-minute" hair dyeing and conditioning cream to the market - the
Savol Instant Black Hair Dye. This innovative product revolutionized home hair dyeing, making it simple and enjoyable for everyone.
The Savol Instant Black Hair Dye quickly gained popularity and recognition, receiving numerous international awards for its 
outstanding performance. With its time-saving formula and impressive results, it became a favorite choice for those seeking a quick 
and effective solution for their hair color needs.

In 1999, our second production base, Shanghai Savol Health Cosmetics Co., Ltd., was established, marking a significant milestone in 
our company's expansion. This state-of-the-art facility was equipped with top-of-the-line modern production equipment, laying a 
solid foundation for the production of high-quality products. The establishment of Shanghai Savol Health Cosmetics Co., Ltd. not only 
allowed us to increase our manufacturing capacity but also ensured that we upheld our commitment to delivering excellence in every 
aspect of our operations.

In 2000, we became the first company in the hair dye industry in mainland of China to be certified with ISO14001 and ISO9001. It was 
a significant milestone for us, as it demonstrated our commitment to environmental management and quality assurance. In the same
year, we introduced a breakthrough product in the market - the Sijing Hair Color Cream, which was exclusively formulated with 
Chinese mulberry silk essence. By incorporating the essence of Eastern silk, our hair dye cream offered a unique and luxurious 
experience to our customers. The Sijing Hair Color Cream not only provid vibrant and long-lasting color options with its 57 shades, 
but it also enhance the smoothness and silkiness of the hair. With the introduction of the Sijing Hair Color Cream, we ushered the 
domestic hair dye industry into an era of international advancement. Our innovative approach and dedication to incorporating natural 
ingredients have proven to be successful, providing customers with a glamorous and exceptional hair dyeing experience.



Our History

In 2001, we successfully developed the first deep-sea plant-based hair dyeing and conditioning cream - the Savol Deep Sea 
Seaweed Hair Color Cream. This groundbreaking product did not contain any p-Phenylenediamine (PPD), making it 
exceptionally safe for consumers to use. For those concerned about potential side effects, we recommended choosing the 
Savol Deep Sea Seaweed Hair Color Cream as it will provide you with a worry-free and gentle hair dyeing experience. Our 
commitment to safety and innovation allowed us to cater to the diverse needs and preferences of our customers, ensuring 
their satisfaction and peace of mind.

In 2002, we successfully developed the Savol Ecological Hair Conditioning and Dye Cream using high-tech ingredients such as 
microbial Ganoderma lucidum (reishi mushroom). This breakthrough formula brought good news for individuals with sensitive skin by 
ensuring that even those prone to allergies would not experience any adverse reactions. The Savol Ecological Hair Conditioning and 
Dye Cream quickly gained recognition on the global stage, ranking among the world's leading hair dye products. In the same year, our 
"Savol" brand hair dye products achieved an impressive second place in the national random inspection organized by the State 
Administration for Market Regulation, reaffirming our commitment to producing high-quality and safe products.

In 2003, our "Savol" brand hair dye products achieved the remarkable first place in the national random inspection organized by the 
State Administration for Market Regulation, affirming our commitment to producing high-quality and safe products. This recognition 
on the national level further solidified our position as a leading brand in the hair dye industry. We continuously strive to meet and 
exceed the stringent quality standards set by regulatory authorities, ensuring the satisfaction and trust of our customers.

In 2004, our "Savol" brand hair dye products once again secured the top spot in the national random inspection organized by the 
State Administration for Market Regulation. This consecutive first-place ranking in the national inspection confirms our unwavering 
commitment to producing high-quality and safe hair dye products. It is a testament to our dedication to meeting and exceeding the 
strict quality standards set by regulatory authorities, and it reinforces the trust and confidence our customers place in our brand. We 
will continue to innovate and improve our products to ensure the utmost satisfaction and safety for our valued customers.

In 2006, we introduced the Savol Natural Plant Hair Coloring Cream (Chinese Black), which is free from p-Phenylenediamine (PPD) and 
hydrogen peroxide. This groundbreaking hair dye product is not only hypoallergenic and non-irritating but also exceptionally safe. Its 
superior quality surpasses that of both domestic and international manufacturers, setting a new standard in healthy hair coloring. We 
take great pride in offering this exceptional hair dye product that is dedicated to the health and well-being of all individuals worldwide.



Our History

In 2007, our "Tianfeng" brand was awarded the "Zhejiang Name Brand" title, while the "Savol" trademark was honored with 
the title of " China Well-known Trademark". 

From 2009 to 2011, our "Savol" hair dye products consistently held the top spot in terms of market share among similar products. 
These achievements highlight our relentless pursuit of excellence and the recognition we have received from both regional and
national institutions for our high-quality hair dye products. We remain dedicated to providing top-notch products and maintaining 
our market leadership in the coming years.

In 2014, Zhejiang Savol (Savol) Health and Beauty Hair Industry Co., Ltd. was recognized by the Zhejiang Provincial Department of 
Science and Technology as a Zhejiang Provincial Science and Technology-based Small and Medium-sized Enterprise.

In 2019, Savol was approved and became a municipal high-tech enterprise research and development center for green and safe hair 
dye.

In 2020, Savol drafted and formulated the group standard of "Hot Oil Hair Treatment and Dye Cream" for the defined quality label of 
Zhejiang Province. Savol was recognized as a national high-tech enterprise by the Leading Group for the Recognition and 
Management of National High-tech Enterprises, composed of the Ministry of Science and Technology, the Ministry of Finance, and the 
Taxation Bureau. In the same year, Savol abtained European Union ISO22716 certification, American GMPC certification, and ISO45001 
certification for Occupational Health and Safety Management System. Savol was designated as a water-saving enterprise in Taizhou 
City for the year 2020 by the People's Government of Taizhou City.



Our History

In 2021, Savol invented a breakthrough two-tube all-plant hair dye cream called "Tianfeng Herbal Oil- fused Hair Dye Cream 
(Natural Black)". This product is the result of 23 years of dedicated research by the Beijing Savol Natural Cosmetics Research 
Center. Savol's scientists extracted various natural plant chromophores, such as walnut, to darken the hair, while excluding 
harmful chemicals such as hydrogen peroxide and p-phenylenediamine. This product is a high-tech innovation that uses plants 
to darken and style hair without the use of chemicals. Currently, Savol is the only company in the world with the technology 
and capability to produce this product. In 2021, Savol obtained the Quality Mark certification for Zhejiang Manufacturing. They 
were also recognized by the Zhejiang Provincial Department of Economy and Information Technology as a specialized, refined, 
and new small and medium-sized enterprise. At the same time, Savol abtained certifications for their intellectual property 
management system and the integration of information technology and industrialization management system. Additionally, 
Savol was designated as a City-level Green Factory for the year 2021 by the People's Government of Taizhou City.

In 2022, Savol Qinshui hair dye cream was selected for the "Promotion List of Elderly Products for 2022" by the Ministry of Industry 
and Information Technology of the People’s Republic of China.
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Why Us
• 44 years

• 44 years of commitment to the research and 
development of products for hair coloring, hair styling 
and hair treatment

• Standard-setter
• The standard-setter of QB/T 1978-2016, the hair dye 

industry standard of People's Republic of China (PRC)
• The standard-setter of the group standard of " Hot Oil 

Hair Treatment and Dye Cream " for the defined 
quality label

• High-quality
• Top experts in biology, chemistry and other fields + 

State-of-the-art facility + Top-of-the-line equipment= 
High-quality products

• We strictly use food-grade and pharmaceutical-grade 
raw materials in the production of cosmetics.

• High-tech
• China High-tech enterprise

• International Standards
• ISO 14001 environmental management system 

certification
• ISO 9001 quality management system certification
• ISO 45001 certification for Occupational Health and 

Safety Management System
• European Union ISO 22716 certification
• American GMPC certification

• Real all-plant
• The Sole company in the world that has the 

technology to produce PPD-Free, chemical dye-Free 
and hydrogen peroxide-Free all-plant hair dye cream



Why Us
Our showroom of honors and certificates



Why Us
Certificate of Vice Chairman Unit of the China Flavor Fragrance Cosmetics 
Industry Association in the year 2021, issued by the China Flavor Fragrance 
Cosmetics Industry Association

由中国⾹料⾹精化妆品⼯业协会颁发的中
国⾹料⾹精化妆品⼯业协会副理事⻓单位
证书



Why Us
Our enterprise membership certificate of Chamber of Beauty Culture & 
Cosmetics of ALL-China Federation Of Industry & Commerce 



由中国质量检验协会颁发的中国质量检验
协会团体会员单位的证书

Why Us
Certificate of Group Membership issued by the China Quality Inspection 
Association in the year 2019



由中华全国⼯商业联合会美容化妆品商业
协会颁发的企业会员证书

Why Us
Certificate of Corporate Membership issued by the Cosmetic and Toiletry 
Commerce Association of All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce in 
the year 2020



由浙江省健康产业研究会颁发的副会⻓单
位证书

Why Us
Certificate of Vice President Unit issued by the Zhejiang Health Industry 
Research Association in the year 2020



Why Us
Certificate of Vice President Unit of the Ninth Council of Huangyan District 
General Chamber of Commerce, awarded by Huangyan General Chamber 
of Commerce

由⻩岩总商会颁发的⻩岩区总商会第九届
理事会副会⻓单位证书



由浙江省⽇⽤化⼯⾏业协会和浙江省⼯商
⽇化商会联合颁发的副会⻓单位证书

Why Us
Certificate of Vice President Unit jointly issued by Zhejiang Daily Chemical 
Industry Association and Zhejiang Commerce Daily Chemical Chamber of 
Commerce in the year 2022



由浙江省经济犯罪侦查和预防协会颁发的
会员单位证书

Why Us
Membership Unit Certificate issued by the Zhejiang Economic Crime 
Investigation and Prevention Association in the year 2015



Why Us
Certificate of Advanced Collective in Charitable Work in Huangyan District, 
issued by the People's Government of Huangyan District.

由⻩岩区⼈⺠政府颁发的⻩岩区慈善⼯作先进集体牌匾



Why Us
The National Product and Service Quality Integrity Demonstration Enterprise 
Certificate in the year 2021, issued by the China Quality Inspection 
Association.

由中国质量检验协会颁发的全国产品和服
务质量诚信示范企业奖状



Why Us
The National Product and Service Quality Integrity Demonstration Enterprise 
Certificate in the year 2020, issued by the China Quality Inspection 
Association.



由台州市⼯商⾏政管理局颁发的天峰商标
荣获台州市著名商标的证书

Why Us
The National Product and Service Quality Integrity Demonstration Enterprise 
Certificate in the year 2022, issued by the China Quality Inspection 
Association.



由浙江省⼯商⾏政管理局颁发的章华⽣态、
SavolHCRB、Savol品牌获得延续确认为浙
江省著名商标的证书

Why Us
The National Product and Service Quality Integrity Demonstration Enterprise 
Certificate in the year 2017, issued by the China Quality Inspection 
Association.



由浙江省经济和信息化厅颁发的浙江省专
精特新中⼩企业证书

Why Us
Certificate for Specialized, Refined, New, and Small Enterprises in Zhejiang 
Province, issued by the Zhejiang Provincial Department of Economy and 
Information Technology



由浙江省浙商经济发展中⼼颁发的浙商经
济年度创新企业证书

Why Us
Certificate of Annual Innovation Enterprise in Zhejiang Commercial 
Economy in the year 2021, issued by Zhejiang Commercial Economic 
Development Center



由浙江省科学技术厅、浙江省财政厅、国
家税务总局浙江省税务局联合颁发的⾼新
技术企业证书

Why Us
Certificate of High-Tech Enterprise, jointly issued by the Science and 
Technology Department of Zhejiang Province in the year 2020, the Finance 
Department of Zhejiang Province, and the State Taxation Bureau of Zhejiang 
Province



Why Us
Certificate of Major Taxpayer in the year 1998, issued by the People‘s 
Government of Huangyan District, Taizhou City

由台州市⻩岩区⼈⺠政府颁发的纳税⼤户
证书



由中共⻩岩区委和⻩岩区⼈⺠政府联合颁
发的2010年度⻩岩区百强企业证书

Why Us
Certificate of Top 100 Enterprises in Huangyan District for the Year 2010, 
jointly issued by the Huangyan District Committee of the Communist Party of 
China and the People‘s Government of Huangyan District



Why Us
Certificate for being ranked first in the overall market share of similar 
products for Savol Hair Dye Products in the year 2011, jointly awarded by 
the China Federation of Commerce and the National Business Information 
Center of China

由中国商业联合会和中华全国商业信息中
⼼联合颁发的章华染发剂产品的2011年
度同类产品市场综合占有率第⼀位的证书



Why Us
Certificate of China Brand Innovation Award in the year 2017, jointly 
awarded by the China Federation of Commerce and China Business News

由中国商业联合会和中国商报社联合颁发
的中国品牌创新奖证书



Why Us
Certificate for Top 100 Enterprises in Huangyan District for the Year 2008, 
awarded by the People‘s Government of Huangyan District

由⻩岩区⼈⺠政府颁发的2008年度⻩岩
区百强企业证书



Why Us
Certificate of Honest Private Enterprise for the Year 2010, jointly issued by 
the Publicity Department of the Taizhou Municipal Committee of the 
Communist Party of China, the Taizhou Municipal Administration for Industry 
and Commerce, and the Taizhou Municipal Association of Private 
Enterprises

由中共台州市委员会宣传部、台州市⼯商
⾏政管理局、台州市⺠营企业协会联合颁
发的2009年度诚信⺠营企业证书



Why Us
Certificate of High-tech Enterprise in Taizhou City in the year 2013, issued 
by the Science and Technology Bureau of Taizhou City

由台州市科学技术局颁发的台州市⾼新技
术企业证书



由台州市安全⽣产监督管理局颁发的安全
⽣产标准化三级企业证书

Why Us
Safety Production Standardization Level Three Enterprise Certificate issued 
by the Taizhou City Administration of Work Safety in the year 2014



Why Us
Certificate of Confirmation for the Extension of Savol Trademark as a Well-
Known Trademark in Zhejiang Province in the year 2013, issued by the 
Zhejiang Administration for Industry and Commerce

由浙江省⼯商⾏政管理局颁发的章华商标
延续确认为浙江省著名商标的证书



由浙江省⼯商⾏政管理局颁发的章华⽣态、
SavolHCRB、Savol品牌获得延续确认为浙
江省著名商标的证书

Why Us
Certificate of Renewal Confirmation for the Well-Known Trademarks in 
Zhejiang Province awarded by the Zhejiang Administration for Industry and 
Commerce to Savol Ecological, Savol HCRB, and Savol brands in the year 
2016



由浙江省质量技术监督局颁发的天峰品牌
荣获浙江名牌产品的证书

Why Us
Certificate of Tianfeng Brand being awarded the Zhejiang Famous Brand 
Product in the year 2007, presented by the Zhejiang Provincial Bureau of 
Quality and Technical Supervision



由浙江省质量技术监督局颁发的章华品牌
荣获浙江名牌产品的证书

Why Us
Certificate of Zhejiang Famous Brand Product awarded to Savol Brand by 
the Zhejiang Provincial Bureau of Quality and Technical Supervision in the 
year 2014



Why Us
Certificate of Tianfeng Trademark being awarded as a Well-Known 
Trademark in Taizhou City in the year 2014, issued by the Administration for 
Industry and Commerce of Taizhou City

由台州市⼯商⾏政管理局颁发的天峰商标
荣获台州市著名商标的证书



由浙江省⼯商⾏政管理局颁发的Savol品
牌被司法认定为著名商标的证书

Why Us
Certificate issued by the Zhejiang Administration for Industry and Commerce 
in the year 2008, recognizing the Savol brand as a legally acknowledged 
famous trademark



Why Us
Certificate of Famous Trademark in Taizhou City in the year 2011, issued by 
the Administration for Industry and Commerce of Taizhou City

由台州市⼯商⾏政管理局颁发的台州市著
名商标证书



由台州名牌产品认定委员会颁发的天峰品
牌荣获台州名牌产品的证书

Why Us
Certificate of Tianfeng Brand being awarded as a Famous Brand Product in 
Taizhou in the year 2017, issued by the Taizhou Famous Brand Product 
Certification Committee



由台州市⼈⺠政府颁发的章华品牌荣获台
州名牌产品的证书

Why Us
Certificate of Zhanhua Brand Awarded the Famous Brand Product in 
Taizhou in the year 2007, issued by the People‘s Government of Taizhou 
City



由台州市⼯商管理局颁发的天峰商标被认
定为台州市著名商标的证书

Why Us
Certificate of Tianfeng Trademark being Recognized as a Famous 
Trademark of Taizhou City in the year 2010, issued by the Taizhou 
Administration for Industry and Commerce



由台州名牌产品评定委员会颁发的天峰品
牌荣获台州名牌产品证书

Why Us
Certificate of the Tianfeng Brand Awarded the Title of Famous Brand 
Product in Taizhou in the year 2013 by the Taizhou Famous Brand Products 
Evaluation Committee



由浙江省质量技术监督局颁发的章华品牌
荣获浙江名牌产品的证书

Why Us
Certificate of Golden Award, issued by Malaysia China Trade Expo 2023



Why Us
Certificate of Recommended Product in the year 1999, awarded by the 
Chinese Association of Health Sciences and Technology

由中国保健科学技术学会颁发的推荐产品
证书



Why Us
Our GMPC & ISO 22716 Certificate



Why Us
Our cosmetic production license



Why Us
Material Safety Data Sheet 1



Why Us
Material Safety Data Sheet 2



Why Us
Certification for Safe Transport of Chemical Goods By Air



Why Us
Our product canning workshops and emulsification workshops 



Why Us
Our special purpose cosmetics laboratory
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What you can see is the dazzling and 
beautiful effect of hairstyling, what you 
cannot see is Savol's
unwavering dedication to raw 
materials, production, 
and research and 
development.



Savol Tianfeng Herbal Hair Dye 
Cream (with Hot Oil Treatment) 
(Natural Black) 142ml
1. Developed with all-plant plant dyes, 

exclusively produced by Savol worldwide. 
A groundbreaking achievement from our 
Beijing Savol Natural Cosmetics 
Research Center, with 23 years of 
dedicated research and globally leading 
innovative high technology. 

2. Uses natural plant color factors instead 
of traditional chemical dyeing 
components, eliminating harmful 
chemicals such as hydrogen peroxide 
and p-phenylenediamine. It is safe and 
gentle. 

3. Offers all-Herbal hair dyeing, styling, and 
nourishing properties. 

4. Truly addresses the global challenge of 
hair dye allergies with its all-plant plant 
dyeing formula. 

At-Home 
Hair-Color
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At-Home 

Genuine All-plant-based Hair Dye 

all-plant plant dyes

PPD-Free

Chemical Dye-Free

Transformation From White Hair To Black Hair

Obviously Efficient And Simple

Before

After
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Registration Certificate of Domestic Special Cosmetic Products

State Drug Administration (SDA)



Product Description
• Super Low Allergy High-Tech Formula: This product features an advanced formula with exceptionally low allergenic 

potential. It does not contain p-Phenylenediamine, hydrogen peroxide, resorcinol, ammonia, or chemical dyes, making it a 
safe and hypoallergenic choice.

• All-plant-Based Dye Technology: A groundbreaking breakthrough in the use of all-plant plant dyes, extracting a variety of 
natural black hair components from plants. It does not contain p-Phenylenediamine, hydrogen peroxide, resorcinol, 
ammonia, or chemical dyes, effectively addressing the global challenge of hair dye allergies.

• Exclusive Global Production: Savol's pioneering technology, leading the world by over a decade, has greatly promoted the 
leap towards healthy hair dyeing, marking a significant milestone. Many consumers who experienced allergies using other 
hair dyes have found complete relief after using this product.

• Enriched with Natural Ingredients: This product contains pure natural ingredients such as hydrolyzed wheat protein, red 
reishi mushroom, turmeric, silk protein, ginseng, ginkgo biloba, and polygonum multiflorum. These ingredients provide 
remarkable nourishment for the hair, leaving it fragrant and achieving natural hair coloring, styling, and care. The color is
long-lasting, vibrant, and natural.

• Reduces Hair Loss and Promotes Hair Growth: Each package includes anti-hair loss and hair growth-promoting lotions, 
effectively reducing hair loss and encouraging new hair growth.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Savol Ecological Hair Dye Cream 
(with Hot Oil Treatment) 228ml
1. High-tech hypoallergenic formula, without 

adding ammonia, and p-phenylenediamine. 
2. Breakthrough technology developed 

specifically for sensitive individuals. 
3. Enriched with extracts of Polygonum 

multiflorum, ginseng root, lingzhi mushroom, 
gardenia fruit, vine thorn fruit, and ginkgo 
biloba, providing deep nourishment. 

4. Contains advanced ultra-fine extraction 
technology refined anti-hair loss shampoo 
and hair growth lotion from Savol, with 
precious medicinal herbs such as Polygonum 
multiflorum, ginseng root, Angelica sinensis, 
Chinese cedar leaf, and Szechuan lovage 
rhizome. 

5. This product is available in seven colors: 
natural black, chestnut brown, wine red, 
purple red, dark brown, black tea, and coffee. 
Among them, the first three colors come in a 
216ml size, while the other colors require an 
additional 12ml of coloring agent, resulting in 
a total package size of 228ml.

"Discover Beauty and Comfort in Every 
Application with Our all-plant, PPD-Free Hair 
Dye Cream!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Savol Ecological Hair Dye Cream 
(with Hot Oil Treatment) 228ml

At-Home 
Hair-Color

Hair-strengthening shampoo 10ml*3

Anti-Hair loss shampoo 10ml*3

Anti-alopecia hair-nourishing liquid10ml*3

Pigment modulation 12ml

Cream ②

Cream ①Anti-staining Cream 2ml*3



Savol Ecological Hair Dye Cream 
(with Hot Oil Treatment) 150ml

1. High-tech Hypoallergenic formula, free of 
ammonia and para-phenylenediamine. 

2. Utilizes breakthrough technology, specifically 
developed for individuals prone to allergies 
with a gentle formula. 

3. Enriched with extracts of polygonum 
multiflorum, ginseng root, lingzhi mushroom, 
gardenia fruit, vine stem fruit, and ginkgo 
biloba, providing deep nourishment. 

4. Contains color-fixing and repairing shampoo, 
with an advanced color-fixing formula that 
ensures long-lasting and vibrant color. 

5. The product is available in 7 shades: Natural 
Black, Chestnut Brown, Wine Red, Purple Red, 
Brown Black, Black Tea, and Coffee. It does 
not focus on anti-hair loss effects, but rather 
on long-lasting color vibrancy, making it a 
simplified version of the larger ecological 
concept.

At-Home 
Hair-Color

Specially Developed For 
Individuals Prone To Allergies.



Savol Ecological Hair Dye Cream 
(with Hot Oil Treatment)

At-Home 
Hair-Color

Polygonum multiflorum, 
the foundation for lustrous and dark hair.

Ginkgo biloba, promotes a healthy hair core 
and enhances hair color.

Reishi mushroom, 
stimulates hair growth and reduces hair loss.

Six Plant Extract Essences
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Not detected para-phenylenediamine (PPD)Not detected para-phenylenediamine (PPD)

National Cosmetic Quality Supervision and Inspection Center

National Cosmetic Quality Supervision 
and Inspection Center

Qualified

Qualified
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Product Description
• Product Certification: This product has received special administrative approval from the National Medical Products 

Administration, with approval number G20120531.

• Variety of Colors: The product is available in eight different colors, including natural black, chestnut brown, wine red, 
brown-black, coffee, purple-red, and purple-black.

• This product is offered in a 60ml dual-pack and comes in three different packaging options, each tailored to provide 
distinct hair care benefits. The packaging has been updated to a green design.

• Savol Eco Oil Treatment Hair Dye Cream is designed for at-home use, providing a safe, natural, and nourishing way to color 
and care for your hair.

• Savol Ecologic Quality all-plant Non-Hydrogen Peroxide And PPD-Free Anti-Allergic Hair Conditioning and Dye Cream.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Tianfeng Blooming Flower Hair 
Dye Cream (with Hot Oil 
Treatment) 146ml 
1. High-tech  Hypoallergenic  formula, free of

para-phenylenediamine (PPD).
2. Enriched with 9 natural floral essences

including rose oil, jasmine flower oil,
chrysanthemum flower oil, Tahitian gardenia
flower oil, French rose oil, marigold flower oil,
lily flower oil, clove flower oil, and lavender oil,
providing nourishment to both hair and scalp.

3. Unique hyaluronic acid shampoo with anti-
aging and antioxidant properties, nourishing
the scalp and stimulating hair follicles.

4. Deeply nourishes hair strands with 9 natural
floral essences, leaving hair soft, smooth, and
naturally lustrous.

5. Available in 4 shades: natural black, dark
brown-black, chestnut brown, and deep
coffee. Among them, natural black and dark
brown-black come in 134ml, while chestnut
brown and deep coffee require an additional
12ml colorant, making the total volume of the
box 146ml.

"Experience the Ultimate in Hair Color Luxury 
with Our Gold Peptide Conditioning Dye 
Cream!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color
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Not detected para-phenylenediamine (PPD)
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Product Description
• Specially formulated for sensitive skin, free from p-Phenylenediamine, non-allergenic, outstanding coverage for white hair, 

ammonia-free plant-based dye, enriched with over ten types of floral extracts, along with extracts from Polygonum 
multiflorum, Thuja orientalis leaves, sesame seeds, and golden peptide hair care, significantly alleviates hair loss.

• This product holds a special administrative license for domestic specific purposes issued by the National Medical Products 
Administration, License Number: National Cosmetics Special Character 20230594.

• Containing no p-Phenylenediamine, this product is non-irritating, making it a boon for sensitive skin. It is named "Blossom" 
because it incorporates extracts from nine different flowers, providing significant nourishment for the scalp and hair, 
repairing damaged hair, and leaving the hair naturally lustrous and silky. These flowers include lavender, clove flower, lily
flower, calendula, French rose, Tahiti gardenia, chrysanthemum, jasmine, rose, and sunflower. Additionally, it also contains 
hydrolyzed wheat protein and silk essence.

• In addition to the unique floral extracts in the cream, the hair care section of this product utilizes the precious high-tech 
ingredient known as golden peptide. Specifically, this refers to Acetyl Hexapeptide-8, a highly active peptide that offers 
remarkable effects such as antioxidation, anti-aging, cell regeneration, wrinkle reduction, and moisturization. It delivers 
significant results with minimal side effects, a feature typically found in high-end cosmetics. For instance, top skincare 
brand La Mer charges thousands of dollars for a small jar of their cream. Golden peptide is essentially a type of protein 
found in the human body, but as the body ages, its ability to produce this substance declines significantly. Golden peptide's
anti-aging effects include repairing and promoting cell growth, making it highly effective in improving the condition of hair 
follicles and stimulating their vitality. As a result, this product provides excellent hair care and hair loss prevention. If you 
used to lose 10 strands of hair every time you combed your hair, with this product, you will only lose 5.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Currently, this product is available in four colors: Natural Black, Chestnut Brown, Deep Coffee, and Brown-Black. The 

product package includes all the necessary materials for at-home hair coloring, making it suitable for DIY hair coloring.

• Experience the luxury of our Tianfeng Blossom PPD-Free Gold Peptide Plant Hair Conditioning and Dye Cream, designed 
for those who seek exquisite hair color and nourishment.

• Our unique formula is ammonia-free and PPD-free, providing a gentle and safe hair coloring experience. Say goodbye to 
harsh chemicals that may harm your hair and scalp.

• Achieve perfect coverage with uniform and precise color results. Whether you're aiming for a natural brown or another 
shade, our product delivers stunning and consistent coloring.

• What sets our product apart is its nourishing Gold Peptide content. This precious ingredient not only enhances the 
vibrancy of your hair color but also nourishes your locks, leaving them healthy, silky, and radiant.

• The result? Long-lasting and shiny shades that resist fading, ensuring your hair remains vibrant and beautiful.

• Our Gold Peptide Plant Hair Conditioning and Dye Cream is perfect for both professional hair salons and at-home use. 
With a practical 60ml/tube*2 volume and various color options, including customization, it caters to your specific needs.

• Rest assured, our product complies with the highest industry standards, holding certifications such as ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, and GMPC. These certifications reflect our commitment to quality and excellence.

• Whether you're a professional stylist or prefer the convenience of coloring your hair at home, our product, enriched with 
Gold Peptide, is designed to meet your expectations. Choose excellence, choose vibrant hair color, choose our Tianfeng
Flower PPD-Free Gold Peptide Plant Hair Conditioning and Dye Cream. At-Home 

Hair-Color



Tianfeng Herbal Conditioning 
MOUSTACHE AND BEARD Dye 
Lotion 2.0 42ml 
1. A safe and effective MOUSTACHE AND

BEARD dye developed specifically for the
Arab population.

2. This product can be used for both hair,
MOUSTACHE AND BEARD coloring, providing
a natural shade. One bag of Dye Lotion is
sufficient for hair or beard coloring. 

3. High-tech clear water formula, effectively
dyes facial hair black without staining the skin.

4. The new formula is a summary of our
company's experience in black hair care.
Whether you have yellow or white hair, one
touch of beautiful black makes you
confidently experience a new hair color.

5. Deeply nourishes MOUSTACHE AND BEARD 
with  precious plant essences such as
Polygonum Multiflorum, Panax Ginseng, and
Ganoderma Lucidum, leaving them soft,
smooth, and naturally lustrous.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Tianfeng Herbal Conditioning 
MOUSTACHE AND BEARD Dye 
Lotion 2.0 42ml 

1. Usage Instructions: This product can be used for both
hair, moustache and beard coloring, providing a
natural shade. One bag of Tianfeng Clear Water Black
Hair is sufficient for hair or beard coloring.

2. Put on the included gloves. Since each package
contains two separate compartments with agent 1
and agent 2 respectively, it is essential to cut open the
entire bag before use. Ensure that all the dye is
squeezed into a plastic bowl at once and mix
thoroughly. Begin applying from the noticeable areas
of white hair or beard, quickly and repeatedly rub it
through the hair, combing it evenly with a comb. Allow
it to stay for 15 minutes (for lower temperatures or
coarser hair, you may extend the application time
slightly). As beard hair is generally coarser than head
hair, please appropriately extend the application time
when using this product for beard coloring. Finally,
rinse thoroughly with water.

3. Dosage: For short hair or beard, use one bag; for
medium-length hair, use two bags; for long hair, use
four bags, increasing proportionally.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing the Tianfeng Herbal Conditioning MOUSTACHE AND BEARD Dye Lotion 2.0, 42ml – a revolutionary dye solution 

crafted with precision for the Arab population, promising a natural, confident, and elegant look for your hair, moustache, 
and beard. This advanced product is your go-to for achieving that perfect shade of black, tailored specifically for both your 
hair and facial hair needs.

• Our unique formula is a blend of safety and effectiveness. With the high-tech clear water formula, it ensures your facial 
hair receives a deep, rich black color without the risk of staining your skin. It's the culmination of our extensive experience 
in black hair care, designed to transform even the lightest hairs to a beautiful, confident black, allowing you to experience
a hair color rejuvenation like never before.

• But that's not all. The Tianfeng Herbal Conditioning MOUSTACHE AND BEARD Dye Lotion goes beyond just coloring. It's 
enriched with the essence of precious plants such as Polygonum Multiflorum, Panax Ginseng, and Ganoderma Lucidum, 
deeply nourishing your moustache and beard. This leaves your facial hair not only colored but also soft, smooth, and 
naturally lustrous.

• Easy to use, this dye lotion comes with straightforward instructions for both hair and facial hair application. Each bag is 
designed for single-use, ensuring you get the right amount for either your hair or beard. The package includes gloves and 
is divided into two compartments containing agent 1 and agent 2, which you'll mix thoroughly before application. Suitable 
for all hair types, the lotion requires just 15 minutes to work its magic, with a slight adjustment needed for coarser hair or 
cooler temperatures.

• Dosage is simple: one bag for short hair or beards, two for medium-length hair, and four for long hair, adjusting 
proportionally to ensure perfect coverage.

• Embrace the new you with Tianfeng Herbal Conditioning MOUSTACHE AND BEARD Dye Lotion 2.0. Your hair deserves the 
best care and the most natural color. Try it today and step into a world of confidence and elegance with your hair, 
moustache, and beard looking their absolute best.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Savol Henna Cream For 
Eyebrows

1. A safe, non-irritating eyebrow dye developed specifically for
Arabs.

2. It colors quickly, offering natural and beautiful hues.
3. Enriched with natural plant nourishing ingredients, leaving them

soft, smooth, and naturally lustrous.
4. Easy to apply. 

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing Savol Henna Cream for Eyebrows – your ideal choice for achieving naturally beautiful, luscious 

eyebrows. Specifically developed to meet the unique needs of the Arab population, this eyebrow dye is both 
safe and gentle, ensuring a non-irritating application experience.

• Crafted for efficiency, Savol Henna Cream colors your eyebrows quickly, transforming them into natural and 
striking hues that enhance your facial features. Its formula is not just about color; it's about care. Enriched 
with natural plant nourishing ingredients, this cream ensures that your eyebrows remain soft, smooth, and 
naturally lustrous after each application.

• The ease of application is a key benefit of Savol Henna Cream. Its user-friendly design allows for a simple, 
hassle-free application process, making it possible to achieve professional-level results from the comfort of 
your own home.

• Whether you're looking to enhance your natural eyebrow color or give your brows a complete makeover, 
Savol Henna Cream for Eyebrows offers a perfect blend of color and care. Experience the natural beauty and 
elegance that comes with perfectly tinted eyebrows. Try Savol Henna Cream today and step into a world 
where beauty and wellness go hand in hand.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Savol Ecological Hair Dye Cream 
(with Hot Oil Treatment) 154ml

1. Our innovative and advanced formula
ensures a Hypoallergenic experience, as
it is free of para-phenylenediamine (PPD).

2. Infused with the power of natural plant
extracts including marigold, tea leaves,
ginkgo biloba leaves, ginger root, and
ginseng root, our product provides
nourishment and gentle care, all while
being completely botanical and safe.

3. With its creamy texture, our product
effortlessly covers each strand of hair,
ensuring thorough and even coloring.

4. Delighting in a luxurious post-coloring
experience, our product is
complemented with precious Tianfeng
hyaluronic acid essence and Tianfeng
hyaluronic acid color-locking shampoo,
providing your hair with the indulgence
of hyaluronic acid hair care.

"Revolutionize Your Hair Coloring Routine with 
Our All-in-One Ecological Hair Color Kit!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color
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Registration Certificate of Domestic Special Cosmetic Products

Strict adherence to the specific 
standards of the cosmetics industry



Product Description
• Specially developed for sensitive skin, free of p-Phenylenediamine, hypoallergenic, and effectively covers white or gray hair.

• Innovative high-tech botanical coloring and hair care formula.

• Breakthrough use of hyaluronic acid for post-dye shampoo and hair care.

• Approved by the National Medical Products Administration with License No. National Cosmetics Special Approval 
20223699.

• Description: This product is formulated for individuals with sensitive skin, offering a hypoallergenic, p-Phenylenediamine-
free solution. If you've experienced allergies using products from other manufacturers, we recommend trying this unique 
and gentle formula. Not only is it free of ammonia, but it also boasts a pleasant fragrance. Our botanical hair dye formula 
includes extracts of ginseng, ginkgo biloba, tea tree leaves, marigold, and ginger, providing a safe and healthy alternative 
to chemical dyes.

• What sets this product apart is its innovative use of high-cost hyaluronic acid for post-dye shampoo and hair care. 
Hyaluronic acid is a naturally occurring biological substance in human skin, known for its unique biological activity, low 
toxicity, minimal immune response, high biocompatibility, biodegradability, and absorbability. In the context of hair and 
scalp, it offers excellent nourishing effects, leaving your hair soft and manageable, while also aiding in the repair of 
damaged hair. Because hyaluronic acid can promote the repair and regeneration of hair follicle cells, it significantly reduces 
hair loss. The extraction of hyaluronic acid from rare sources such as bovine vitreous, human umbilical cords, and rooster 
combs comes at a high cost, which reflects in the product's price. As you may know, most skincare products containing 
hyaluronic acid are priced at over a thousand dollars, such as Shiseido’s Vital Perfection series in Japan. We are proud to be 
one of the very few to utilize this precious ingredient in hair care. At-Home 

Hair-Color



Product Description
• The product is available in eight colors: Natural Black, Chestnut Brown, Deep Coffee, Brown-Black, Black Tea, Deep Brown, 

Mocha Brown, and Khaki Brown. Each package includes all the materials needed for at-home hair dyeing.

• Introducing our Popular Tianfeng Ecological Hair Color Kit, meticulously crafted to meet your private labeling needs and 
engineered to provide a seamless and nurturing hair coloring experience.

• Our groundbreaking formula allows you to synchronize hair coloring with your shampooing routine, streamlining the 
process and making it exceptionally efficient. Bid farewell to the days of separate coloring sessions and embrace 
multitasking at its finest.

• Experience the magic of instant hair coloring. Our product delivers stunning color results immediately, negating the need 
for extended waiting periods. With our all-in-one tube design, the colorant and developer are conveniently packaged 
together, ensuring effortless and precise application.

• But there's more – our formula is enriched with natural plant essence. As you color your hair, you're also providing it with 
the care it deserves, leaving it feeling nourished and vibrant.

• Indulge in long-lasting and luminous shades that resist fading over time. Your hair will retain its beautiful color and shine 
for an extended duration.

• Our Popular Tianfeng Ecological Hair Color Kit is suitable for both professional hair salons and home use. Each kit includes 
two tubes, with a total volume of 77ml. We offer a range of colors, including customization options to cater to your unique 
preferences.

• Rest assured, our product meets the highest industry standards, with certifications such as ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22716, 
and GMPC, underscoring our unwavering commitment to quality and excellence.

• Discover an extraordinary and gentle formula that seamlessly integrates hair coloring into your shampooing routine. Opt
for Tianfeng for a nourishing and efficient hair color experience.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Savol Clear Water Hair Dye 
Cream 2.0（Clear Water One 
Comb Black）240ml

1. Awarded the "Recommended Products
for the Elderly in 2022" by the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology of
China 

2. Innovative Clear Water-based technology
3. The product comes in two-phase cream

form, with a clear and transparent
texture. Its unique formula is designed to
exclusively dye the hair black without
staining the scalp. When rinsing off the
hair dye, the water is clear and
transparent. 

4. This hair dye is economical and practical,
easy to use. You can mix the hair dye in
the desired quantity, making it
convenient for multiple applications. It
can be reused several times and is
suitable for touch-ups on specific areas
of the hair.

At-Home 
Hair-Color
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Not only does it achieve outstanding hair coloring effects, 
but it also excels in hair care

Deeply nourishing the hair, it provides effective 
protection for the locks, ensuring their optimal health.
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Equipped with a coloring comb, 
effortlessly achieving black hair 
with just one comb.

Innovative clearwater technology that selectively 
colors the hair without affecting the scalp.



Sijing Silk Essence Hair Dye 
Cream (with Hot Oil Treatment) 
140ml
1. High-tech Hypoallergenic formula, free of para-

phenylenediamine (PPD). 
2. Enriched with 18 amino acids from natural silk, with 

most of the nutrients instantly absorbed by the hair. 
3. The efficient dyeing technique enables this product 

to effectively darken hair within a mere 5 minutes. 
4. Extracts from various natural plant essences such as 

hop flowers, ginkgo leaves, olive fruit, black mulberry, 
gardenia, polygonum multiflorum, tea leaves, and 
wheat, ensuring safe hair dyeing and natural hair 
nourishment. 

5. Quick color deposition without damaging the hair. 
Deeply nourishes the hair strands, resulting in 
smooth and flowing hair with a natural shine. 

6. 8 colors available: Natural Black, Brown Black, Deep 
Purple Black, Chestnut Brown, Purple Red, Chestnut, 
Deep Coffee, and Milk Tea Brown. The Natural Black 
and Brown Black shades are free of contain para-
phenylenediamine.

"Experience Luxurious, Long-Lasting Hair 
Color with Our Silk Essence Conditioning 
Dye Cream!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color

Eighteen natural amino 
acids create a palette of 
natural colors through 
dyeing.
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Product Description
• Enriched with bio silk protein and plant extracts, offering a dual biological and botanical nourishing effect, remarkable 

coverage for white hair, and a deeply nourishing formula that is gentle on hair.

• This product holds a special administrative license for domestic specific purposes issued by the National Medical Products 
Administration, License Number: National Cosmetics Special Character G20161377.

• Silk Essence, or Sijing, a brand under Savol, reflects our breakthrough technology that incorporates bio silk protein into 
hair dye products, enabling deep hair nourishment while maintaining low allergenicity.

• Bio silk protein shares similarity with human skin and hair, containing 18 amino acids that are readily absorbed by hair, 
effectively repairing damaged hair, leaving it naturally lustrous and silky. The legendary beauty of women from the 
Jiangnan region with their fair skin and glossy hair can be attributed to the efficacy of bio silk.

• This product integrates bio silk essence into its coloring cream, along with extracts from Oriental tea tree, Polygonum 
multiflorum, black mulberry, hops, ginkgo, olive oil, and gardenia, among other plant extracts. It not only dyes the hair but 
also provides hair care and nourishment, hence the name "Hair Nourishing and Coloring Cream."

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Our products are not merely referred to as hair dye creams but are named "Nourishing and Coloring Creams." Traditional 

hot oil treatments used heat to facilitate the entry of hair care substances into the hair shaft, leading to the use of "hot" or
"焗" in the name. The English term for this is "Hot oil treatment." Nowadays, our "Nourishing and Coloring Creams" no 
longer require the cumbersome process of heating. For decades, Savol has invested significantly in the technological 
development of hair dye and care products. Our mainstream hair dye products provide deep hair care alongside coloring, 
ensuring no hair damage, and leaving hair naturally vibrant and silky. Hence, our products are referred to as "Nourishing 
and Coloring Creams" or "Hair Nourishing and Coloring Creams," representing a fusion of coloring and hair care.

• This product is available as a 60ml dual-component system, with each package including a comb, gloves, a shoulder cover, 
ear caps, and a hair cap, along with detailed instructions for easy application. A 30-minute application time yields excellent 
results, making it suitable for at-home use. For short men's hair, one box can be used 2-3 times; for short women's hair, 
one box is sufficient for one application, while shoulder-length hair requires two boxes for one application, and regular 
long hair would need three boxes for one application.

• The Silk Essence brand under Savol enjoys strong brand recognition and is recognized as a Famous Trademark in Shanghai, 
with this product holding the title of Shanghai Famous Brand.

• Color Options: Ten colors are available, and custom colors can also be accommodated based on customer preferences. The 
ten standard colors are: Natural Black 156, Brown-Black 153, Chestnut Brown 4.2, Purple-Black 5.0, Purple-Red 3.8, Wine 
Red 3.2, Green 2.5, Dark Coffee 2.1, Copper Gold 1.8, and Gold Blonde 1.3. Among these, Natural Black 156 and Brown-
Black 153 formulas are free from p-Phenylenediamine.

At-Home 
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Product Description
• Experience the luxury of our GMPC Certified Silk Essence Permanent Hair Conditioning and Dye Cream, designed for those 

who desire exquisite hair color and enhanced shine.

• Our unique formula is ammonia-free, providing a gentle and comfortable hair coloring experience. Bid farewell to harsh 
chemicals that may harm your hair and scalp.

• Achieve perfect coverage with uniform and consistent color results. Whether you're looking for a natural brown or 
another shade, our product delivers beautiful and precise coloring.

• What sets our product apart is its formulation with silk essence. This precious ingredient not only enhances the vibrancy of 
your hair color but also nourishes your locks, leaving them silky smooth and radiant.

• The result? Long-lasting and shiny shades that resist fading, ensuring that your hair remains stunning and vibrant.

• Our Silk Essence Permanent Hair Conditioning and Dye Cream is perfect for both professional hair salons and at-home use. 
With a practical 60ml/tube*2 volume and various color options, including customization, it caters to your specific needs.

• Rest assured, our product complies with the highest industry standards, holding certifications such as ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, and GMPC. These certifications reflect our commitment to quality and excellence.

• Whether you're a professional stylist or prefer the convenience of coloring your hair at home, our product, enriched with 
silk essence, is designed to meet your expectations. Choose excellence, choose vibrant hair color, choose our GMPC 
Certified Silk Essence Permanent Hair Conditioning and Dye Cream.

At-Home 
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Deep-Sea Algae Nourishing Hair 
Dye Cream 120ml

1. Free from para-phenylenediamine 
2. Enriched with natural seaweed extracts,

it offers strong coverage for dark hair
colors. 

3. It includes various seaweed extracts,
such as iodine, cysteine, protein
polysaccharides, alginic acid, offering
elasticity, improved sebum secretion,
and moisturizing, antiviral benefits. 

4. With added ingredients like hydrolyzed
wheat protein, ginseng, and silk protein,
it proves highly effective in nourishing
the hair.

5. This product is especially suitable for
those concerned about potential
allergens, providing low-sensitivity
effects.

At-Home 
Hair-Color

Long-lasting Effect, Unlikely To Cause Allergies

Free Of PPD, Enriched With Deep-sea Seaweed Essence
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Product Description
• PPD-Free Savol Silk Essence Deep Sea Seaweed Hair Dye and Conditioning Cream with Hot Oil Treatment  120ml

• Key Features:

1. PPD-Free: Our formula is free from PPD (paraphenylenediamine), ensuring a safer and gentler hair coloring experience.

2. Natural Algae Essence: Enriched with natural algae essence, this hair dye not only colors but also conditions your hair for a
healthier look and feel.

3. Long-Lasting and Shiny Shades: Enjoy vibrant, long-lasting color that maintains a glossy shine.

• Discover the future of hair coloring with our PPD-Free Deep Sea Seaweed Hair Dye and Conditioning Cream . We've taken 
the utmost care to formulate a product that prioritizes your hair's health while delivering stunning results.

• Our PPD-free formula ensures that you can achieve the hair color you desire without compromising on safety. The natural 
algae essence in this dye cream not only colors your hair beautifully but also provides deep conditioning, leaving your 
locks healthier and more radiant.

• Experience the joy of long-lasting, shiny hair color that stands out and makes a statement. Elevate your hair coloring game 
with the power of nature and innovation.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Tianfeng Herbal Conditioning Hair 
Dye Lotion 2.0 Instant Black 200ml

1. Efficient Repair: Savol Clear Water One
Comb Black employs an advanced
scientific formula, delivering remarkable
reparative effects. 

2. Green and Safe: Savol Clear Water One
Comb Black is crafted from pure natural
plant extracts, ensuring a non-irritating
experience for the scalp and hair. 

3. Deep Nourishment: Savol Clear Water
One Comb Black is rich in nutrients such
as vitamin E, vitamin B, minerals, etc.,
providing abundant nourishment to the
hair roots. 

4. Enhance Hair Color: Savol Clear Water
One Comb Black incorporates natural
black pigments that permeate the hair,
effectively concealing white and gray
hair while imparting a uniform and
natural color. 

At-Home 
Hair-Color

Plant-based additives for healthy hair coloring

More Safe For The Whole Family To Use
Revitalize with Savol Clear Water One Comb Black: 
Efficient Repair, Green and Safe, Deep Nourishment –
Unveil Your Natural Hair Color!
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Product Description
• Savol Clear Water One Comb Black Hair Dye and Conditioning Cream with Hot Oil Treatment

• Savol Clear Water One Comb Black a hair care product designed to repair and enhance hair color. Its key attributes include:

• Efficient Repair: Savol Clear Water One Comb Black employs an advanced scientific formula, delivering remarkable 
reparative effects. It penetrates the hair roots, boosts follicle cell vitality, and stimulates hair growth. Simultaneously, it 
slows down follicle cell aging, reducing hair loss and promoting denser, healthier hair.

• Green and Safe: Savol Clear Water One Comb Black is crafted from pure natural plant extracts, ensuring a non-irritating 
experience for the scalp and hair. It is safe and reliable for use, making it especially suitable for individuals with sensitive
scalps or those with hair subjected to long-term perming or dyeing.

• Deep Nourishment: Savol Clear Water One Comb Black is rich in nutrients such as vitamin E, vitamin B, minerals, etc., 
providing abundant nourishment to the hair roots. It delicately nourishes the hair, replenishing essential nutrients, 
resulting in healthier, smoother, and shinier hair. Additionally, it addresses hair frizz and dryness, leaving the hair more 
manageable and easier to style.

• Enhance Hair Color: Savol Clear Water One Comb Black incorporates natural black pigments that permeate the hair, 
effectively concealing white and gray hair while imparting a uniform and natural color. Post-application, hair displays a 
natural, lustrous black hue, radiating a youthful and vibrant appearance.

• In conclusion, Savol Clear Water One Comb Black stands as a hair care product delivering efficient repair, green safety, 
deep nourishment, and enhanced hair color. Through these features, it offers users the prospect of healthy, glossy hair, 
revitalizing the beauty and vibrancy of their locks.

At-Home 
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Tianfeng Herbal Conditioning Hair 
Dye Cream M4 One Comb Brown 
200ml

1. Natural Hair Dyeing: Savol Clear Water
One Comb Brown utilizes an advanced
hair dye formula, providing a natural and
enduring coloring effect to the hair. 

2. Nutrient-Rich Moisturization: Enriched
with plant extracts and essential
nutrients like vitamin E and collagen,
Savol Clear Water One Comb Brown
deeply nourishes the hair, leaving it soft
and lustrous. 

3. Safe and Non-Irritating: Formulated with
a green, non-irritating blend, Savol Clear
Water One Comb Brown boasts a
pleasant fragrance and is gentle on the
scalp. 

At-Home 
Hair-Color

Plant essence, hair coloring and care. 

Dye your hair at home without relying on others.

Plant-based formula for Hypoallergenic and health.

Uniform color application, hair care for soft and shiny results. 

Fruity fragrance, non-irritating.



Product Description
• Savol Clear Water One Comb Brown Hair Dye and Conditioning Cream with Hot Oil Treatment

• Savol Clear Water One Comb Brown is a hair care product designed for effective hair coloring, featuring the following 
characteristics:

• Natural Hair Dyeing: Savol Clear Water One Comb Brown utilizes an advanced hair dye formula, providing a natural and 
enduring coloring effect to the hair. It penetrates the hair roots, ensuring even coverage of coloring agents on each strand,
resulting in a naturally beautiful brown shade. Beyond coloring, Savol Clear Water One Comb Brown also works to repair 
and protect the hair strands, minimizing damage during the dyeing process.

• Nutrient-Rich Moisturization: Enriched with plant extracts and essential nutrients like vitamin E and collagen, Savol Clear 
Water One Comb Brown deeply nourishes the hair, leaving it soft and lustrous. It effectively addresses common issues 
such as dryness and frizz, contributing to the overall health and vitality of the hair.

• Convenient Application: Savol Clear Water One Comb Brown offers a hassle-free application process. Simply dispense the 
product onto your palms and evenly apply it to clean, dry hair. No additional products or complex dyeing procedures are 
required, making it a time-saving and effortless solution.

• Safe and Non-Irritating: Formulated with a green, non-irritating blend, Savol Clear Water One Comb Brown boasts a 
pleasant fragrance and is gentle on the scalp. Particularly suitable for individuals sensitive to chemical hair dyes, choosing 
Savol Clear Water One Comb Brown ensures a safe and effective hair coloring experience.

• In conclusion, Savol Clear Water One Comb Brown is a hair care product renowned for its natural coloring effects and 
nutrient-rich moisturization. Beyond delivering a naturally beautiful and long-lasting hair color, it actively works to repair 
and protect hair strands, promoting overall hair health and beauty. Its straightforward and safe application makes it an 
ideal choice for those seeking a change in hair color.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Savol Wash and Black Clear Water 
Hair Dye Shampoo

1. Gentle Hair Washing: Savol Wash and
Black adopts a mild shampoo formula
that effectively cleanses the scalp and
hair strands, removing excess oil and dirt
without compromising the hair's pigment. 

2. Revitalizing Black Shine: The formula of
Savol Wash and Black includes precious
plant extracts that nourish the scalp and
hair strands, promoting hair growth. 

3. Enhanced Resilience: Savol Wash and
Black is rich in nutrients such as
collagen, providing sufficient moisture
and nourishment to the hair strands. 

4. Long-Lasting Effects: Savol Wash and
Black can effectively maintain the black
color of the hair for an extended period,
resisting fading. 

At-Home 
Hair-Color

Innovative Formula 
Won't Darken The Scalp
Improves Hair Texture 
Penetrates Deeply
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At-Home 
Hair-Color

During the hair dyeing process, it won't darken the scalp.

Shampooing, Coloring, 
And Conditioning, All In One.



Product Description
• Savol Wash and Black Clear Water Hair Dye Shampoo

• Savol Wash and Black is a hair care product designed to repair hair and improve hair color. The product details are as 
follows:

• Gentle Hair Washing: Savol Wash and Black adopts a mild shampoo formula that effectively cleanses the scalp and hair 
strands, removing excess oil and dirt without compromising the hair's pigment. It gently repairs the hair, maintaining its 
overall health.

• Revitalizing Black Shine: The formula of Savol Wash and Black includes precious plant extracts that nourish the scalp and 
hair strands, promoting hair growth. It activates follicle cells, enhances blood circulation in the scalp, and provides ample
nutrition, resulting in denser and healthier hair. Additionally, it increases the shine of the hair, making black hair more 
lustrous and appealing.

• Enhanced Resilience: Savol Wash and Black is rich in nutrients such as collagen, providing sufficient moisture and 
nourishment to the hair strands. This enhances the resilience and elasticity of the hair. It can repair issues like frizz and
split ends, leaving the hair smoother and reducing the likelihood of breakage.

• Long-Lasting Effects: Savol Wash and Black can effectively maintain the black color of the hair for an extended period, 
resisting fading. Its unique formula adheres closely to the hair surface, ensuring a secure bond for the black dye. Moreover,
the formula is gentle, causing no irritation to the scalp or hair, ensuring safe and reliable use.

• In summary, Savol Wash and Black is a hair care product specifically designed to address white hair issues. It gently 
cleanses the hair, revitalizes with a black shine, enhances hair resilience, and maintains a long-lasting black color.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Tianfeng Herbal Nourishing Hair 
Dye Cream D0 130ml

1. Natural Plant Ingredients: Crafted with
natural plant extracts, it enriched with
pomegranate extract, is a source of
abundant vitamins C, E, and various
antioxidants.

2. Long-Lasting Hair Color: It’s patented
formula ensures a sustained and vibrant
hair coloring effect. 

3. Nourishment and Repair: It excels in
nourishing and repairing capabilities. 

4. Color Preservation and Moisture Lock:
The special color-preserving
components in it effectively lock in the
post-dye color, preventing color fading.

5. Safe and Reliable: It has undergone
rigorous quality tests and safety
assessments, meeting international
standards. 

At-Home 
Hair-Color

Elevate Your Hair Care Experience with Savol: 
Natural Plant Ingredients, Long-Lasting Color, 
Nourishment, and Repair – Safe, Reliable, and 
Radiant!
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Product Description
• Savol Tianfeng Herbal Care Hair Dye Cream D0

• Tianfeng Herbal Care Hair Dye Cream D0 is a hair care product that combines the dual benefits of hair coloring and 
nourishment. The distinctive features of this product are outlined below:

• Natural Plant Ingredients: Crafted with natural plant extracts, Tianfeng Herbal Care Hair Dye Cream D0, enriched with 
pomegranate extract, is a source of abundant vitamins C, E, and various antioxidants. This formulation effectively shields 
the hair from environmental pollutants and free radical damage.

• Long-Lasting Hair Color: Tianfeng Herbal Care Hair Dye Cream D0's patented formula ensures a sustained and vibrant hair 
coloring effect. It facilitates the uniform penetration of hair dye pigments deep into the hair strands, resulting in colors 
that remain vivid for an extended period. Whether concealing white hair or transforming hair color, the outcomes are 
consistently pleasing.

• Nourishment and Repair: Tianfeng Herbal Care Hair Dye Cream D0 excels in nourishing and repairing capabilities. Its 
unique nourishing formula deeply moisturizes the hair strands, mending damaged hair. Following application, the hair 
becomes noticeably smoother, silkier, and more manageable for styling.

• Color Preservation and Moisture Lock: The special color-preserving components in Tianfeng Herbal Care Hair Dye Cream 
D0 effectively lock in the post-dye color, preventing color fading. This protective layer acts as a barrier against UV rays, 
prolonging the durability of the hair dye effect.

• Safe and Reliable: Tianfeng Herbal Care Hair Dye Cream D0 has undergone rigorous quality tests and safety assessments, 
meeting international standards. It is gentle on the scalp and hair, ensuring a safe and reliable user experience.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Savol Small Bottle Repair Timed 
Cold Perm Lotion 

1. This product is enriched with abundant
amino acids, various vitamins, and
essential oil extracts from natural plants. 

2. Utilizing an advanced dual formula with
high-tech precision, it accurately
identifies the hair fiber structure,
automatically penetrating and
restructuring within the hair.

3. Suitable for various hair textures, it
creates perfectly and uniform curls. For P
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Product Description
• Timed Cold Perm Lotion

• Timed cold perm lotion utilizes oxidizing and reducing agents to induce oxidation-reduction reactions within the hair, 
thereby altering its chemical structure.

• Prior to perming, the timed cold perm lotion is applied to the hair, followed by a specific waiting period (usually 10 to 30 
minutes) for the chemical reaction to occur. Unlike traditional perming methods, this process doesn't involve the 
application of heat to the hair; rather, the perming effect is achieved through the passage of time. Once the designated 
time has elapsed, the hair needs to be thoroughly washed, followed by the use of post-perming care products for 
maintenance.

• Savol Small Bottle Repair Timed Cold Perm Lotion

• This product is enriched with abundant amino acids, various vitamins, and essential oil extracts from natural plants. 
Utilizing an advanced dual formula with high-tech precision, it accurately identifies the hair fiber structure, automatically 
penetrating and restructuring within the hair. It is suitable for various hair textures, creating perfect and uniform curls. 
When using this product for perming, the hair retains its color, softens, and sets within the standard time. The operational 
steps of this product are simple, ensuring no damage to the hair during the perming process. This solution has effectively 
addressed issues related to hair damage and frizziness during the perming procedure.
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Savol Large-Bottle Timed Hot Perm 
Lotion for Different Hair Types

1. This product is enriched with abundant
amino acids, various vitamins, and
essential oil extracts derived from
natural plants. 

2. Employing an advanced dual formula
with high-tech precision, it accurately
recognizes the structure of hair fibers,
automatically penetrating and
reorganizing within the hair. 

3. Suitable for various hair textures, it
creates perfectly uniform curls. 
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Product Description
• Timed Hot Perming Solution

• Timed hot perming solution is a professional hair treatment product designed to alter the hair's structure through a 
chemical reaction, resulting in curly or voluminous effects. Compared to traditional perming products, timed heat perming 
solution offers enhanced safety and softness, minimizing damage to the hair to a greater extent.

• The underlying principle of timed heat perming solution involves the use of oxidizing and reducing agents to initiate 
oxidation-reduction reactions within the hair, thereby changing its chemical structure. Before the perming process, the 
timed heat perming solution is applied to the hair and then heated to induce the chemical reaction. Typically, timed heat 
perming solutions come with a predefined timeframe. After this period, the hair needs to be thoroughly washed, followed 
by the use of post-perming care products for maintenance.

• Savol Large-Bottle Timed Hot Perm Lotion for Different Hair Types

• This product is enriched with abundant amino acids, various vitamins, and essential oil extracts derived from natural plants.
Employing an advanced dual formula with high-tech precision, it accurately recognizes the structure of hair fibers, 
automatically penetrating and reorganizing within the hair. Suitable for various hair textures, it creates perfectly uniform 
curls. When using this product for perming, hair color remains vibrant, and the hair softens and sets within the designated 
time. The operational steps for this product are simple, ensuring zero damage to the hair during the perming process. This 
solution effectively addresses issues related to hair damage and frizziness during the perming procedure.
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Organic Pearl and Herbal Extract Professional 
Hair Dye for Hair Salons
Features:
1 Pearl and herb extract
2 Professional for hair salon
3 Long-lasting and shiny shades
4 Delivers intense shine

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

Pearl & Herbal 100ml

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: Multi-Color and More 
Colors Can Be Customized

Volume: 100ML/Tube Ingredient: Pearl Element and Herbal 
Extract

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Professional Hair Salon 
Series

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Gender: Unisex "Radiate Excellence with SAVOL's Organic 
Pearl & Herbal Hair Dye! Elevate Your Salon's 
Artistry."
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Product Description
• Introducing our Organic Pearl and Herbal Extract Professional Hair Dye, specially crafted for discerning hair salons. This 

exceptional product combines the power of organic pearl and herbal extracts to provide a premium coloring experience 
that exudes luxury.

• Designed exclusively for professional hair salons, our Professional Hair Dye guarantees salon-quality results that meet the 
highest standards of excellence. Whether you're offering color transformations or touch-ups, our product ensures 
consistently stunning outcomes.

• One of the standout features of our formula is its ability to deliver long-lasting and shiny shades. Your clients will enjoy 
vibrant hair colors that maintain their brilliance over time, leaving them feeling confident and beautiful.

• Our Professional Hair Dye doesn't just change hair color; it enhances shine, too. Expect your clients' hair to radiate with a
natural and glamorous glow that makes a lasting impression.

• Our product bears the brand name SAVOL, known for its commitment to quality and excellence. We hold a range of 
certifications, including ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC, ensuring that our product meets the highest industry 
standards.

• Each tube contains a generous volume of 100ML, providing ample product for your salon's needs. Whether you're 
performing complete color changes or adding highlights, you can rely on our Professional Hair Dye to deliver stunning 
results.

• We warmly welcome OEM/ODM orders, allowing you to customize the product according to your unique requirements. 
Whether you have specific color preferences or branding needs, our team is ready to assist you.

• Elevate your salon's offerings with our Organic Pearl and Herbal Extract Professional Hair Dye. Deliver luxurious colors, 
intense shine, and lasting beauty to your clients. For P
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Wholesale Permanent Hair Color by Chinese 
Professional Hair Care Products Manufacturer
Features:
1 Professional for hair salon
2 56 colors available
3 Mild formulas & non-irritating
4 Long-lasting shades
5 Delivers intense shine

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

Pearl & Herbal 100ml

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
56 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 100ML/Tube Ingredient:
Pearl Element and Herbal 
Extract

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use:
Professional Hair Salon 
Series

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Gender: Unisex "Color Brilliance, Crafted by Experts - Elevate 
Your Salon Experience!"
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Product Description
• Elevate your hair salon's offerings with our Wholesale Permanent Hair Color, proudly crafted by a leading Chinese 

Professional Hair Care Products Manufacturer. Our product is specially designed to meet the exacting standards of 
professional salons, ensuring that your clients receive top-quality results.

• We offer a stunning variety of 56 colors to choose from, giving you the flexibility to create unique and personalized looks 
for your clients. Should you require additional custom colors, we warmly welcome your specific requests.

• Our formulas are renowned for their mildness and non-irritating properties. Your clients will appreciate the gentle, 
comfortable experience while achieving their desired hair color transformation.

• One of our standout features is the long-lasting nature of our shades. Say goodbye to fading and frequent touch-ups, as 
our Permanent Hair Color keeps hair looking vibrant and beautiful for an extended period.

• Additionally, our product enhances the natural shine of hair, delivering an intense and glamorous luster that leaves a 
lasting impression.

• As the brand SAVOL, we hold a suite of certifications, including ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC. These 
certifications reflect our commitment to quality and excellence, ensuring that our product adheres to the highest industry 
standards.

• Each tube contains 100ML of product, providing ample coverage for various salon services, from full color transformations 
to highlights and touch-ups.

• We warmly welcome OEM/ODM orders, allowing you to tailor our product to your salon's unique requirements. Whether 
it's custom colors or branding specifications, our team is ready to assist you.

• Elevate your salon's color offerings with our Wholesale Permanent Hair Color. Deliver professional-grade quality, a 
stunning array of colors, and enduring beauty to your valued clients. For P
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Excellent Professional Salon Natural Organic 
Permanent Hair Color Cream
Features:
1 Aloe vera & honey extract
2 Covers evenly
3 Long-lasting shades
4 Delivers intense shine

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

new well120ml

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

box hair color cream Color: 8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 100ML/Tube Ingredient: Aloe vera and honey 
extract

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Professional Hair Salon 
Series

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Gender: Unisex

"Unlock Beauty Naturally: Elevate Your 
Salon Experience with Excellence"
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Product Description
• Product Description: Excellent Professional Salon Natural Organic Permanent Hair Color Cream

• Introducing our Excellent Professional Salon Natural Organic Permanent Hair Color Cream, a premium-grade product 
designed for professional use in salons. 

• One of the key features of this product is its infusion of aloe vera, known for its nourishing and moisturizing properties. 
This natural ingredient helps to maintain the health and vitality of the hair, leaving it soft, smooth, and beautifully radiant.

• Our hair color cream is formulated with precision to deliver vibrant and long-lasting results. With a wide range of shades 
available, hair stylists can choose from 56 exquisite colors to create stunning looks and satisfy their clients' desires.

• Not only does this hair color cream provide exceptional color payoff, but it also ensures mild and gentle formulas. It is free 
from harsh chemicals and ammonia, minimizing damage to the hair structure and maintaining its natural integrity.

• Whether you are a professional hairstylist or a salon owner, our Excellent Professional Salon Natural Organic Permanent 
Hair Color Cream is the perfect solution for achieving stunning and healthy hair color results. Embrace the power of nature 
and elevate your salon experience with this exceptional hair color cream.
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Natural Wild Fruit Professional Hair Color 
Cream for Hair Salon
Features:
1 Formulated with Wild fruit
2 Reliable qualities
3 Largely exported
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number: wild fruit 460mlx2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 460ml/bag*2 Ingredient: wild fruit essence

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors, Easy Coloring

Use: Use at Home
Advantage
:

Big Volume for Hair Salon

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Unlock the Beauty of Nature with Our Natural 
Wild Fruit Professional Hair Color Cream. 
Trusted Worldwide for Radiant and Long-
lasting Results!"
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Product Description
• Natural Wild Fruit Professional Hair Color Cream for Hair Salon

• Key Features:

1. Enriched with Wild Fruit: Our Professional Hair Color Cream is specially formulated with the essence of wild fruit, 
providing a natural touch to your hair color.

2. Reliable Quality: You can trust in the consistent and dependable quality of our product, ensuring beautiful results every 
time.

3. Global Reach: Our hair color cream is widely exported and used by professionals around the world, making it a trusted 
choice in the industry.

4. Long-lasting & Radiant Shades: Achieve stunning, long-lasting hair color with a brilliant shine, leaving your clients with 
vibrant and healthy-looking hair.

• Elevate your salon services with our Natural Wild Fruit Professional Hair Color Cream. Enriched with the goodness of wild 
fruit, it offers reliable and radiant results that will delight your clients. Join the ranks of salons worldwide that trust in the 
quality of our product for stunning hair transformations.

• Experience the beauty of nature in every shade. Choose Natural Wild Fruit Professional Hair Color Cream and unlock a 
world of vibrant possibilities for your clients' hair.
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Best 500ml Black Permanent Hair Color Cream 
for Man
Features:
1 Professional hair dyes
2 Perfect cover grey hair
3 Vivid natural color
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

DISHIROU 500ML

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: 8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 500ml *2 Ingredient: Healthy Herbal Essence

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Special liquid formula

"Elevate Your Style with the Best! 
Professional-Grade Coverage and Vibrant 
Results. Rediscover Your Confident, Stylish 
Self."
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Product Description
• Introducing our Best 500ml Black Permanent Hair Color Cream for Men, the ultimate choice for men seeking professional-

grade hair color that offers perfect coverage for grey hair.

• Our hair color cream provides exceptional value while ensuring stunning and long-lasting results.

• Our professional hair dyes are specially formulated to deliver vivid and natural colors, providing a natural-looking 
transformation that lasts. Whether you're aiming to cover greys or simply want to add depth and shine to your hair, our 
product is perfect for achieving the desired result.

• Don't settle for anything less than the best. Choose our 500ml Black Permanent Hair Color Cream for Men and experience 
a vibrant and enduring hair color that will leave you feeling confident and stylish.
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Black Natural Henna Powder Hair Dye for Gray 
Hair
Features:
1 Henna painted
2 Natural black
3 Long-lasting and shiny shades
4 Quick and easy

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

Savol 5 Minutes 42g

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Savol 5 Minutes Hair Color 
Cream

Color: Natural Black

Volume: 42g Ingredient: Plant Extract Formula

Function: 100% Cover Gray Hair Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Convenient To Use At 
Home

Advantage
:

Instant 5 Minutes Dying, 3D 
Colors

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Remarkable Coverage

"Unlock Timeless Elegance: Embrace 
Vibrant Black! Our Black Natural Henna 
Powder Hair Dye: Your Path to Ageless 
Beauty"
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Product Description
• Product Description: Black Natural Henna Powder Hair Dye for Gray Hair

• Introducing our Black Natural Henna Powder Hair Dye, specially formulated for effectively covering gray hair. This hair dye 
provides exceptional value for both individuals and hair salons.

• Features:

• 1. Pearl and herb extract: Our unique formula includes pearl and herb extracts, which serve to nourish and condition the 
hair during the coloring process, promoting healthier-looking hair.

• 2. Professional-grade: This hair dye is designed for use in professional hair salons, ensuring optimal results and salon-
quality coverage of gray hair.

• 3. Long-lasting and shiny shades: Enjoy vibrant, long-lasting shades that resist fading, keeping your hair looking fresh and 
radiant for an extended period.

• 4. Intense shine: Our Black Natural Henna Powder Hair Dye delivers an impressive level of shine, leaving your hair with a 
luxurious and healthy-looking finish.

• Say goodbye to gray hair and embrace a vibrant, glossy black hue with our exceptional Black Natural Henna Powder Hair 
Dye. Order now and experience professional-grade coverage and stunning results.
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Read Color Professional Hair Color Cream for 
Hair Salon 
Features:
1 Low Ammonia, low PPD
2 Fashion colors
3 Long-lasting and shiny shades
4 Perfect Coverage

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

Red color 100ml/tube 

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
All professional color 
available

Volume: 100ml/tube Ingredient: Healthy pigments

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: For hair salon
Advantage
:

Advanced Coloring 
Technology

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Elevate Your Salon Experience with Read 
Color Professional Hair Color Cream. Perfect 
Coverage, Fashion Colors, and Long-Lasting 
Shine – It's Artistry in Every Application!"
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Product Description
• Introducing Read Color Professional Hair Color Cream for Hair Salon

• Experience the Artistry of Hair Color

• Key Features:

1. Low Ammonia, Low PPD: Our advanced formula is designed with your clients' comfort in mind. Low ammonia and low PPD 
content ensure a gentle application, reducing the risk of skin irritation.

2. Fashion Colors: Unlock a world of creativity with our trendy fashion colors. From vibrant reds to cool blues, our palette 
offers a spectrum of exciting choices to let your clients express their unique style.

3. Long-lasting and Shiny Shades: Our specially crafted blend guarantees that the stunning shades applied will stand the test 
of time. Expect hair that remains vibrant and radiant between salon visits.

4. Perfect Coverage: Achieve flawless results every time. Our hair color cream provides complete coverage, effortlessly 
concealing even stubborn greys and uneven tones.

• Elevate Your Salon Experience with Read Color Professional Hair Color Cream. Discover the perfect fusion of art and 
science for hair that not only looks beautiful but also feels fabulous. Transform your clients' hair into a masterpiece they'll 
love.

• Unlock the world of color. Choose Read Color.
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Professional Permanent Hair Color Cream for 
Hair Salon by GMPC Factory
Features:
1 Nourished by keratin
2 Safe mild formula
3 Enhanced dyeing effect
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

color-ez

Type: Permanent 
Model 
Number:

100ml

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
Natural Black and More 
Colors Can Be Customized

Volume: 100ml/tube Ingredient: Ammonia-Free

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors 

Use: Use at Home
Advantage
:

Enhanced dyeing effect

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Discover the Power of Keratin with Our 
Professional Permanent Hair Color Cream!"
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Product Description
• Introducing our Professional Permanent Hair Color Cream for Hair Salon, proudly crafted by our GMPC-certified factory. 

This exceptional product is designed to deliver stunning hair color transformations while maintaining the health and 
vitality of your hair.

• One of the standout features of our Hair Color Cream is its unique blend of nourishing keratin. This essential protein helps 
keep your hair strong and vibrant, ensuring that you achieve the best results while caring for your hair's well-being.

• We prioritize safety and comfort, which is why we've developed a gentle and ammonia-free formula. Say goodbye to harsh 
chemicals and hello to a hair coloring experience that's both safe and enjoyable.

• Our advanced formula enhances the dyeing effect, allowing for better color penetration and coverage. Your hair will boast 
rich, deep, and vibrant shades that are sure to turn heads.

• What sets our product apart is its ability to deliver long-lasting and shiny colors. Your hair will maintain its brilliance and 
vitality for an extended period, ensuring that you always look your best.

• Our Hair Color Cream, bearing the brand name color-ez, comes with a range of certifications to guarantee quality and 
safety. We hold ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC certifications, ensuring that you receive a product of the 
highest standard.

• With a generous volume of 100ml per tube, our Hair Color Cream provides enough product to achieve your desired look. 
Whether you're changing your hair color or enhancing your existing shade, this product is a reliable choice.

• We warmly welcome OEM/ODM orders, allowing you to customize the product to meet your specific needs. Whether you 
have unique color preferences or branding requirements, we're here to assist you every step of the way.

• Elevate your hair coloring experience with our Professional Permanent Hair Color Cream. Experience nourishment, safety, 
and stunning results, all in one product.
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Mild Ammonia-Free Professional Hair 
Conditioning and Dye Cream For Hair Salon
Features:
1 Ammonia-free
2 Reliable qualities
3 Largely exported
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

Ammonia free hair color

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
More Colors Can Be 
Customized

Volume: 40ml/tube*2 Ingredient: Healthy Elements

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors 

Use:
Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Instance hair dye

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Elevate Your Salon Experience with Our 
Ammonia-Free Hair Dye – Where Comfort 
Meets Quality and Beauty!"

For P
rofes
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Product Description
• Mild Ammonia-Free Professional Hair Conditioning and Dye Cream For Hair Salon

• Key Features:

1. Ammonia-Free: Our formula is gentle on hair, free from harsh ammonia, and provides a comfortable coloring experience.

2. Reliable Qualities: Trusted by professionals, this hair dye cream ensures consistent and dependable results.

3. Largely Exported: Our product is embraced globally, known for its quality and performance.

4. Long-Lasting and Shiny Shades: Enjoy vibrant, long-lasting color with a brilliant shine that enhances your hair's allure.

• Elevate your salon experience with our Mild Ammonia-Free Professional Hair Conditioning and Dye Cream. This innovative 
product is designed to provide top-tier results while prioritizing hair health and comfort.

• We understand the importance of ammonia-free formulas in the salon industry. Our gentle yet effective formula ensures 
that clients experience minimal discomfort during the coloring process, making it ideal for a variety of hair types and 
sensitivities.

• With a track record of reliability, this hair dye cream is trusted by professionals worldwide. Whether you're an established 
salon or a growing business, you can count on consistent and remarkable results.

• Join the ranks of satisfied customers worldwide who appreciate the long-lasting, radiant shades achieved with our hair dye. 
Transform your salon into a hub of beauty and style with our Mild Ammonia-Free Professional Hair Conditioning and Dye 
Cream.
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Professional 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% Hair Color 
Developer for Hair Salon
Features:
1 Special PPD-free mild formula
2 Healthy herbal essence
3 Advance color technology
4 Long-lasting shades and shiny hair

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

herbal 1000ml

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
Natural Black and More 
Colors Can Be Customized

Volume: 1000ml/bottle Ingredient: Ammonia-Free

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors 

Use: Professional Hair Salon 
Advantage
:

Perfectly covers the original 
color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Remarkable Mild Formula 

"Unlock Vibrant Hair Color with Our 
Professional Hair Color Developer!"

For P
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Product Description
• Professional Hair Color Developer for Hair Salon

• Key Features:

1. Special PPD-Free Mild Formula: Our developer boasts a unique formula that is gentle on the hair and scalp, free from PPD 
for added safety.

2. Healthy Herbal Essence: Enriched with natural herbal extracts, our developer nourishes and revitalizes the hair during the 
coloring process.

3. Advanced Color Technology: We utilize cutting-edge color technology to ensure precise and vibrant color results.

4. Long-Lasting Shades and Shiny Hair: Achieve hair color that lasts and shines, leaving your clients delighted with the results.

For P
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Hair Bleaching Powder
Features:
1 Blue/white, no dust
2 6,9,12 degree
3 In bulk/bottle/sachet
4 OEM with customers label and design is welcomed
5 Largely exported

Essential Details

Form: Powder
Brand 
Name:

Savol

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

Bleaching Powder 
300ml(A2)

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: Blue or White

Volume: 300ml/bottle Ingredient: Healthy and safe elements 

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Dust-free

Use: Use at Home
Advantage
:

Advanced Coloring 
Technology

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Unleash the Power of Precision with Our 
Hair Bleaching Powder! Dust-Free, 
Customizable, and Trusted Worldwide."

For  
OEM

/ OD
M

For P
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Product Description
• Hair Bleaching Powder

• Key Features:

1. Blue/White Formula - Dust-Free: Our hair bleaching powder comes in a clean, blue/white formula that's dust-free, making 
the bleaching process more comfortable for both professionals and clients.

2. Multiple Degrees: Available in 6, 9, and 12-degree options, allowing you to achieve the desired level of lightness for your 
clients' hair.

3. Flexible Packaging: Choose from bulk, bottle, or sachet packaging options to suit your salon's needs.

4. Custom OEM Solutions: We welcome OEM orders with your custom label and design, ensuring your brand shines through.

5. Global Reach: Our product is widely exported and trusted by professionals worldwide.

• Experience the power of precision with our Hair Bleaching Powder. Whether you're looking for a specific degree of 
lightening or customized packaging, we've got you covered. Join our satisfied customers and offer top-tier hair bleaching 
services with confidence.

• Elevate your salon experience with our Hair Bleaching Powder. Lighten up and embrace endless possibilities!

For  
OEM

/ OD
M
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Ginger Essence Hair Color Set 
Features:
1 formulated with ginger essence
2 Advanced color technology
3 100% Gray Coverage
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

color me 25ml*2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 25ml/tube *2 Ingredient: Healthy formula

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use:
Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Advanced Coloring 
Technology

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Elevate Your Hair Color with Ginger Essence! 
Introducing Our Ginger Essence Hair Color Set. 
Experience Vibrant Color and Nourishment."

For P
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Product Description
• Introducing our Ginger Essence Hair Color Set, a revolutionary hair coloring product infused with the essence of ginger.

• Formulated with the powerful and nourishing properties of ginger essence, this product provides not only vibrant and 
long-lasting color but also a host of benefits for your hair. The advanced color technology ensures that every strand is 
evenly and thoroughly coated, resulting in stunning and natural-looking shades.

• One of the standout features of our Ginger Essence Hair Color Set is its ability to provide 100% gray coverage. Say goodbye 
to those pesky gray hairs and hello to a beautifully uniform color that lasts.

• Additionally, this hair color set guarantees a long-lasting and shiny finish, creating a radiant and healthy appearance.

• Don't miss the opportunity to experience the incredible benefits of our Ginger Essence Hair Color Set. Place your order 
now and unlock the secret to gorgeous, vibrant hair.

For P
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Ammonia-Free Chinese Gall Hair Dye Cream
Features:
1 Chinese gall essence
2 Healthy and shiny hair
3 Cover evenly
4 Long-lasting shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

Ammonia free hair color

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: More Colors Can Be 
Customized

Volume: 30ml/tube *2 Ingredient: Natural Chinese Gall 
Essence

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Advanced Coloring 
Technology

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Experience the Beauty of Nature with Our 
Ammonia-Free Chinese Gall Hair Dye Cream. 
Natural Ingredients, Vibrant Results, and Healthy 
Hair, All in One Package!"

For P
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Product Description
• Introducing our Ammonia-Free Chinese Gall Hair Dye Cream, a hair coloring product that combines natural ingredients 

with impressive results.

• Formulated with the essence of Chinese gall, our product brings together traditional wisdom with modern technology to 
provide a hair coloring experience that is both effective and gentle. This unique ingredient not only adds color but also 
promotes healthy and shiny hair.

• Our dye cream is designed to cover hair evenly, ensuring a consistent and professional finish. With its long-lasting shades, 
you can enjoy vibrant and beautiful hair for an extended period.

• Say goodbye to harsh chemicals and embrace the natural beauty of our Ammonia-Free Chinese Gall Hair Dye Cream. 
Experience the transformation and confidence that comes with healthy and beautifully colored hair.

For P
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Private Label Popular Hair Color Kit
Features:
1 Reliable quality
2 At-Home Hair Colors and easy to apply
3 100% coverage with white hair and grey hair
4 Natural, elegant and long-lasting hair color

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

Savol

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

Private Label Color Kit 

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: 8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 60ml/tube *2 Ingredient: Macadamia Essence 

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Use at Home Advantage
:

Advanced Coloring 
Technology

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Unlock Salon-Quality Results at Home! Try 
Our Private Label Popular Hair Color Kit for 
Reliable Quality, 100% Coverage, and Long-
Lasting Elegance."

For P
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Product Description
• Private Label Popular Hair Color Kit

• Key Features:

1. Reliable Quality: Count on our trusted and reliable hair color kit to deliver consistent, high-quality results every time. Your 
clients deserve the best, and we provide it.

2. At-Home Hair Colors - Easy Application: Our hair color kit is designed for easy use at home, ensuring your clients can 
achieve salon-quality results without the hassle. Application is a breeze.

3. 100% Coverage for White and Grey Hair: Say goodbye to unwanted white and grey hairs. Our formula guarantees 
complete coverage, resulting in a natural, elegant, and youthful look.

4. Natural, Elegant, and Long-Lasting Color: Achieve the perfect balance of natural and elegant hair color that lasts. Enjoy 
vibrant, beautiful locks that stand the test of time.

• Elevate your clients' hair color experience with our Private Label Popular Hair Color Kit. It's the go-to choice for those 
seeking reliable quality, easy application, full coverage, and long-lasting, stunning results.

• Make the smart choice. Choose our Private Label Hair Color Kit today!

For P
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Ammonia-Free Permanent Hair Color Cream 
for OEM Only
Features:
1 Mild Ammonia-free formula
2 Natural Multi-color
3 Effective fade resistant
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

savol 40ml*2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: 5 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 40ml/tube *2 Ingredient: Ammonia-free

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Mild Formula 

"Unlock Color Possibilities with OEM Excellence! 
Ammonia-Free, Customizable, and Fade-
Resistant. Elevate Your Brand with Vibrant 
Results."

For  
OEM

/ OD
M



Product Description
• Introducing our Ammonia-Free Permanent Hair Color Cream, exclusively available for OEM (Original Equipment 

Manufacturer) orders. 

• Featuring a mild ammonia-free formula, our hair color cream provides a gentle and safe coloring experience, ensuring 
minimum damage to hair. The natural multi-color shades allow for versatile and customizable hair transformations, while 
the effective fade resistance ensures long-lasting vibrancy. 

• Achieve the desired look with our Ammonia-Free Permanent Hair Color Cream, delivering stunning, shiny shades that 
stand the test of time.

For  
OEM

/ OD
M



China 100% Gray Coverage Long-Lasting and 
Shiny Shades Hair Dye Cream for Women
Features:
1 Excellent formula
2 Advanced color technology
3 100% Gray Coverage
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

color me 25ml*2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 25ml/tube *2 Ingredient: Healthy formula

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use:
Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Advanced Coloring 
Technology

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Mild Formula 

"Experience Unmatched Value and Quality! 
China's Best 100% Gray Coverage Hair Dye 
Cream. Vibrant, Long-Lasting Shades for a Lasting 
Impression."

For  
OEM

/ OD
M



Product Description
• Introducing our China 100% Gray Coverage Long-Lasting and Shiny Shades Hair Dye Cream for Women, a revolutionary 

hair coloring solution that combines affordability and quality.

• Our excellent formula is designed with advanced color technology to provide vibrant and long-lasting shades that will 
make heads turn. Plus, our product guarantees 100% gray coverage, giving you a flawless finish every time.

• Whether you're looking to enhance your natural color or try a bold new shade, our hair dye cream delivers beautiful and 
shiny results that won't fade easily. Trust us to bring out the best in your hair and make a lasting impression.

For  
OEM

/ OD
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Ammonia-Free Non-Allergic Natural Hair Color 
for Men
Features:
1 Remarkable mild formula
2 non-allergic
3 PPD-free
4 Long-lasting shades
5 Delivers intense shine

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

savol ecologic 60ml*2(A6)

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

permanent hair color Color:
8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 60ml*2/tube Ingredient:
natural luck fungus and 
herbal pigment essence

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use:
Professional Hair Salon 
Series

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Remarkable mild formula

"Unleash Your True Colors Safely! Discover 
Our Ammonia-Free Hair Color for Men."

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Product Description: Ammonia-Free Non-Allergic Natural Hair Color for Men

• Introducing our Ammonia-Free Non-Allergic Natural Hair Color specifically formulated for men. This remarkable hair color 
is designed to provide a mild and non-allergic formula, ensuring a safe and comfortable coloring experience. Thishair color 
is a perfect choice for men looking for a natural and long-lasting shade with intense shine.

• Our hair color is free of ammonia and PPD (Paraphenylenediamine), reducing the risk of sensitivity and allergic reactions 
commonly associated with hair coloring. The mild formula ensures that your hair and scalp remain nourished and healthy, 
even after repeated use.

• With a wide range of long-lasting shades available, you can achieve your desired look, from natural and subtle to bold and 
vibrant. Our salon-grade hair color delivers intense shine, leaving your hair looking lustrous and full of life.

• Don't compromise on the quality and safety of your hair coloring experience. Choose our Ammonia-Free Non-Allergic 
Natural Hair Color for Men and experience the perfect blend of style and care.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Ammonia-Free and Peroxide-Free Permanent 
Natural Black Hair Dye Powder
Features:
1 Ammonia-free
2 Peroxide-free
3 Easy to apply and quick blacken
4 Long-lasting shades
5 Delivers intense shine

Essential Details

Form: Powder
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

savol ecologic 60ml*2(A6)

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

permanent hair dye 
powder

Color: Natural black

Volume:
2.5g powder +13 ml 
developer

Ingredient:
Ammonia-free, Peroxide-
free

Function: 100% cover gray hair Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use:
According to the 
instructions

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Remarkable coverage

"Revive Your Hair, Embrace the Black! Our 
Ammonia-Free, Peroxide-Free Black Hair 
Magic."

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing our Ammonia-Free and Peroxide-Free Permanent Natural Black Hair Dye Powder. This high-quality hair dye 

powder is designed to provide a convenient and safe coloring experience. Features:

• 1. Ammonia-Free: Our hair dye powder is free from harsh ammonia, ensuring a gentle and non-irritating formulation.

• 2. Peroxide-Free: This hair dye powder does not contain peroxide, minimizing damage to your hair while still achieving 
vibrant black color.

• 3. Easy Application and Quick Blacken: With its user-friendly formula, our hair dye powder is effortless to apply, allowing 
for quick blackening of your hair without any hassle.

• 4. Long-lasting Shades: Enjoy rich and long-lasting black shades that stay vibrant even after multiple washes, giving your 
hair a stunning and natural look.

• 5. Delivers Intense Shine: Our hair dye powder not only provides black color but also leaves your hair with a radiant and 
intense shine, enhancing your overall appearance.

• Say goodbye to dull and lifeless hair with our Ammonia-Free and Peroxide-Free Permanent Natural Black Hair Dye Powder. 
Experience the convenience of easy application, long-lasting shades, and brilliant shine. Place your order today to enjoy 
beautiful and vibrant black hair effortlessly.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Chinese Classic 5 Minutes Blacken Speedy 3D 
Permanent Hair Dye
Features:
1 5 minutes instant blacken
2 Dynamic color
3 Formulated with plant extract
4 Leave hair nourished with natural essence
4 Long-lasting shades
5 Delivers intense shine

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

Savol 5 Minutes 42g

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Savol 5 Minutes Hair Color 
Cream

Color: Natural Black

Volume: 42g Ingredient: Plant Extract Formula

Function: 100% Cover Gray Hair Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use:
Convenient To Use At 
Home

Advantage
:

Instant 5 Minutes Dying, 3D 
Colors

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Remarkable Coverage

"Unlock Timeless Beauty in Just 5 Minutes! 
Experience the Revolution with Chinese 
Classic 5 Minutes Blacken Speedy 3D 
Permanent Hair Dye. Nourishing. Vibrant. 
Long-Lasting. Simply Stunning!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing Chinese Classic 5 Minutes Blacken Speedy 3D Permanent Hair Dye, a revolutionary hair coloring solution that 

is sure to meet all your beauty needs. 

• Experience instant blackening in just 5 minutes! Our advanced formula allows for speedy and efficient hair coloring, saving 
you valuable time. 

• Not only does our hair dye provide dynamic color, but it is also enriched with plant extract. This unique formulation 
ensures that your hair is nourished with natural essence, leaving it healthier and more vibrant. 

• You can count on the long-lasting shades offered by our hair dye. Enjoy the peace of mind that your hair color will remain 
vibrant and fade-resistant throughout the day. 

• Say goodbye to dull and lifeless hair! Our hair dye delivers intense shine, giving your locks a lustrous and eye-catching 
finish. 

• Transform your hair with Chinese Classic 5 Minutes Blacken Speedy 3D Permanent Hair Dye and enjoy beautiful, salon-
quality results in the comfort of your own home.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Savol QuickTint Permanent Hair Dye Cream
Features:
1.Natural Plant Extracts: Carefully selected botanical extracts, including 
Polygonum multiflorum, provide a fresh and non-irritating fragrance.
2.All-in-One Hair Solution: Combines hair coloring, hair care, and oil 
treatment in a single application.
3.Long-Lasting Vibrant Color: Delivers a lasting and vivid hair color that 
resists fading.
4.Easy and Even Application: Utilizes a special comb to evenly distribute 
the hair dye, ensuring convenient and uniform coverage.

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

Savol quicktint

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Savol 5 Minutes Hair Color 
Cream

Color: Natural Black

Volume: 230ml Ingredient: Plant Extract Formula

Function: 100% Cover Gray Hair Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use:
Convenient To Use At 
Home

Advantage
:

Effortless Hair Darkening 
with a Single Comb

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Remarkable Coverage

"Revive Your Beauty, One Brush Stroke at a 
Time with Savol QuickTint!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing Savol QuickTint Permanent Hair Dye Cream, your ultimate hair transformation solution. Crafted with precision 

and care, this innovative product combines the power of natural plant extracts, long-lasting color vibrancy, and 
comprehensive hair care, all in one convenient package.

• Key Features:

1. Natural Plant Extracts: Our formula is enriched with carefully selected natural plant extracts, with Polygonum multiflorum
as a standout ingredient, ensuring a fresh and pleasant fragrance that won't irritate your senses.

2. All-in-One Hair Care: Say goodbye to multi-step hair routines! Savol QuickTint is designed to save you time and effort by 
offering hair coloring, hair care, and oil treatment all in a single application.

3. Vibrant, Fade-Resistant Color: Enjoy the confidence of a radiant, long-lasting hair color that remains vibrant over time, 
without the worry of unsightly fading.

4. Easy and Even Application: Achieving salon-quality results at home has never been easier. Our unique application process 
includes a special comb that ensures the hair dye is evenly distributed across your locks, guaranteeing a hassle-free 
experience.

5. Enriched Hair Nourishment: We've harnessed the power of various plant-based ingredients to create a harmonious blend 
of hair-nourishing elements. Complemented by amino acids and moisture-locking factors, our formula effectively conceals 
white hair, repairs damaged hair scales, and leaves your hair softer, more flexible, and revitalized.

• Transform your hair with Savol QuickTint Permanent Hair Dye Cream. Embrace the convenience of all-in-one hair care 
while enjoying the beauty of enduring, brilliant hair color. Say hello to stunning, healthy locks, and a fresh, invigorating 
fragrance with every use. Experience the difference today!

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Savol Tianfeng Herbal Care Hair Dye Cream 
(Mini Tianfeng) , Plant-Based Dye with Gray 
Hair Coverage
Features:
1 Outstanding Hair Coloring
2 Natural Nourishment
3 Mini Botanical Solution
4 Affordability
5 Low Ammonia Formula

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

Savol quicktint

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Savol 5 Minutes Hair Color 
Cream

Color: Natural Black

Volume: 50ml Ingredient: Plant Extract Formula

Function: 100% Cover Gray Hair Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors, Affordable

Use:
Convenient To Use At 
Home

Advantage
:

Effortless Hair Darkening 
with a Single Comb

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Remarkable Coverage

Revitalize Your Hair with Savol Tianfeng
Herbal Dye Cream: Natural, Vibrant, 
Affordable!

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• "Experience the Beauty of Traditional Herbal Care with Savol Tianfeng Herbal Care Hair Dye Cream (Mini Tianfeng) 

• Product Highlights:

• Outstanding Hair Coloring Results: This product delivers excellent hair coloring results with vibrant and fashionable shades.
It offers a choice of ten mainstream colors. Simultaneously, it is enriched with a variety of natural plant extracts, including 
red reishi, Chinese foxglove, polygonum multiflorum, ginseng, ginkgo biloba, silk protein, and hydrolyzed wheat protein. 
Savol's high-tech formula ensures that the natural nourishing ingredients are rapidly absorbed by the hair, effectively 
repairing damaged hair and improving hair quality. As a result, it showcases natural colors. In contrast to other brands, this 
product helps avoid issues like rough and tangled hair and unnatural coloration.

• Mini Botanical Solution: Internally referred to as "Mini Botanical," this product is available in convenient 25ml dual packs,
making it affordable and suitable for the general consumer. Given that hair growth is relatively fast, requiring root touch-
ups approximately two weeks after dyeing, this small-sized product is a great choice.

• Effective Coloring, Nourishing, and Affordable: This product combines effective hair coloring, hair nourishment, and 
affordability. It also features a low ammonia formula with a non-irritating scent, providing a pleasant user experience. This 
product excels in terms of results, hair care, and pricing, maintaining a well-rounded balance.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Savol's "Tianfeng Botanical Hair Dye Oil Treatment (Mini Botanical) Hair Dye Cream" is a convenient and budget-friendly 

solution for those seeking both effective hair coloring and nourishment.

• Unlock the secrets of age-old herbal wisdom with our natural formula enriched with potent herbal extracts like Polygonum 
multiflorum, Rehmannia, Ginseng, and Ginkgo, carefully blended with nourishing silk amino acids.

• Not just a hair dye, it's a holistic hair treatment. Achieve vibrant, glossy hair colors while deeply revitalizing and nurturing
your hair during the dyeing process.

• Drawing from centuries of traditional Chinese medicine research, our unique blend combines the power of nature with 
modern beauty. Say goodbye to dull hair and hello to long-lasting, silky-smooth results.

• With its compact and budget-friendly packaging, it's perfect for root touch-ups and an affordable way to embrace the 
natural beauty of your hair. Discover the harmony of nature and tradition with Savol Tianfeng Herbal Conditioning and Dye 
Cream."

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Natural Ammonia-Free Non-Allergic Hair Dye 
for Men
Features:
1 Special PPD-free mild formula
2 Healthy herbal essence
3 Advance color technology
4 Long-lasting shades and shiny hair

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

16jwr-60ml

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: 8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 60ml*2/Tube Ingredient: Herbal Essence

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Convenient To Use at 
Home

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Remarkable mild formula

"Elevate Your Style, Protect Your Scalp! 
Discover Natural Ammonia-Free Non-
Allergic Hair Dye for Men. Gentle, Vibrant, 
Long-Lasting, and Allergy-Free. Your Hair, 
Your Way!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing our Natural Ammonia-Free Non-Allergic Hair Dye for Men, the ultimate solution for safe and stylish hair 

coloring. 

• One of the standout features of our product is its special PPD-free mild formula. This ensures that our hair dye is gentle on 
the scalp, making it suitable for those with sensitive skin or allergies. 

• Formulated with healthy herbal essence, our hair dye nourishes and strengthens the hair while adding vibrant color. 

• Utilizing advanced color technology, our hair dye provides long-lasting shades that won't fade easily. This means you can 
enjoy your desired hair color for an extended period of time. 

• Not only does our hair dye provide rich and long-lasting color, but it also leaves your hair shiny and lustrous. 

• Experience safe and superior hair coloring with our Natural Ammonia-Free Non-Allergic Hair Dye for Men. Elevate your 
style without compromising on the health of your hair.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Ammonia-Free And PPD-Free Permanent Hair 
Dye
Features:
1 Ammonia-free & PPD-free
2 Natural silk protein essence
3 High-tech Hypoallergenic formula 
4 Long-lasting shades and shiny hair

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

sijing 60ml*2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: Multi-Colors and More 
Colors Can Be Customized

Volume: 60ml*2/Tube Ingredient: Natural Luck Fungus and 
Herbal Pigment Essence

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Professional or use at 
Home

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Remarkable mild formula

"Color Your World, Safely and Stylishly! 
Introducing Ammonia-Free, PPD-Free 
Perfection. Vibrant, Long-Lasting, and 
Healthier Hair Color Awaits You!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing our revolutionary Ammonia-Free and PPD-Free Permanent Hair Dye, the perfect solution for vibrant and long-

lasting hair color without any harmful chemicals.

• Our hair dye offers incredible value for money while prioritizing the health of our customers.

• One of the standout features of our product is its ammonia-free formula. Traditional hair dyes often contain ammonia, 
which can be damaging to the hair and scalp. Our ammonia-free formula ensures that you can achieve stunning color 
without compromising the health of your hair.

• Additionally, our hair dye is also PPD-free, eliminating the risk of potential allergic reactions. We understand the 
importance of providing a safe and enjoyable hair coloring experience for all.

• With our advanced color technology, you can expect vibrant, long-lasting shades that will turn heads wherever you go. Say 
goodbye to dull and fading color - our hair dye delivers exceptional results that will keep you looking fabulous.

• Place your order now and experience the joy of vibrant and healthy hair color with our Ammonia-Free and PPD-Free 
Permanent Hair Dye.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Easy-Applying and High-Quality PPD-Free 
Permanent Hair Color, Silk Essence Deep-Sea 
Seaweed Hair Dye and Conditioning Cream
Features:
1 Special PPD-free mild formula
2 Natural Algae essence
3 Long-lasting and shiny shades
4 Long-lasting shades and shiny hair

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

deep sea 60ml*2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: 8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 60ml*2/Tube Ingredient: Pearl Element and Herbal 
Extract

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Professional Hair Salon 
Series

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Remarkable mild formula

"Transform Your Look with Ease! Discover 
Vibrant, PPD-Free Perfection. Gentle, Long-
Lasting, and Radiantly Beautiful Hair Awaits 
You!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing our Easy-Applying and High-Quality PPD-Free Permanent Hair Color, Silk Essence Deep-Sea Seaweed Hair Dye 

and conditioning Cream, the ultimate solution for effortless and stunning hair transformations.

• Product Highlights: Specially formulated for sensitive skin, free of p-Phenylenediamine, enriched with natural seaweed 
extracts for nourishment, hypoallergenic, and exceptional coverage for dark hair shades.

• p-Phenylenediamine, a core ingredient in traditional hair dye creams for coloration and long-lasting results, is classified by 
the World Health Organization as a Group 3 carcinogen. Leveraging our strong research and development capabilities, this 
product achieves outstanding hair coloring without the addition of p-Phenylenediamine. Even without this compound, it 
creates vibrant and trendy colors. Furthermore, by eliminating potential allergens like p-Phenylenediamine and 
introducing natural ingredients such as seaweed extracts, it offers a low-allergy effect.

• The Deep-Sea Seaweed dye delivers highly remarkable coloring effects, offering superior coverage for dark hair shades. If 
you previously had a deep hair color and are looking for a change, this product is highly recommended for its flawless 
coverage of the previous color. It boasts strong color coverage and long-lasting, natural results.

• The product's name reflects its inclusion of seaweed extracts, a plant-based nourishing ingredient. Seaweed is rich in 
iodine, arginine, cysteine, polysaccharides, and alginic acid, which provide benefits such as protecting hair elasticity, 
regulating oil secretion, moisturizing, and antiviral properties. In addition to various seaweed extracts, it also contains 
hydrolyzed wheat protein, ginseng, silk protein, and other natural nourishing ingredients, all with remarkable effects.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• This product is available as a dual-component system in a 60ml single package, with a choice of 8 colors.

• One of the standout features of our product is its special PPD-free mild formula, ensuring a gentle and non-irritating 
experience during application. Say goodbye to any worries of allergies or scalp irritation.

• Infused with natural Algae essence, our hair color not only provides vibrant and long-lasting shades but also nourishes and 
revitalizes the hair strands, leaving them looking healthy, shiny, and full of life.

• Thanks to its unique formulation and advanced color technology, our hair color offers incredible longevity. Enjoy gorgeous, 
fade-resistant shades that maintain their vibrancy for an extended period, saving you time and effort on frequent touch-
ups.

• Whether you're looking to experiment with a new look or simply enhance your natural hair color, our Easy-Applying and 
High-Quality PPD-Free Permanent Hair Color is the ideal choice for beautiful and radiant hair.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Chinese Long-Lasting and Shining Hair 
Conditioning and Permanent Color Cream for 
Hair Salon
Features:
1 Covers evenly
2 Natural shades
3 Nourishing formula
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

savol ecologic 130ml

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 130ml*2/Tube Ingredient:
Pearl Element and Herbal 
Extract

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use:
Professional Hair Salon or 
Use At Home

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Nourishing formula

"Elevate Your Salon Experience! Achieve 
Flawless, Vibrant Color Every Time. Nourish, 
Shine, and Delight Your Clients!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing our Chinese Long-Lasting and Shining Hair Conditioning and Permanent Color Cream for Hair Salon, the perfect 

solution for salon professionals looking to provide exceptional results to their clients.

• One of its key features is its ability to cover evenly, ensuring a flawless and consistent color application. The natural shades
available provide a wide range of options to suit every client's preferences and enhance their overall look.

• Our nourishing formula is designed to protect and nourish the hair during the coloring process, leaving it feeling silky 
smooth and healthy. The long-lasting and shiny shades achieved with our product will give your clients the confidence and 
satisfaction they desire.

• Upgrade your salon experience with our Chinese Long-Lasting and Shining Hair Conditioning and Permanent Color Cream 
for Hair Salon, and provide your clients with exceptional and long-lasting results.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Natural Non-Allergic Perfect Grey Coverage 
Hair Color for Men 
Features:
1 Men’s hair dye
2 Liquid hair color
3 Rich in olive essence
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

savol ecologic 30ml*2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: 8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 30ml/Tube*2 Ingredient: Healthy Olive Essence

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Nourishing formula

"Rediscover Your Youthful Confidence! 
Effortless Grey Coverage with a Natural Touch. 
Nourish and Shine for Timeless Style."

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing our Natural Non-Allergic Perfect Grey Coverage Hair Color for Men, the ultimate solution for men looking to 

cover grey hair while achieving a natural and timeless look.

• Designed specifically for men, our hair dye offers a liquid hair color formula that is easy to apply and ensures even 
coverage from root to tip. Plus, our innovative formulation is enriched with olive essence, providing nourishment and 
hydration for healthy-looking hair.

• With long-lasting and shiny shades, our hair color guarantees a vibrant and youthful appearance that lasts. Say goodbye to 
grey hair and hello to confident and stylish looks with our Natural Non-Allergic Perfect Grey Coverage Hair Color for Men.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Olive Essence Rich Natural Hair Charm 
Healthy Hair Color for Women
Features:
1 Nourishes with olive oil
2 Vivid natural color
3 Perfect cover grey hair
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

savol ecologic 60ml*2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: 8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 60ml/tube *2 Ingredient: Healthy Olive Essence

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Special liquid formula

"Elevate Your Hair with Olive Essence! 
Vibrant Color, Nourished Hair, Unstoppable 
Confidence. Discover Your Natural Charm."



Product Description
• Introducing our Olive Essence Rich Natural Hair Charm Healthy Hair Color for Women, the perfect solution for women 

looking to achieve vibrant and healthy hair color.

• Enriched with the nourishing power of olive oil, our hair color not only provides vivid and natural color but also helps to 
nourish and revitalize your hair from root to tip.

• Specially formulated to provide perfect coverage for grey hair, our color cream ensures that you can confidently flaunt 
your new look.

• With long-lasting and shiny shades, our Olive Essence Rich Natural Hair Charm Healthy Hair Color for Women will elevate 
your hair game to a whole new level. Try it today and experience the natural charm and beauty it brings to your hair.



Remarkable Mild Formula Anti-Allergic PPD-
Free Permanent Hair Color
Features:
1 Remarkable PPD-free mild formula
2 Anti-allergic
3 all-plant herbal pigments 
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

savol ecologic 60ml*2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: 8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 60ml/tube *2 Ingredient: natural luck fungus essence 
and herbal pigments 

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Perfectly Covers the 
Original Color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Remarkable Mild Formula 

"Gentle on You, Brilliant on Your Hair! 
Experience Vibrant Color with all-plant Care. 
Beauty with Confidence, Naturally."

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing our Remarkable Mild Formula Anti-Allergic PPD-Free Permanent Hair Color, the ideal choice for individuals 

seeking a gentle and safe hair coloring experience.

• With our remarkable PPD-free mild formula, this hair color ensures that you can achieve stunning and vibrant shades 
without the risk of allergies. Our all-plant herbal pigments not only deliver long-lasting and shiny results but also nourish 
your hair, leaving it healthy and vibrant.

• Choose our Remarkable Mild Formula Anti-Allergic PPD-Free Permanent Hair Color for a hair coloring experience that 
prioritizes safety, beauty, and quality.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Instant Herbal Hair Shampooing Dye Cream
Features:
1 Synchronize shampooing with coloring
2 Instantly colored
3 Natural black Hair
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

dye shampoo-180ml(-R)

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: Natural Black

Volume: 180ml Ingredient: Herbal essence

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Use at Home Conveniently
Advantage
:

Advanced Coloring 
Technology

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Mild Formula 

"Revolutionize Your Hair Color Routine! Instant 
Herbal Hair Shampooing Dye Cream. Effortless 
Coloring, Vibrant Results."

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing our Instant Herbal Hair Shampooing Dye Cream, a game-changer in the world of hair coloring.

• With its unique formula, our product allows you to synchronize the shampooing process with coloring, saving you time 
and effort. Achieve instant and vibrant color as you shampoo, ensuring a seamless and hassle-free experience.

• Formulated with natural black hair pigments, our dye cream provides a natural-looking black shade that lasts. Enjoy long-
lasting and shiny results that enhance your overall look.

• Say goodbye to lengthy and complicated hair coloring sessions. Experience the convenience and effectiveness of our 
Instant Herbal Hair Shampooing Dye Cream today!

At-Home 
Hair-Color



PPD-Free Plant Permanent Hair Conditioning 
and Dye Cream 
Features:
1 PPD-free
2 Mild anti-allergy formula
3 multi-effect plant conditioning
4 Advanced color technology

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

122ML(-cc)

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 66ml/tube *2 Ingredient:
Natural Luck Fungus 
Essence and Herbal 
Pigment 

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use:
Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Advanced Coloring 
Technology

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Elevate Your Hair Coloring Experience! 
Introducing Our PPD-Free Plant Permanent Hair 
Conditioning and Dye Cream. Vibrant Color, Safe 
Formula, and Nourished Hair."

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing our PPD-Free Plant Permanent Hair Conditioning and Dye Cream, a revolutionary hair coloring solution that 

prioritizes safety and performance.

• One of the standout features of our product is that it is PPD-free, making it suitable for individuals with sensitive scalps or 
allergies. Our mild anti-allergy formula ensures a safe and comfortable coloring experience.

• Not only does our dye cream provide vibrant and long-lasting color, but it also offers multi-effect plant conditioning. The 
natural plant extracts in our formula nourish and moisturize the hair, leaving it soft, shiny, and healthy-looking.

• Combining the power of advanced color technology, our dye cream delivers vibrant and even color coverage, ensuring 
consistent and beautiful results with every application.

• Choose our PPD-Free Plant Permanent Hair Conditioning and Dye Cream for a safe, effective, and nourishing hair coloring 
experience. Order now to enjoy the benefits of this exceptional product.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Ammonia-Free Macadamia Essence 
Permanent Hair Dye Cream at Factory Price 
Features:
1 Rich in macadamia oil
2 Reliable qualities
3 Largely exported
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

Colorme 120ML(-cc)

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 60ml/tube *2 Ingredient: Macadamia Essence 

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Use at Home
Advantage
:

Advanced Coloring 
Technology

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Elevate Your Hair Game with Our Ammonia-
Free Macadamia Essence Permanent Hair Dye 
Cream. Nourishing, Vibrant, and Trusted 
Worldwide!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing our Ammonia-Free Macadamia Essence Permanent Hair Dye Cream, a top-quality hair coloring product that 

combines the nourishing properties of macadamia oil with exceptional performance.

• Infused with rich macadamia oil, our product not only delivers vibrant and long-lasting shades but also nourishes and 
hydrates the hair during the coloring process. The reliable qualities of our dye cream ensure consistent and impressive 
results every time.

• As a testament to its superior quality, our product is largely exported and trusted by customers worldwide. The long-
lasting and shiny shades achieved with our dye cream make it a popular choice among hairdressers and individuals looking 
for professional results.

• Experience the benefits of Ammonia-Free Macadamia Essence Permanent Hair Dye Cream and enjoy beautiful, healthy, 
and vibrant hair at a factory price.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Bubble Hair Color Kit
Features:
1 Hair dye with shampoo bubbles
2 Formulated with Vitamin B
3 Largely exported
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

Colorme 120ML(-cc)

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: 8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 60ml/tube *2 Ingredient: Extra Vitamin B

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Use at Home Advantage
:

Advanced Coloring 
Technology

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Experience the Future of Hair Color with Our 
Bubble Hair Color Kit. Effortless, Nourishing, 
and Radiant Hair Awaits!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Discover the revolutionary Bubble Hair Color Kit – your key to vibrant, long-lasting hair color that shines with radiance. 

This innovative hair dye product is not just a beauty essential; it's a game-changer in the world of hair care.

• Features:

1. Shampoo Bubble Infusion: Our Bubble Hair Color Kit combines the simplicity of shampooing with the magic of hair dye. 
Effortlessly transform your hair color while enjoying a gentle shampoo experience.

2. Enriched with Vitamin B: Infused with the goodness of Vitamin B, our formula nourishes your hair as it colors. Say goodbye 
to dry, dull hair and hello to a radiant, healthy shine.

3. Globally Popular: Trusted by beauty enthusiasts worldwide, our Bubble Hair Color Kit is largely exported and loved for its 
exceptional quality and stunning results.

4. Long-Lasting Brilliance: Bid farewell to fading colors. Our hair dye offers you a vibrant and enduring shade that keeps your 
hair looking fresh and lively.

• Experience the future of hair color with our Bubble Hair Color Kit. Elevate your style, boost your confidence, and embrace 
the brilliance of beautifully colored hair. Get ready to shine like never before!

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Tianfeng Advanced Hair Dye Powder DF
Features:
1. Cheap
2. At-Home Hair Colors and easy to apply
3. 100% coverage with white hair and grey hair.
4. Natural, elegant and long-lasting hair color

Essential Details

Form: Powder Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

DV hair dye powder

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: Black

Volume: 2.5g powder+13ml 
developer

Ingredient: Healthy elements

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Use at Home Advantage
:

Advanced Coloring 
Technology

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Elevate Your Look with Tianfeng DV Advanced 
Hair Dye Powder. Affordable, DIY-Friendly, and 
Perfect Coverage for a Natural Elegance!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Tianfeng Advanced Hair Dye Powder - Nationwide Bestseller for 43 Years

• Key Features:

1. Affordable: Budget-Friendly Pricing

2. At-Home Convenience: Easy Application for DIY Hair Coloring

3. Full Coverage: Provides 100% Coverage for White and Grey Hair

4. Natural Elegance: Achieve a Natural, Elegant, and Long-Lasting Hair Color

• DF Tianfeng Advanced Hair Dye is formulated with high-grade moisturizing factors, free from lead, enhancing the skills of 
hairstylists without compromising hair keratin. Irrespective of hair texture, the advanced moisturizing factor formulation 
significantly elevates the operational controllability for hairstylists. This product, gentle on hair keratin, facilitates the 
restoration of health, darkness, and luster to the hair, presenting a youthful vitality. The revitalization of health, darkness,
and luster imparts a youthful and vibrant appearance, making it suitable for all hair types.

• Elevate your hair color game with Tianfeng DV Advanced Hair Dye Powder. Not only is it incredibly affordable at just $0.12, 
but it's also designed for easy at-home application, making it a convenient choice for DIY hair coloring. Say goodbye to 
white and grey hair worries as this hair dye offers 100% coverage. Plus, it delivers a natural, elegant, and long-lasting hair 
color that will have you looking your best. Upgrade your hair color experience with Tianfeng DV Advanced Hair Dye 
Powder today!

At-Home 
Hair-Color



100% Grey Coverage Healthy Organic Hair 
Color Cream with Hot Oil Treatment
Features:
1 Reliable quality
2 At-Home Hair Colors and easy to apply
3 100% coverage with white hair and grey hair.
4 Natural, elegant and long-lasting hair color

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

30ML*2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
8 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 30ml/tube *2 Ingredient: Extra Vitamin B

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: 100% grey coverage

Use: Use at Home
Advantage
:

Advanced Coloring 
Technology

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Rediscover Your Natural Beauty with 100% 
Grey Coverage Healthy Organic Hair Color 
Cream. Effortless Elegance at Your 
Fingertips!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• 100% Grey Coverage Healthy Organic Hair Color Cream

• Key Features:

1. Reliable Quality: Our Healthy Organic Hair Color Cream is known for its consistent and trustworthy quality, ensuring 
stunning results.

2. At-Home Convenience: Designed for easy application at home, this hair color is user-friendly and hassle-free.

3. Complete Grey Coverage: Enjoy complete coverage of white and grey hair, achieving a vibrant and youthful look.

4. Natural Elegance: This hair color cream imparts a natural and elegant hue to your hair, enhancing your overall appearance.

• Experience the convenience and beauty of our 100% Grey Coverage Healthy Organic Hair Color Cream. Whether used at 
home or in a salon, it delivers reliable and long-lasting results while ensuring full grey coverage. Rediscover your natural 
beauty with every application.

• Elevate your hair color game and make a statement with healthy, organic color. Choose our Hair Color Cream for an 
effortless and stunning transformation.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Savol Black Hair and Africa Tattoo Dye Powder 
at Factory Price
Features:
1 Reliable quality
2 At-Home Hair Colors and easy to apply
3 100% coverage with white hair and grey hair.
4 Cheap price

Essential Details

Form: Powder
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

hair dye powder

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: Black

Volume:
2.5g powder+13ml 
developer

Ingredient: Healthy elements

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Use at Home
Advantage
:

Advanced Coloring 
Technology

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Revamp Your Look with Savol Black Hair and 
Africa Tattoo Dye Powder. Quality and 
Affordability in Every Application!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Savol Black Hair and Africa Tattoo Dye Powder at Factory Price

• Key Features:

1. Reliable Quality: Our Savol Black Hair and Africa Tattoo Dye Powder are synonymous with consistent and dependable 
quality, ensuring impressive results.

2. At-Home Convenience: Designed for effortless application at home, these hair dyes are user-friendly and hassle-free.

3. Complete Grey Coverage: Achieve a full and vibrant look with 100% coverage of white and grey hair.

4. Affordable Pricing: Enjoy the benefit of economical pricing without compromising on quality.

• Experience the convenience and affordability of Savol Black Hair and Africa Tattoo Dye Powder. Whether you're seeking a 
dramatic change or just covering grey hair, these dyes offer reliability and value. Redefine your look with every application.

• Elevate your hair color game without breaking the bank. Choose our Hair Dye Powder for an easy and cost-effective 
transformation.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Natural Black Permanent Hair Dye Powder
Features:
1 Reliable quality
2 At-Home Hair Colors and easy to apply
3 100% coverage with white hair and grey hair.
4 Cheap price 

Essential Details

Form: Powder
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

DV hair dye powder

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: Natural Black

Volume:
2.5g powder+13ml 
developer

Ingredient: Healthy elements

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors

Use: Use at Home
Advantage
:

Competitive cheap price

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Transform Your Look with Natural Black 
Permanent Hair Dye Powder. Affordable Quality 
for the Perfect Hair Color!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Natural Black Permanent Hair Dye Powder

• Key Features:

1. Reliable Quality: Trust in the consistent and dependable quality of our Natural Black Permanent Hair Dye Powder.

2. At-Home Convenience: Designed for easy application at home, these hair dyes make the coloring process simple and 
hassle-free.

3. Complete Grey Coverage: Achieve a full, vibrant look with 100% coverage of white and grey hair.

4. Affordable Pricing: Experience the benefits of a low-cost option without compromising on quality.

• Revamp your hair color effortlessly with our Natural Black Permanent Hair Dye Powder. Whether you want to change your 
look or simply cover those pesky grey hairs, this product offers reliable results at an affordable price.

• Elevate your style without breaking the bank. Choose our Hair Dye Powder for an accessible and effective solution to your 
hair coloring needs.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Natural Plant Essence 5 Mins Instant Black 
Hair Shampooing Dye Cream
Features:
1 Synchronize shampooing with coloring
2 Instantly colored
3 Natural black Hair
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

TFSILKING

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

25ML

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
Black and More Colors Can 
Be Customized

Volume: 25ml/sachet Ingredient: Extra Vitamin B

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: 100% grey coverage

Use: Use at Home
Advantage
:

Instance hair dye

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Experience Instant Black Hair Magic with Our 
5-Minute Shampooing Dye Cream. Say Hello to 
Effortless Beauty!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Natural Plant Essence 5-Minute Instant Black Hair Shampooing Dye Cream

• Key Features:

1. Synchronize Shampooing with Coloring: Experience the convenience of combining your shampoo routine with hair 
coloring in one simple step.

2. Instantly Colored: Achieve immediate results with instant black hair color, saving you time and effort.

3. Natural Black Hair: Enjoy a natural black shade that enhances your overall look.

4. Long-Lasting and Shiny Shades: Maintain vibrant and shiny hair color that lasts.

• Introducing our Natural Plant Essence 5-Minute Instant Black Hair Shampooing Dye Cream, the ultimate solution for those 
seeking a quick and easy way to refresh and rejuvenate their hair color. This innovative product synchronizes your 
shampoo routine with coloring, allowing you to achieve instant, natural black hair in just minutes.

• Say goodbye to long waiting times and complex hair coloring processes. With our Instant Black Hair Shampooing Dye 
Cream, you can enjoy the convenience of instant results and a beautiful, long-lasting shine. Upgrade your hair care routine 
today!

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Long-Lasting Herbal 5 Mins Speedy 2 in 1 
Bottle Hair Dye Shampoo 
Features:
1 Synchronize shampooing with coloring
2 Instantly colored
3 Colorant and developer packaged in one tube, convenient to apply
4 Nourished with natural plant essence
5 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

TFSILKING

Type: Permanent
Model 
Number:

90mlx2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
Black and More Colors Can 
Be Customized

Volume: 90ml+90ml in 1 bottle Ingredient: Extra Vitamin B

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors, Easy Coloring

Use: Use at Home conveniently
Advantage
:

Instance hair dye, 2 in 1 
bottle

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Elevate Your Hair Color Game with Our 2-in-1 
Bottle Hair Dye Shampooing Cream – Instant 
Color and Nourishment in One!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Long-Lasting Herbal 5 Mins Speedy 2 in 1 Bottle Hair Dye Shampoo 

• Key Features:

1. Synchronize Shampooing with Coloring: Combine shampooing and coloring in one easy step for maximum convenience.

2. Instantly Colored: Achieve immediate and vibrant hair color effortlessly.

3. All-in-One Tube: Colorant and developer are conveniently packaged in a single tube for easy application.

4. Nourished with Natural Plant Essence: Infused with natural plant extracts to provide nourishment and care for your hair.

5. Long-Lasting and Shiny Shades: Enjoy hair color that not only lasts but also maintains a glossy shine.

• Introducing our Long-Lasting Herbal 5-Minute Speedy 2-in-1 Bottle Hair Dye Shampooing Cream, a revolutionary product 
that combines the power of shampooing with hair coloring in one convenient package.

• Experience the magic of instant color transformation as you synchronize your shampooing routine with hair coloring. Our 
all-in-one tube contains both colorant and developer, making the application process a breeze. Enriched with natural plant 
essence, this formula not only colors your hair but also nourishes it.

• Say hello to long-lasting, vibrant shades with a brilliant shine. Upgrade your hair coloring experience with ease and 
elegance.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Private Label China 100% Gray Coverage 
Long-Lasting Shiny Hair Conditioning and Dye 
for Women
Features:
1 Excellent formula
2 Advanced color technology
3 Long-lasting and shiny shades
4 100% Grey coverage

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

color me 25mlx2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: Natural Black and More 
Colors Can Be Customized

Volume: 25ml/tube*2 Ingredient: Ammonia-Free

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors 

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Perfectly covers the original 
color

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Remarkable Mild Formula 

"Unlock Stunning and Vibrant Hair with Our 
100% Gray Coverage Long-Lasting Hair Dye!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Private Label China 100% Gray Coverage Long-Lasting Shiny Hair Conditioning and Dye for Women

• Key Features:

1. Excellent Formula: Our formula is crafted to perfection, ensuring brilliant results with every application.

2. Advanced Color Technology: Experience the cutting-edge in hair color technology, delivering vibrant and lasting shades.

3. Long-Lasting and Shiny Shades: Enjoy hair that retains its lustrous shine and color for an extended period.

4. 100% Gray Coverage: Say goodbye to gray hair worries with our product, offering complete coverage for a youthful 
appearance.

• Elevate your hair coloring experience with our Private Label China 100% Gray Coverage Long-Lasting Shiny Hair 
Conditioning and Dye for Women. We have carefully designed this product to provide women with outstanding results and 
complete gray coverage.

• Our excellent formula ensures that your hair is beautifully transformed, resulting in vibrant and lasting shades that you'll 
love. With advanced color technology, our product stands at the forefront of the industry, guaranteeing exceptional 
outcomes.

• You can trust that your hair will maintain its shine and brilliance long after the coloring process. Our product's long-lasting 
effect keeps your hair looking fresh and attractive.

• Perhaps most importantly, our hair dye offers 100% gray coverage. Bid farewell to gray strands and embrace a youthful, 
confident appearance.

• Experience the difference of our Private Label China 100% Gray Coverage Long-Lasting Shiny Hair Conditioning and Dye for 
Women. Your hair deserves the best, and we're here to provide it.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Temporary Hair Dye Cream Bottled in Mini 
Portable Pen 
Features:
1 Convenient to apply
2 Ammonia-free and nice smell
3 Quick cover white and grey hair perfectly
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Temporary
Model 
Number:

14ml

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
Natural Black and More 
Colors Can Be Customized

Volume: 14ml/tube Ingredient: Ammonia-Free

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors, portable and 
convenient to apply 

Use:
Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Bottled in Pen with Brush

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Effortless Hair Coloring with Our Mini 
Portable Pen Hair Dye Cream!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Temporary Hair Dye Cream Bottled in Mini Portable Pen

• Key Features:

• Convenient Application: Our mini portable pen makes applying hair dye a breeze, ensuring a hassle-free experience.

• Ammonia-Free and Pleasant Fragrance: Enjoy a dye cream that is gentle on your hair and leaves a delightful scent.

• Quickly Covers White and Grey Hair: Achieve perfect coverage of white and grey hair in no time.

• Long-Lasting and Lustrous Shades: Your hair will boast vibrant, shiny colors that endure.

• Experience the ultimate convenience with our Temporary Hair Dye Cream Bottled in Mini Portable Pen. This product is 
designed to simplify your hair coloring routine, providing a host of benefits you'll love.

• The mini portable pen design ensures easy and precise application. Say goodbye to messy hair dyeing experiences. With 
our pen, you can target specific areas effortlessly, achieving the results you desire.

• We take pride in offering an ammonia-free formula, ensuring that your hair remains healthy and vibrant. Additionally, our 
product leaves behind a pleasant fragrance that enhances your overall experience.

• One of the standout features of our hair dye cream is its ability to quickly cover white and grey hair. You'll be amazed at 
how effectively it conceals these unwanted strands, giving you a youthful appearance.

• Furthermore, our product delivers long-lasting and lustrous shades that stay vibrant for an extended period. You can trust 
that your hair will maintain its dazzling look, making you the center of attention.

• Revolutionize your hair coloring routine with our Temporary Hair Dye Cream Bottled in Mini Portable Pen. Convenience, 
quality, and beautiful results come together in this remarkable product.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Elevate your hair salon services with our Professional Hair Color Developer. Available in various strengths (10%, 20%, 30%, 

and 40%), this developer is the perfect companion for achieving stunning hair color transformations.

• One of its standout features is the special PPD-free mild formula. This means that your clients can enjoy beautiful hair 
colors without the harsh effects of PPD. It's a gentle and safe option for all.

• Our developer is also infused with healthy herbal essence. As you work your magic, the natural herbal extracts work to 
nourish and revitalize the hair, leaving it looking and feeling fantastic.

• We take pride in our advanced color technology, ensuring that the color you apply is precise and vibrant. Your clients will 
be amazed at the beautiful, consistent results.

• Moreover, the shades achieved with our developer are long-lasting and lustrous. Your clients will enjoy their new hair 
colors for an extended period, making their salon visit truly satisfying.

• With our Professional Hair Color Developer for Hair Salon, you can provide top-tier coloring services that keep your clients 
coming back for more. Elevate your salon's reputation and exceed your clients' expectations with this exceptional product.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



New Keratin Ammonia-Free Hair Color Cream
Features:
1 Convenient to apply
2 Safe mild formula
3 Enhanced dyeing effect
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Type: Permanent 
Model 
Number:

60ml*2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color:
Natural Black and More 
Colors Can Be Customized

Volume: 60ml/tube*2 Ingredient: Ammonia-Free

Function: Hair Color Change Feature:
Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors 

Use: Use at Home
Advantage
:

Enhanced dyeing effect

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Experience Easy and Stunning Hair Color 
Transformations with Our Keratin Ammonia-
Free Hair Color Cream!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing our New Keratin Ammonia-Free Hair Color Cream – the perfect solution for achieving stunning hair color 

transformations. Whether you're a salon professional or coloring your hair at home, our hair color cream is designed to 
make the process easy and enjoyable.

• One of its standout features is the convenience it offers during application. The cream texture ensures smooth and precise 
coverage, making it a go-to choice for both professionals and individuals.

• We prioritize the safety and comfort of our users, which is why we've formulated our hair color cream with a gentle and 
ammonia-free formula. Say goodbye to harsh chemicals and hello to beautiful, vibrant hair colors.

• Our advanced formula enhances the dyeing effect, allowing for better color penetration and coverage. You'll notice the 
difference in the richness and depth of your hair color.

• What sets our product apart is its ability to deliver long-lasting and shiny shades. Your hair will maintain its vibrancy for an
extended period, leaving you with glossy, head-turning results.

• Our Hair Color Cream, proudly bearing the SAVOL brand, comes with certifications for quality and safety. We have ISO 
9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC certifications to ensure that you receive a top-tier product.

• With its excellent formula, the Hair Color Cream is suitable for various hair coloring needs. It can be used to change hair 
color or touch up existing shades.

• We also welcome OEM/ODM orders, providing you with the flexibility to customize the product to meet your specific 
requirements. Whether you're looking to offer a unique color range or create a personalized branding experience, we're 
here to help.

• Elevate your hair coloring game with the New Keratin Ammonia-Free Hair Color Cream from SAVOL. Experience the 
convenience, safety, and stunning results that this product has to offer.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Time-Saving and Easy Long-Lasting Shiny Hair 
Shampooing Dye Cream for Women
Features:
1 Ammonia-free
2 Perfect coverage
3 Enhanced dyeing effect
4 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

color-ez

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

color- EZ 60mlx2

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: 10 Colors and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 60ml/tube*2 Ingredient: Ammonia-Free

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors 

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Enhanced dyeing effect

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Excellent Formula 

"Experience Vibrant, Long-Lasting Hair Color 
with Our Ammonia-Free Shampooing Dye 
Cream!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Discover the convenience of our Time-Saving and Easy Long-Lasting Shiny Hair Shampooing Dye Cream, specially designed 

for women seeking vibrant and long-lasting hair color transformations.

• Our innovative formula is ammonia-free, ensuring a gentle and comfortable hair coloring experience. Say goodbye to 
harsh chemicals that can damage your hair and scalp.

• With our product, you can expect perfect coverage that conceals gray hairs effectively. Achieve uniform and consistent 
color results that look natural and beautiful.

• One of our standout features is the enhanced dyeing effect, which takes your hair color to the next level. Experience 
vibrant and intense shades that resist fading, keeping your hair looking stunning for an extended period.

• Our Long-Lasting Shiny Hair Shampooing Dye Cream offers convenience and time-saving benefits for busy women. 
Whether you're a professional hairstylist or prefer to color your hair at home, our product is suitable for both settings.

• With 10 available colors to choose from and the option for customization, you have the flexibility to create your desired 
look. Plus, our product comes in a practical 60ml/tube*2 volume.

• Rest assured, our product meets the highest industry standards, holding certifications such as ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, and GMPC. These certifications reflect our commitment to quality and excellence.

• Choose our Time-Saving and Easy Long-Lasting Shiny Hair Shampooing Dye Cream to enjoy a gentle, effective, and 
convenient hair coloring experience. Achieve beautiful, vibrant, and long-lasting shades with ease. Whether you're a salon 
professional or an at-home user, this product is designed with your needs in mind.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Ammonia-Free Easy Dye Natural Black Hair 
Shampooing Dye Cream
Features:
1 Synchronize shampooing with coloring
2 Instantly colored
3 Does not dye the scalp black, convenient to apply
4 Nourished with natural plant essence
5 Long-lasting and shiny shades

Essential Details

Form: Cream Brand 
Name:

Savol

Type: Permanent Model 
Number:

40ml

Place Of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Certificatio
n:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Product 
Name:

Permanent Hair Color Color: Brown and More Colors 
Can Be Customized

Volume: 40ml/sachet Ingredient: Ammonia-Free

Function: Hair Color Change Feature: Long Lasting and Shiny 
Colors 

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

Advantage
:

Nourishing with Herbal 
essence

OEM/ODM
:

Warmly Welcomed Formula: Remarkable Mild Formula 

"Experience Effortless Hair Coloring with Our 
Ammonia-Free Shampooing Dye Cream!"

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Product Description
• Introducing our Ammonia-Free Easy Dye Natural Black Hair Shampooing Dye Cream, the perfect solution for achieving 

beautiful hair color effortlessly.

• Our innovative formula allows you to synchronize shampooing with coloring, making it incredibly convenient and time-
saving. No more separate coloring sessions – simply apply while you shampoo.

• Experience the magic of instantly colored hair without the hassle. Our product delivers stunning color results right away, 
so you can enjoy your new look immediately.

• What sets our product apart is its unique ability to color your hair without affecting your scalp's natural color. Say goodbye 
to scalp staining and hello to a mess-free and easy application.

• Nourished with natural plant essence, our formula not only adds color but also nourishes your hair. You'll notice that your 
hair feels healthier, silkier, and more vibrant.

• Expect long-lasting and shiny shades that resist fading, ensuring your hair remains beautiful and vibrant over time.

• Our Ammonia-Free Easy Dye Natural Black Hair Shampooing Dye Cream is versatile and can be used in professional hair 
salons or the comfort of your home. Each sachet contains 40ml of product, and we offer a range of colors, including 
customization options to match your preferences.

• Rest assured, our product meets the highest industry standards, with certifications such as ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22716, 
and GMPC. These certifications reflect our commitment to quality and excellence.

• Discover a remarkable and mild formula that brings together the convenience of shampooing and the beauty of instant 
hair coloring. Choose Savol for a nourishing and hassle-free hair color experience. At-Home 

Hair-Color
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300ml Savol Anti-Hair Loss 
Shampoo 
1，Traditional Oriental Herbal Essence 
Formula, enriched with extracts from 
Cephalotaxus fortunei leaves, Ginseng root, 
and Polygonum multiflorum root, combines 
preventive and nourishing properties, 
revitalizing for a renewed vitality.
2.Free from ginger and alcohol, it is gentle 
and non-irritating. Provides a mild cleansing 
for the hair and scalp, effectively regulating 
excessive sebum secretion, preventing 
sebum buildup within the hair follicles. This 
helps alleviate scalp pressure, promoting 
robust hair roots and preventing hair loss.
3.Enhances follicular nutrition supply, 
enabling more effective nutrient absorption, 
and fostering the healthy growth of follicles. 
Improves the condition of atrophied follicles, 
reigniting their vitality.

"Combat Hair Loss and Promote Healthy Hair 
Growth with Savol Plant Essence Shampoo!"
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Product Description
• Introducing Savol Plant Essence Growth Stimulating and Anti Hair Loss Hair Growth Promoting Shampoo, a powerful 

solution for combating hair loss and promoting healthy hair growth.

• Anti-Hair Loss: This shampoo is specially formulated to address hair loss concerns effectively. It works to strengthen hair 
and reduce hair fall.

• Rich in Essence of Platycladus Orientalis Leaves, Ginseng, and Polygonum Multiflorum Roots: Enriched with natural 
ingredients known for their hair-strengthening properties, this shampoo nourishes your hair from root to tip.

• Leaves Hair Fresh and Pleasantly Fragrant: Enjoy the rejuvenating scent that leaves your hair smelling fresh and pleasant 
after each use.

• Remarkable Hair Root Nourishing: This shampoo doesn't just focus on the surface; it goes deeper to nourish hair at the 
root, promoting healthier and stronger hair growth.

• Whether you're dealing with hair loss or simply want to maintain healthy, vibrant hair, Savol's Plant Essence Growth 
Stimulating Shampoo is an excellent choice. It meets international quality standards with certifications such as ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC.

• Packaged in a convenient 300mL plastic bottle, it's suitable for both professional salon use and home use. Take advantage 
of the rich plant essence and experience the benefits of stronger, healthier hair.

• Choose Savol for a trusted solution to hair loss and hair growth promotion.



500ml SavolSure Fragrance Water 
Nourishing Shampoo (Refreshing, 
Anti-Dandruff, Nourishing)
1.A weakly acidic formula with a pH<6 and without 
silicon oil.
2.Internationally popular French Fragrance SPA:

1. Refreshing Shampoo: Top notes of sweet 
orange, lemon, and mint; Middle notes of 
passion fruit, cherry blossom, and lotus; Base 
notes of orange blossom, amber, and musk.

2. Anti-Dandruff Shampoo: Top notes of sweet 
orange and bergamot; Middle notes of rose and 
jasmine; Base notes of patchouli and vetiver.

3. Nourishing Shampoo: Top notes of sweet 
orange and bergamot; Heart notes of rose and 
jasmine; Base notes of patchouli and vetiver.

3.Enriched with 18 amino acids from natural silkworm 
silk, with the majority of nutrients instantly absorbed by 
the scalp and hair.
4.Contains ingredients such as hyaluronic acid, caffeine, 
hydrolyzed collagen, niacinamide, nurturing the hair 
and taming frizz.

French Fragrance, Cleanses The Hair.
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Long-lasting fragrance, pleasantly aromatic.

A shampoo that can be used as perfume



500ml SavolSure Fragrance 
Water Nourishing Shower Gel

1. A weakly acidic formula with a pH<6 and free of 
silicone oil. 

2. 2. An internationally renowned French 
Fragrance SPA, characterized by top notes of 
lemon and bergamot; heart notes of rose, 
vanilla, and lily; and base notes of amber, musk, 
and sandalwood.

3. Infused with ingredients such as hyaluronic acid, 
caffeine, hydrolyzed collagen, niacinamide, 
delivering superior moisture retention and 
hydration, leaving the skin nourished and 
radiant.

Long-lasting fragrance, gentle life. 



500ml Silk Essence Lock Color 
Shampoo (Dry Hair Type, Oily 
Hair Type, Anti-Dandruff)

1. Utilizing advanced ultra-micro grinding 
technology and a silicone-free formula. 

2. Infused with the essence of biological silk, 
containing a rich variety of amino acids that are 
predominantly absorbed directly by the skin and 
hair. These nutrients reach the hair core, deeply 
regulating microcirculation and reducing scalp 
issues and hair loss.

3. 18 types of amino acids swiftly penetrate the 
damaged hair core, facilitating repair and 
forming a protective film on the hair surface.

4. Natural plant extracts, including Polygonum 
multiflorum and black sesame, not only lock in 
and preserve color but also effectively prevent 
premature graying, nourish the scalp, and 
minimize hair loss.

"Protect Your Beautiful Hair Color with Savol's Fading-
Preventing Shampoo!"

Refines the hair color, maintaining its vibrancy 
for an extended period.
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Enhances Melanin Retention

Ensuring Vibrant Hair Color
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Product Description
• Introducing Savol Hair Color Fading-Preventing Shampoo, a premium hair care product designed to maintain and protect 

the color of treated hair.

• Key Features:

1. Advanced Silk Protein Formula: This product incorporates an innovative formula enriched with advanced silk protein and a 
variety of precious botanical extracts.

2. Easy Hair Absorption: It is readily absorbed by the hair, promoting noticeable effects in hair repair, scalp nourishment, and
improved microcirculation.

3. Effective Color Preservation: This shampoo stabilizes and reduces damage and loss of hair pigments, nurturing the natural 
melanin in hair, which effectively reduces color fading after dyeing—commonly known as color fading prevention in 
English.

4. Gentle and Effective Cleansing: It generates creamy and dense lather, offering a mild yet thorough cleaning experience 
that doesn't harm the scalp. As consumers wash their hair, it simultaneously nourishes the scalp and locks in the hair color,
achieving a three-in-one effect—saving time and ensuring efficiency.

• This product is available in a 500ml size and comes in three formulations, catering to different skin types: oily, dry, and 
anti-dandruff.



Product Description

• Remarkable Nourishing: This shampoo provides deep nourishment to your hair, leaving it soft, silky, and manageable.

• Formulated with Ultrafine Powder of Silk and Rare Oriental Plants: Enriched with ultrafine silk powder and extracts from 
rare oriental plants, it nourishes your scalp and hair roots, promoting overall hair health.

• Repairs Perm and Air-Drying Damaged Hair: If your hair has been damaged by perming or air-drying, this shampoo can 
help repair and revitalize it, leaving it looking and feeling healthier.

• Prevents Hair Color Fading Perfectly: Designed to prevent your hair color from fading, it helps maintain the vibrancy of 
your color-treated hair, ensuring it stays looking fresh and beautiful.

• This shampoo is suitable for all hair types and meets international quality standards with certifications such as ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC. It comes in a convenient 500mL plastic bottle, making it suitable for both professional 
salon use and home use.

• With 43 years of manufacturing experience, Savol is a trusted choice for your hair care needs. Whether you have color-
treated hair or simply want to maintain your hair's natural beauty, this product offers an effective solution.



750ml Savol Sijing Caviar Essence 
Damage Repairing Shampoo

1. High-tech silicone-free color-locking
formula. 2. Infused with sturgeon caviar
extract, rich in a variety of amino acids
that are primarily absorbed directly by
the skin and hair.

2. These nutrients reach the hair core,
deeply regulating microcirculation, and
reducing scalp issues and hair loss.

3. Sodium hyaluronate, highly moisturizing,
locks in an abundance of water
molecules, resulting in full and elastic
hair strands.

4. Natural high-molecular encapsulation
technology tightly seals in the essence of
caviar.

"Restore and Protect Your Hair's Natural 
Beauty with Savol's Caviar Essence 
Damage Repairing Shampoo!"

Deep-sea Energy Black Pearl

Nourishes The Hair, No Worries About 
Greasiness On The Scalp.
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French Sturgeon Caviar Golden Essence, 
Makes The Hair Shine Like Black Diamonds. 

Natural high molecular encapsulation technology, 
locks in the essence of caviar.



Product Description
• Introducing Savol Sijing Caviar Essence Damage Repairing Shampoo, a premium hair care product designed to restore and 

protect your hair's natural beauty.

• Remarkable Nourishing: This shampoo provides deep nourishment to your hair, leaving it soft, silky, and manageable.

• Formulated with Ultrafine Powder of Silk and Rare Oriental Plants: Enriched with ultrafine silk powder and extracts from 
rare oriental plants, it nourishes your scalp and hair roots, promoting overall hair health.

• Repairs Perm and Air-Drying Damaged Hair: If your hair has been damaged by perming or air-drying, this shampoo can 
help repair and revitalize it, leaving it looking and feeling healthier.

• Prevents Hair Color Fading Perfectly: Designed to prevent your hair color from fading, it helps maintain the vibrancy of 
your color-treated hair, ensuring it stays looking fresh and beautiful.

• This shampoo is suitable for all hair types and meets international quality standards with certifications such as ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC. It comes in a convenient 750mL plastic bottle, making it suitable for both professional 
salon use and home use.

• With 43 years of manufacturing experience, Savol is a trusted choice for your hair care needs. Whether you have color-
treated hair or simply want to maintain your hair's natural beauty, this product offers an effective solution.



750ml Sijing Silk Essence 
Hyaluronic Acid Moisturizing and 
Nourishing Shampoo

1. Silicone-free formula. 
2. Infused with the miraculous antioxidant 

and anti-aging properties of hyaluronic 
acid, delivering nutrients directly to the 
hair core, deeply regulating scalp 
microcirculation, and reducing scalp 
issues and hair loss.

3. Hydrating essence saturates the hair 
roots, significantly improving the scalp 
environment, nurturing the hair, and 
imparting abundant moisture for 
naturally flowing and elegant hair.

"Experience Deep Nourishment and 
Protection for Your Hair with Savol's
Hyaluronic Acid Moisturizing 
Shampoo!"



Product Description
• Introducing Savol Sijing Hyaluronic Acid Moisturizing Shampoo, a premium hair care product designed to nourish, repair, 

and protect your hair.

• Remarkable Nourishing: This shampoo provides deep nourishment to your hair, leaving it soft, silky, and manageable.

• Formulated with Ultrafine Powder of Silk and Rare Oriental Plants: Enriched with ultrafine silk powder and extracts from 
rare oriental plants, it nourishes your scalp and hair roots, promoting overall hair health.

• Repairs Perm and Air-Drying Damaged Hair: If your hair has been damaged by perming or air-drying, this shampoo can 
help repair and revitalize it, leaving it looking and feeling healthier.

• Prevents Hair Color Fading Perfectly: Designed to prevent your hair color from fading, it helps maintain the vibrancy of 
your color-treated hair, ensuring it stays looking fresh and beautiful.

• This shampoo is suitable for all hair types and meets international quality standards with certifications such as ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC. It comes in a convenient 750mL plastic bottle, making it suitable for both professional 
salon use and home use.

• With 43 years of manufacturing experience, Savol is a trusted choice for your hair care needs. Whether you have color-
treated hair or simply want to maintain your hair's natural beauty, this product offers an effective solution.



Fragrant Scalp and Hair Oil Control Treatment 
Shampoo for Women Curly Hair with 3 
Formulas

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

SOME 500ml(V8) Form: Cream

Ingredient: Chemical Gender: Female

Age 
Group:

Adults Feature: Anti-Dandruff, Anti-
Itching, Anti Hair Loss

Hair Type: All Certificati
on:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

Shampoo Professional Product 
name:

Fragrance Moisture 
Hair Shampoo Series

Item 
Name:

3 Kinds of Functional 
Hair Shampoo

Function:
Cleans And Nourishes 
Hair, Refreshes Hair 
Scalp

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/OD
M:

Welcomed

Package: 500ml Plastic Bottle Special: Weak Acid Shampoo
Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword: Hair Shampoo

Features:
1 Silicon-free formula, fragrance smoothing formula, Anti-
Dandruff formula
Synchronize shampooing with nourishing
2 Faintly acid
4 Extra Nourishing
5 Anti-dandruff and antipruritic

"Revolutionize Your Hair Coloring Routine with 
Savol Fragrant Shampoo!"



Product Description
• Introducing the Popular Tianfeng Ecological Hair Color Kit, designed for private labeling and offering a convenient and 

nourishing hair coloring experience.

• Our groundbreaking formula allows you to synchronize shampooing with coloring, saving you time and energy. You'll 
achieve beautiful hair color while shampooing, eliminating the need for separate coloring sessions.

• Experience the magic of instant hair coloring, with vibrant results that are immediately visible. Our product combines 
colorant and developer in a single tube, ensuring easy and precise application.

• Not only will you enjoy stunning hair color, but your hair will also be nourished with natural plant essence. This infusion of 
natural ingredients promotes healthy, vibrant hair.

• Maintain your hair's beauty with long-lasting and shiny shades that resist fading over time.

• Our Popular Tianfeng Ecological Hair Color Kit is suitable for both professional hair salons and at-home use. Each kit 
includes two tubes, providing a total volume of 77ml. While brown is the default color, we offer customization options to 
suit your unique preferences.

• Rest assured, our product meets the highest industry standards, with certifications including ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, and GMPC, showcasing our commitment to quality and excellence.

• Choose our Tianfeng Ecological Hair Color Kit for an efficient and nourishing hair coloring experience, enhanced with 
additional features such as a silicon-free formula, fragrance smoothing, and anti-dandruff properties.



Chinese Best Silicone-Free Shampoo at 
Wholesale Price with 3 Formulas  Formulas

Features:
1 Synchronize shampooing with nourishing
2 faintly acid
3 Silicon-free
4 Extra Nourishing
5 Anti-dandruff and antipruritic

Essential details≈
Place of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Silicon-free 500ml Form: Cream

Ingredient: Chemical Gender: Female

Age 
Group:

Adults Feature: Anti-Dandruff, Anti-
Itching, Anti Hair Loss

Hair Type: All Certificati
on:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

Shampoo Professional Product 
name:

Fragrance Moisture 
Hair Shampoo Series

Item 
Name:

3 Kinds of Functional 
Hair Shampoo

Function:
Cleans And Nourishes 
Hair, Refreshes Hair 
Scalp

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/OD
M:

Welcomed

Package: 500ml Plastic Bottle Special:
Amino Acid, Oil 
Essence, Cherry 
Blossoms Element

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword: Hair Shampoo

"Unlock Healthy and Beautiful Hair with 
Our Silicone-Free Shampoo!"



Product Description
• Introducing the Chinese Best Silicone-Free Shampoo with Three Formulas, available at wholesale prices. This exceptional 

shampoo offers a range of features to cater to your hair care needs.

• Key Features:

• Synchronize Shampooing with Nourishing: Our shampoo provides the perfect balance of cleansing and nourishment, 
making it a versatile choice for your hair care routine.

• Faintly Acid: Maintaining the right pH balance for your hair and scalp is crucial for hair health. Our formula is faintly acid, 
ensuring optimal conditions.

• Silicon-Free: Say goodbye to silicon-related build-up in your hair. Our formula is free of silicon, promoting a natural and 
healthy appearance.

• Extra Nourishing: In addition to cleansing, our shampoo nourishes your hair for added health and vibrancy.

• Anti-Dandruff and Antipruritic: Experience the benefits of an anti-dandruff and antipruritic solution, leaving your scalp 
refreshed and comfortable.

• Discover the ultimate in hair care with our Silicone-Free Shampoo. This versatile product combines cleansing, nourishing, 
and anti-dandruff properties, ensuring your hair looks and feels its best. Whether for professional salons or personal use 
at home, our shampoo is your key to healthy and beautiful hair. With 43 years of manufacturing experience, we deliver 
quality you can trust.



Savol Wheat Protein Essence Scalp 
Refreshing Keratin Repairing Hair Care 
Shampoo for Dry Hair

Features:
1 Synchronize shampooing with nourishing
2 Formulated with wheat protein essence
3 Refreshes scalp and repairs damaged hair
4 Extra Nourishing

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

wheat essence 750mL Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Female

Age 
Group:

Adults Feature:

Anti-Dandruff, Hair 
color fading 
preventing, Anti Hair 
Loss

Hair Type: All Certificati
on:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

Shampoo Professional
Product 
name:

wheat protein essence 
shampoo

Item 
Name:

3 Kinds of Functional 
Hair Shampoo

Function:
Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Straightening

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/OD
M:

Welcomed

Package: 750ml Plastic Bottle Special:
Amino Acid, Oil 
Essence, Cherry 
Blossoms Element

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword: Hair Shampoo

"Experience the Ultimate in Hair Care with Our 
Wheat Protein Essence Shampoo!"



Product Description
• Introducing Savol's Wheat Protein Essence Scalp Refreshing Keratin Repairing Hair Care Shampoo, specially designed for 

dry hair.

• Key Features:

1. Synchronize Shampooing with Nourishing: Our shampoo offers the convenience of cleansing and nourishing your hair 
simultaneously.

2. Formulated with Wheat Protein Essence: Enriched with the goodness of wheat protein essence, it provides enhanced care 
for your hair.

3. Refreshes Scalp and Repairs Damaged Hair: Experience a revitalized scalp and effective repair of damaged hair, leaving it 
refreshed and healthier.

4. Extra Nourishing: Enjoy the benefits of added nourishment, promoting overall hair health and vitality.

• Elevate your hair care routine with Savol's Wheat Protein Essence Scalp Refreshing Keratin Repairing Hair Care Shampoo. 
It's designed to provide optimal care for dry hair, nourishing your hair from root to tip. With 43 years of manufacturing 
expertise, we ensure quality you can trust.



Savol 800ml Natural Olive Essence Oil Hair 
Care Shampoo for Curly Damage Hair for 
Hair Salon

Features:
1 Synchronize shampooing with nourishing
2 Formulated with natural olive essence oil
3 Refreshes scalp and repairs damaged hair
4 Extra Nourishing

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

olive shampoo 
500ml(v7)

Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Female

Age 
Group:

Adults Feature:

Anti-Dandruff, Hair 
color fading 
preventing, Anti Hair 
Loss

Hair Type: All Certificati
on:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

Shampoo Professional
Product 
name:

olive essence oil hair 
care shampoo

Item 
Name:

Functional Hair 
Shampoo

Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Straightening, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/OD
M:

Welcomed

Package: 800ml Plastic Bottle Special:
treatment for 
damaged hair

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword: Hair Shampoo

"Experience the Ultimate in Hair Care with Our 
Natural Olive Essence Oil Shampoo!"



Product Description
• Introducing Savol's 800ml Natural Olive Essence Oil Hair Care Shampoo, specially crafted for curly and damaged hair.

• Key Features:

• Synchronize Shampooing with Nourishing: Enjoy the convenience of simultaneous cleansing and nourishing for your hair.

• Formulated with Natural Olive Essence Oil: Enriched with the natural goodness of olive essence oil, this shampoo provides 
superior hair care.

• Refreshes Scalp and Repairs Damaged Hair: Experience a revitalized scalp and effective repair of damaged hair, leaving it 
refreshed and rejuvenated.

• Extra Nourishing: This shampoo offers added nourishment that promotes overall hair health and vitality.

• Elevate your hair care regimen with Savol's Natural Olive Essence Oil Hair Care Shampoo. Designed specifically for curly 
and damaged hair, it nourishes and revitalizes, leaving your hair refreshed and rejuvenated. With 43 years of 
manufacturing excellence, you can trust in the quality of Savol products.



Savol Cheap Family 1L Herbal 
Black Sesame Color Fading-Preventing 
Shampoo for Hair Blackening 

Features:
1 Synchronize shampooing with nourishing
2 Formulated with natural black sesame
3 Refreshes scalp and repairs damaged hair
4 Color fading-preventing
5 Extremely cheap

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Black sesame 1L Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Age 
Group:

Adults Feature:

Anti-Dandruff, Hair 
color fading 
preventing, Anti Hair 
Loss

Hair Type: All Certificati
on:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

Shampoo Professional
Product 
name:

Black sesame shining 
shampoo

Item 
Name:

Functional Hair 
Shampoo

Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Straightening, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/OD
M:

Welcomed

Package: 1L Plastic Bottle Special:
treatment for 
damaged hair

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword: Hair Shampoo

"Elevate Your Hair Care with Savol's Affordable 
Family 1L Herbal Black Sesame Shampoo!"



Product Description
• Elevate your hair care routine with Savol's Cheap Family 1L Herbal Black Sesame Color Fading-Preventing Shampoo, 

designed for hair blackening.

• Experience the following benefits:

1. Synchronize Shampooing with Nourishing: Enjoy the convenience of simultaneous cleansing and nourishing for your hair.

2. Formulated with Natural Black Sesame: Enriched with the natural goodness of black sesame, this shampoo provides 
superior hair care.

3. Refreshes Scalp and Repairs Damaged Hair: Experience a revitalized scalp and effective repair of damaged hair, leaving it 
refreshed and rejuvenated.

4. Color Fading-Preventing: This shampoo is designed to help prevent color fading, ensuring that your hair retains its vibrancy.

5. Extremely Cheap: Despite its affordability, this shampoo maintains high-quality standards, making it an excellent choice for 
families.

• Upgrade your hair care regimen with Savol's Cheap Family 1L Herbal Black Sesame Color Fading-Preventing Shampoo, a 
budget-friendly option that doesn't compromise on quality.



Savol NEW Hot Series LETSHOW Argan Oil 
Avocado Oil Black Sesame Shampoo with 
3 Formulas

Features:
1 Moisturizing formula, smoothing formula, shiny formula
2 Synchronize shampooing with nourishing
3 Formulated with argan oil, avocado oil or black sesame
4 Refreshes scalp and repairs damaged hair
5 Extremely cheap

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Avocado Oil 1L Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Age 
Group:

Adults Feature:

Anti-Dandruff, Hair 
color fading 
preventing, Anti Hair 
Loss

Hair Type: All
Certificati
on:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

Shampoo Professional Product 
name:

Black sesame shining 
shampoo

Item 
Name:

3 Kinds of Functional 
Hair Shampoo

Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Straightening, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/OD
M:

Welcomed

Package: 1L Plastic Bottle Special: treatment for 
damaged hair

Advantage
:

Rich In Plant Oil Keyword: Hair Shampoo

"Experience Luxurious Hair Care with Savol's
NEW Hot Series LETSHOW Shampoo!"



Product Description
• Introducing Savol's NEW Hot Series LETSHOW Shampoo with three specialized formulas: Moisturizing, Smoothing, and 

Shiny.

• Choose Your Perfect Formula:

• Moisturizing Formula: Provides deep hydration, leaving your hair soft, manageable, and beautifully moisturized.

• Smoothing Formula: Tames frizz and promotes smooth, sleek hair for a polished look.

• Shiny Formula: Enhances the natural shine of your hair, leaving it radiant and lustrous.

• Experience the Benefits:

• Synchronize Shampooing with Nourishing: Enjoy the convenience of simultaneous cleansing and nourishing for your hair.

• Formulated with Argan Oil, Avocado Oil, or Black Sesame: Select the variant that best suits your hair type and preferences 
for a personalized hair care experience.

• Refreshes Scalp and Repairs Damaged Hair: Revitalize your scalp and effectively repair damaged hair, leaving it refreshed 
and rejuvenated.

• Extremely Cheap: Despite its affordability, this shampoo maintains high-quality standards, making it an excellent choice for 
those seeking budget-friendly yet effective hair care solutions.

• Elevate your hair care routine with Savol's NEW Hot Series LETSHOW Shampoo, offering a range of specialized formulas to 
address your unique hair care needs. Enjoy the convenience, quality, and affordability that Savol products are known for.



Savol Avocado Essence Hair Revitalizing 
Shampoo for Damaged Hair

Features:
1 Synchronize shampooing with nourishing
2 Formulated with avocado essence
3 Refreshes scalp and repairs damaged hair
4 Color Fading-preventing
5 Remarkable nourishing

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Avocado essence 500mL Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Age 
Group:

Adults Feature:

Anti-Dandruff, Hair 
color fading 
preventing, Anti Hair 
Loss

Hair Type: All Certificati
on:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 
22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

Shampoo Professional
Product 
name:

Black sesame shining 
shampoo

Item 
Name:

Functional Hair 
Shampoo

Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Straightening, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/OD
M:

Welcomed

Package: 500mL Plastic Bottle Special:
treatment for 
damaged hair

Advantage
:

Rich in avocado essence Keyword: Hair Shampoo

"Revive Your Hair with Savol's Avocado Essence 
Hair Revitalizing Shampoo!"



Product Description
• Revitalize your damaged hair with Savol's Avocado Essence Hair Revitalizing Shampoo. This exceptional shampoo offers 

the following benefits:

• Synchronize Shampooing with Nourishing: Experience the convenience of simultaneous cleansing and nourishment for 
your hair.

• Formulated with Avocado Essence: Enriched with the goodness of avocado, this shampoo revitalizes your hair, leaving it 
healthier and more vibrant.

• Refreshes Scalp and Repairs Damaged Hair: Enjoy a revitalized scalp and effective repair of damaged hair, resulting in 
softer, smoother locks.

• Color Fading-Preventing: Helps maintain the vibrancy of your hair color, ensuring it looks fresh and beautiful.

• Remarkable Nourishing: This shampoo provides exceptional nourishment, making it an ideal choice for those seeking 
healthier, more manageable hair.

• Whether you're a professional stylist or using it at home, Savol's Avocado Essence Hair Revitalizing Shampoo is designed to 
deliver impressive results. It's rich in avocado essence and is certified to meet international quality standards, offering a
premium solution for your hair care needs.



Savol New Wholesale 3 Formula Hair 
Shampoo with 3 Formulas Bottled In 750ml 
Package 

Features:
1 Oil controlling and anti-dandruff formula, fragrance 
smoothing formula, plant essence oil conditioning formula 
2 Synchronize shampooing with nourishing
3 Formulated with avocado essence
4 Refreshes scalp and repairs damaged hair
5 Color Fading-preventing

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

S02-750ml Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Age 
Group:

Adults Feature:

Anti-Dandruff, Hair 
color fading 
preventing, Anti Hair 
Loss

Hair Type: All Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

Shampoo Professional
Product 
name:

0.75L hair shampoo 
series

Item 
Name:

3 Kinds of Functional 
Hair Shampoo

Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Straightening, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: 750mL Plastic Bottle Special:
treatment for 
damaged hair

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword: Hair Shampoo

"Elevate Your Hair Care with Savol's New Wholesale 
3 Formula Hair Shampoo!"



Product Description
• Experience exceptional hair care with Savol's New Wholesale 3 Formula Hair Shampoo, conveniently bottled in a 750ml 

package. This versatile shampoo offers three unique formulas tailored to diverse hair care needs:

• Oil Controlling and Anti-Dandruff Formula: Effectively controls oil and addresses dandruff concerns.

• Fragrance Smoothing Formula: Leaves your hair with a delightful fragrance and a smooth, luxurious feel.

• Plant Essence Oil Conditioning Formula: Infused with plant essence oils for deep conditioning and nourishment.

• All three formulas are designed for synchronizing shampooing with nourishing, ensuring your hair receives the care it 
deserves. Enriched with avocado essence, this shampoo revitalizes your hair, providing a refreshed scalp and effective 
repair for damaged hair. It also helps prevent color fading, ensuring your hair maintains its vibrancy.

• With a generous 750ml package size, you'll enjoy long-lasting benefits from this high-quality hair care product. Savol, a 
trusted name with 43 years of manufacturing experience, delivers exceptional hair care solutions that meet international 
quality standards. Whether you're a professional stylist or using it at home, this shampoo is a reliable choice for healthier, 
more beautiful hair.



Savol Ecological Professional Deep 
Moisturizing and Hair Caring Shampoo for 
Hair Salon

Features:
1 Reliable quality
2 Formulated with rich herbal nutrition
3 Refreshes scalp and repairs damaged hair
4 Leave hair shiny and smooth
5 Remarkable nourishing

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

500mL(-W) Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Age 
Group:

Adults Feature:

Anti-Dandruff, Hair 
color fading 
preventing, Anti Hair 
Loss

Hair Type: All Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

Shampoo Professional
Product 
name:

0.5L hair shampoo 
series

Item 
Name:

Functional Hair 
Shampoo

Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Straightening, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: 500mL Plastic Bottle Special:
treatment for 
damaged hair

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword: Hair Shampoo

"Experience Professional Hair Care with Savol's
Ecological Deep Moisturizing Shampoo!"



Product Description
• Discover the excellence of Savol's Ecological Professional Deep Moisturizing and Hair Caring Shampoo, perfect for hair 

salons. This premium shampoo is designed to provide superior care for your clients' hair.

• Reliable Quality: Savol is a trusted name known for reliable and high-quality hair care products. Professionals in the 
industry can rely on this shampoo.

• Formulated with Rich Herbal Nutrition: Enriched with herbal ingredients, this shampoo imparts essential nutrients to the 
hair, promoting overall hair health.

• Refreshes Scalp and Repairs Damaged Hair: It offers a refreshing sensation to the scalp while effectively repairing damaged 
hair, leaving it revitalized.

• Leaves Hair Shiny and Smooth: Your clients' hair will be shinier and smoother after each use, enhancing its overall 
appearance.

• Remarkable Nourishing: This shampoo provides deep nourishment to ensure that the hair remains healthy and vibrant.

• With a generous 500mL bottle, it's suitable for professional hair salons. Savol, with its 43 years of manufacturing 
experience and adherence to international quality standards (ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22716, GMPC), ensures that you 
receive a product that meets the highest standards.

• Whether used in a salon or at home, this deep moisturizing and caring shampoo will elevate the hair care experience, 
leaving hair refreshed, nourished, and looking its best.



Savol Hair Care Expert Hair Care and 
Repairing Shampoo And Nourishing Lotion

Features:
1 Reliable quality
2 43-year of professional manufacturing
3 Leave hair shiny and smooth
4 Remarkable nourishing

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China
Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

300mL(-W) Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Female

Age 
Group:

Adults Feature:

Anti-Dandruff, Hair 
color fading 
preventing, Anti Hair 
Loss

Hair Type: All Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

Shampoo Professional
Product 
name:

0.5L hair shampoo 
series

Item 
Name:

Functional Hair 
Shampoo

Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Straightening, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: 300mL Plastic Bottle Special:
treatment for 
damaged hair

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword: Hair Shampoo

"Experience Reliable Quality and 
Nourishment with Savol Hair Care Expert!"



Product Description
• Introducing Savol Hair Care Expert Hair Care and Repairing Shampoo and Nourishing Lotion, a comprehensive hair care 

solution for those seeking reliable quality and nourishing benefits.

• Reliable Quality: Savol is renowned for producing high-quality hair care products. You can trust the quality of this shampoo 
and lotion.

• 43 Years of Professional Manufacturing: Benefit from Savol's extensive experience in the industry, ensuring that you 
receive products backed by decades of expertise.

• Leave Hair Shiny and Smooth: This duo is designed to leave your hair with a beautiful shine and a smooth, luxurious 
texture.

• Remarkable Nourishing: Both the shampoo and lotion provide deep nourishment to your hair, promoting its health and 
vitality.

• Whether you're a professional salon looking for quality products or an individual seeking exceptional hair care, Savol's Hair 
Care Expert range is a reliable choice. The product meets international quality standards with certifications such as ISO 
9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC.

• Available in a convenient 300mL plastic bottle, this hair care set includes a shampoo that's perfect for daily use and a 
nourishing lotion that complements your hair care routine. Say goodbye to hair concerns with this nourishing duo.

• With Savol's 43 years of manufacturing experience, you can trust that your hair will be in good hands. Choose the Hair 
Care Expert range for a reliable and nourishing hair care experience.



Savol Fragrant Silicone-Free Smoothing 
Shampoo with 3 Formulas

Features:
1 Oil controlling and anti-dandruff formula, fragrance 
smoothing formula, plant essence oil conditioning formula
2 Anti-Hair Lose
3 Silicone-Free
4 Leave Hair Fresh and Smell Nice
5 Color Fading-Preventing

Essential details
Place of 
Origin: China Brand Name: SAVOL

Model 
Number: No Silicone 500ml Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Age Group: Adults Feature:

Anti-Dandruff, Hair 
color fading 
preventing, Anti Hair 
Loss

Hair Type: All Certification:
ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products: Shampoo Professional

Product 
name:

Smoothing 3 
Formulas Shampoo 

Item 
Name:

3 Kinds of Functional Hair 
Shampoo Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Straightening, 
moisturizing

Use:
Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: 750mL Plastic Bottle Special:
treatment for 
damaged hair and 
hair loss

Advantage:
A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years Keyword: Hair Shampoo

"Experience Versatile Hair Care with Savol
Silicone-Free Smoothing Shampoo!"



Product Description
• Introducing Savol Fragrant Silicone-Free Smoothing Shampoo with 3 Formulas, a versatile solution for various hair care 

needs.

• 3 Formulas: This shampoo offers three different formulas in one product: oil-controlling and anti-dandruff, fragrance 
smoothing, and plant essence oil conditioning. Whether you need to control excess oil, smooth your hair, or condition it 
with natural plant essence oils, this shampoo has you covered.

• Anti-Hair Loss: Designed to address hair loss concerns, this shampoo helps strengthen your hair and reduce hair fall.

• Silicone-Free: Enjoy a natural hair feel without the use of silicones, making it suitable for those who prefer silicone-free 
hair care products.

• Leaves Hair Fresh and Pleasantly Fragrant: After each use, your hair will feel fresh and have a pleasant fragrance.

• Color Fading-Preventing: For those who dye their hair, this shampoo can help prevent premature color fading, allowing 
your hair color to last longer.

• This shampoo is suitable for all hair types and meets international quality standards with certifications such as ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC. It comes in a convenient 750mL plastic bottle and is suitable for both professional salon 
use and home use.

• With 43 years of manufacturing experience, Savol is a trusted choice for your hair care needs. Whether you're dealing with 
hair loss, want to maintain your hair color, or simply need a smoothing solution, this shampoo has the versatility to meet 
your requirements.



Savol 1000ml Large Bottle Hot Sale Hair 
Conditioning Shampoo 

Features:
1 Rich in olive fruit and avocado essence
2 Repairs perm and air-drying damaged hair
3 Leaves hair fresh and smell nice
4 Prevents hair color fading

Essential details
Place of 
Origin: China Brand Name: SAVOL

Model 
Number: S01-1000ml Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Age Group: Adults Feature:

Anti-Dandruff, Hair 
color fading 
preventing, Anti Hair 
Loss

Hair Type: All Certification:
ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products: Shampoo Professional

Product 
name:

Hair Conditioning 
Shampoo 

Item 
Name:

3 Kinds of Functional Hair 
Shampoo Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Straightening, 
moisturizing

Use:
Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: 1000mL Plastic Bottle Special:
treatment for 
damaged hair and 
hair loss

Advantage:
A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years Keyword: Hair Shampoo

"Experience Deep Nourishment with Savol's
1000ml Large Bottle Hair Conditioning Shampoo!"



Product Description
• Introducing the Savol 1000ml Large Bottle Hot Sale Hair Conditioning Shampoo, a nourishing and revitalizing solution for 

your hair care needs.

• Rich in Olive Fruit and Avocado Essence: This shampoo is enriched with the goodness of olive fruit and avocado essence, 
providing deep conditioning to your hair. It helps repair damage caused by perming and air-drying, leaving your hair 
healthy and revitalized.

• Leaves Hair Fresh and Pleasantly Fragrant: After each use, your hair will feel fresh, clean, and have a pleasant fragrance.

• Prevents Hair Color Fading: If you dye your hair, this shampoo is designed to prevent premature hair color fading, helping 
your hair color stay vibrant for longer.

• This shampoo is suitable for all hair types and meets international quality standards with certifications such as ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC. It comes in a convenient 1000mL plastic bottle, making it suitable for both professional 
salon use and home use.

• With 43 years of manufacturing experience, Savol is a trusted choice for your hair care needs. Whether you're dealing with 
damaged hair, want to maintain your hair color, or simply need a nourishing shampoo, this large bottle offers an 
economical and effective solution.



PART



Savol Anti-hair Loss And
Hair Growth Vitalizing Spray 60ml

1. Advanced new technology
2. Formulated with selected plant extracts

such as angelica root, polygonum
multiflorum, ginseng root, and ligusticum
chuanxiong

3. Nourishes the hair with fresh nutrients
4. Activates follicle vitality
5. Effectively prevents hair loss
6. Repairs and promotes hair growth
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Product Description
• Savol Anti-hair Loss And Hair Growth Vitalizing Spray 60ml
• This product incorporates advanced new technology and is formulated with selected plant extracts such as angelica root, 

polygonum multiflorum, ginseng root, and ligusticum chuanxiong. It nourishes the hair with fresh nutrients, activates 
follicle vitality, effectively prevents hair loss, repairs and promotes hair growth. When used after hair dyeing, it prevents
hair loss and protects the health of your scalp, making your hair thicker and fuller without any worries.

At-Home 
Hair-Color



Savol Sikin Silk Extracts Nourishing 
Essence Conditioner 

Features:
1 High-Tech Silk Protein Formula
2 Comprehensive Nourishment
3 Outstanding Hair Repair
4 Enhanced Nutrient Absorption
5 Revitalized and Manageable Hair

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

500ml Form: Cream

Ingredient
:

Herbal Gender: Unisex

Age 
Group:

Adults Feature:

Anti-Dandruff, Hair 
color fading 
preventing, Anti Hair 
Loss

Hair Type: All Certification
:

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

Shampoo Professional Product 
name:

Silk Extracts 
Nourishing 
Conditioner 

Item 
Name:

Functional Hair 
Shampoo

Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Straightening, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: 500mL Plastic Bottle Special:
Hair color fading 
preventing 

Advantag
e:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword: Hair Shampoo

"Experience the Luxury of Silk Extracts with 
Savol's Nourishing Conditioner!"



Product Description
• Introducing the Savol Sikin Silk Extracts Nourishing Conditioner, a deeply nourishing conditioner designed to provide your 

hair with essential care and hydration.

• Product Highlights:

• High-Tech Silk Protein Formula: This product features an advanced formula enriched with high-tech silk protein, which is 
easily absorbed by the hair, providing excellent nourishment from the roots to the tips.

• Nourishes Scalp and Hair Follicles: Designed to nourish both the scalp and hair follicles, this essence rejuvenates and 
promotes hair growth effectively.

• Outstanding Hair Repair: With the incorporation of 18 amino acids, bio-silk protein, and natural ingredients like avocado 
extract, this product excels at repairing damaged hair, nurturing follicles, and stimulating hair growth.

• Enhanced Nutrient Absorption: It utilizes breakthrough technology that not only formulates the nutrients but also ensures 
their efficient absorption by the scalp and hair. This exceptional nutrient absorption results in outstanding effectiveness.

• Revitalized, Glossy, and Manageable Hair: After use, expect a reduction in hair loss, and enjoy revitalized, glossy, and 
manageable hair. It's particularly suitable for those with damaged, dry, and frizzy hair, often caused by frequent hair dyeing. 
Additionally, this product can help delay the appearance of gray hair.

• Product Size: Available in a 500ml bottle. Customized packaging is also possible according to customer preferences.



Product Description
• Nourishing: This conditioner offers remarkable nourishment, leaving your hair soft, silky, and manageable.

• Rich in Chinese Traditional Plant Essence: Enriched with traditional Chinese plant essence, it provides deep nourishment to 
your hair roots, promoting overall hair health.

• Repairs Perm and Air-Drying Damaged Hair: If your hair has been damaged by perming or air-drying, this conditioner can 
help repair and revitalize it.

• Leaves Hair Fresh and Pleasantly Fragrant: Enjoy the freshness and a pleasant fragrance after each use, leaving your hair 
smelling nice.

• This conditioner is suitable for all hair types and meets international quality standards with certifications such as ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC. It comes in a convenient 500mL plastic bottle, making it suitable for both professional 
salon use and home use.

• With 43 years of manufacturing experience, Savol is a trusted choice for your hair care needs. Whether you're dealing with 
damaged hair, want to maintain your hair color, or simply need a nourishing conditioner, this product offers an effective 
solution.



Savol Excellent Olive Essence Oil Keratin 
Repair Treatment Hair Mask By OEM 
Manufacturer Of Great Renown

Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Formulated with olive essence oil, nourishes your scalp 
and hair root 
3 Repairs perm and air-drying damaged hair
4 Leaves your hair smooth and shiny

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Savol olive mask Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Type: RINSE-OFF Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

hair care and hair 
treatment

Product 
name:

olive essence oil hair 
care mask

Item 
Name:

500ml conditioner Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Smoothing, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: 500mL Plastic Bottle Special: Treatment For 
Damaged Hair

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword:
Hair Care, Hair 
Treatment, Hair 
Conditioner

"Revitalize Your Hair with Savol's Olive Essence Oil 
Keratin Repair Treatment Hair Mask!"



Product Description
• Introducing Savol Excellent Olive Essence Oil Keratin Repair Treatment Hair Mask, a premium hair care product designed to 

nourish, repair, and rejuvenate your hair.

• Remarkable Nourishing: This hair mask provides deep nourishment to your hair, leaving it soft, smooth, and visibly 
healthier.

• Formulated with Olive Essence Oil: Enriched with the essence of olive oil, it nourishes your scalp and hair roots, promoting 
overall hair health.

• Repairs Perm and Air-Drying Damaged Hair: If your hair has been damaged by perming or air-drying, this hair mask can 
help repair and revitalize it, leaving it looking and feeling healthier.

• This hair mask is suitable for all hair types and is suitable for both professional salon use and home use. It comes in a 
convenient 500mL plastic bottle, making it easy to apply and use.

• With 43 years of manufacturing experience, Savol is a trusted choice for your hair care needs. Whether you have damaged 
hair or simply want to maintain your hair's natural beauty, this product offers an effective solution.



Savol Hair Spa Moisturizing Smoothing 
Repairing Hair Mask for Damaged Hair 
with 2 Formulas 

Features:
1 Fragrance Smoothing formula, Plant essence 
conditioning formula
2 Formulated with olive essence oil, nourishes your scalp 
and hair root 
3 Repairs perm and air-drying damaged hair
4 Leaves your hair smooth and shiny

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

spa conditioner 500ml Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Type: RINSE-OFF Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

hair care and hair 
treatment

Product 
name:

Spa hair treatment 
conditioner

Item 
Name:

500ml conditioner Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Smoothing, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: 500mL Plastic Bottle Special: Herbal essential oil, 
fragrance smoothing

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword:
Hair Care, Hair 
Treatment, Hair 
Conditioner

"Experience the Ultimate Hair Spa Treatment 
with Savol's Moisturizing Smoothing Repairing 
Hair Mask!"



Product Description
• Introducing Savol Hair Spa Moisturizing Smoothing Repairing Hair Mask, a premium hair treatment designed to provide a 

spa-like experience for your hair.

• Fragrance Smoothing Formula and Plant Essence Conditioning Formula: This unique hair mask combines the benefits of a 
fragrance smoothing formula and a plant essence conditioning formula to give your hair a luxurious and rejuvenating 
treatment.

• Formulated with Olive Essence Oil: Enriched with the essence of olive oil, it nourishes your scalp and hair roots, promoting 
overall hair health.

• Repairs Perm and Air-Drying Damaged Hair: Whether your hair has been damaged by perming or air-drying, this hair mask 
can help repair and rejuvenate it, leaving it smooth and shiny.

• This hair mask is suitable for all hair types and is perfect for both professional salon use and home use. It comes in a 
convenient 500mL plastic bottle for easy application.

• With 43 years of manufacturing experience, Savol is a trusted choice for your hair care needs. Elevate your hair care 
routine with this indulgent hair spa treatment that leaves your hair feeling silky smooth and revitalized.



Savol Professiona Moisturizing Smoothing 
Repairing Hair Mask for Damaged Hair 
with 4 Formulas

Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Formulated with pollen, coral, camellia sinensis 
3 Repairs perm and air-drying damaged hair
4 Leaves your hair smooth and shiny

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

spa conditioner 500ml Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Type: RINSE-OFF Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

hair care and hair 
treatment

Product 
name:

Spa hair treatment 
conditioner

Item 
Name:

500ml conditioner Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Smoothing, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: 500mL Plastic Bottle Special: Herbal essential oil, 
fragrance smoothing

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword:
Hair Care, Hair 
Treatment, Hair 
Conditioner

"Experience the Ultimate Hair Repair with 
Savol's Professional Moisturizing Smoothing 
Repairing Hair Mask!"



Product Description
• Savol Professional Moisturizing Smoothing Repairing Hair Mask is designed to provide intensive care for damaged hair. It 

comes in four unique formulas enriched with natural ingredients like pollen, coral, and camellia sinensis to repair hair 
damaged by perming and air-drying.

• This hair mask offers remarkable nourishing properties that deeply penetrate your hair, leaving it revitalized and healthier-
looking. It also enhances the smoothness and shine of your hair, making it more manageable.

• Perfect for both professional salon use and home use, this hair mask comes in a convenient 500mL plastic bottle. With 43 
years of manufacturing experience, Savol is a trusted name in the hair care industry.

• Elevate your hair care routine with Savol Professional Moisturizing Smoothing Repairing Hair Mask and enjoy the benefits 
of healthier, smoother, and shinier hair.



Savol Professional Keratin-Revitalizing 
Moisturizing Herbal Essence Oil for Men

Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Keratin-revitalizing formula 
3 Repairs perm and air-drying damaged hair
4 Leaves your hair smooth and shiny

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

spa conditioner 500ml Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Type: RINSE-OFF Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

hair care and hair 
treatment

Product 
name:

100ml Active keratin 
hair oil

Item 
Name:

100ml Active keratin hair 
oil

Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Smoothing, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: 100mL Plastic Bottle Special: Herbal essential oil, 
fragrance smoothing

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword:
Hair Care, Hair 
Treatment, Hair 
Conditioner

"Revive Your Hair with Savol's Professional 
Keratin-Revitalizing Moisturizing Herbal Essence 
Oil for Men!"



Product Description
• Savol Professional Keratin-Revitalizing Moisturizing Herbal Essence Oil for Men is designed to provide intensive care for 

your hair. This herbal essence oil offers remarkable nourishment, deeply penetrating your hair to revitalize and promote 
healthier-looking hair.

• Enriched with a keratin-revitalizing formula, this oil helps restore and strengthen your hair. It is suitable for all genders and 
hair types, leaving your hair smooth, shiny, and more manageable.

• Whether for professional salon use or personal use at home, this oil comes in a convenient 100mL plastic bottle. With 43 
years of manufacturing experience, Savol is a trusted name in the hair care industry.

• Elevate your hair care routine with Savol Professional Keratin-Revitalizing Moisturizing Herbal Essence Oil for Men and 
enjoy the benefits of healthier, smoother, and shinier hair.



Savol Professional Olive Essence Oil 
Natural Hair Care Set of Hair Shampoo and 
Conditioner Set 

Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Formulated with olive essence oil
3 Repairs perm and air-drying damaged hair
4 Synchronize shampooing with nourishing
5 Leaves your hair smooth and shiny

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Savol olive set(s1) Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Type: RINSE-OFF Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

hair care and hair 
treatment

Product 
name:

olive essence oil hair 
care set

Item 
Name:

800ml shampoo and 
500ml conditioner

Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Smoothing, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: Plastic Bottle Special: Herbal essential oil, 
fragrance smoothing

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword:
Hair Care, Hair 
Treatment, Hair 
Conditioner

"Elevate Your Hair Care Routine with Savol's
Professional Olive Essence Oil Natural Hair 
Care Set!"



Product Description
• The Savol Professional Olive Essence Oil Natural Hair Care Set combines a nourishing shampoo and conditioner enriched 

with olive essence oil to provide comprehensive care for your hair.

• This hair care set is designed to repair hair that has been damaged by perms and air-drying, promoting healthier-looking 
hair. The shampoo and conditioner work together to synchronize shampooing with nourishing, ensuring that your hair 
receives the care it needs.

• Experience the benefits of smoother, shinier, and more manageable hair with this natural hair care set. Whether you're a 
professional salon or an individual looking to enhance your hair care routine, this set is a reliable choice. With 43 years of 
manufacturing experience, SAVOL is a trusted name in the industry, known for delivering quality hair care products.



Savol Popular Avocado Essence Hair 
Repairing Treatment Conditioner 

Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Formulated with avocado essence
3 Repairs perm and air-drying damaged hair
4 Synchronize shampooing with nourishing
5 Leaves your hair smooth, strong and shiny

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Savol olive set(s1) Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Type: RINSE-OFF Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

hair care and hair 
treatment

Product 
name:

Avocado Essence 
Hair Care 

Item 
Name:

500ml shampoo and 
conditioner

Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Smoothing, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: Plastic Bottle Special: Herbal essential oil, 
fragrance smoothing

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword:
Hair Care, Hair 
Treatment, Hair 
Conditioner

"Experience the Nourishing Benefits of Savol's
Popular Avocado Essence Hair Repairing Treatment 
Conditioner and Elevate Your Hair Care Routine!"



Product Description
• The Savol Popular Avocado Essence Hair Repairing Treatment Conditioner is designed to provide deep nourishment and 

repair for your hair. Formulated with avocado essence, it helps repair hair that has been damaged by perms and air-drying, 
promoting healthier and more beautiful hair.

• This conditioner works in harmony with your shampoo to synchronize shampooing with nourishing, ensuring that your 
hair receives comprehensive care. It leaves your hair not only smoother but also stronger and shinier.

• Whether you're a professional salon or an individual looking to enhance your hair care routine, this conditioner is a 
reliable choice. With 43 years of manufacturing experience, SAVOL is a trusted name in the industry, known for delivering 
quality hair care products.



Savol Natural Pure Orange and Olive 
Extract Nourishing Hair Mask Bottled In 
Lager 1L Package

Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Formulated with Rich fruit essence and luster factors
3 Repairs perm and air-drying damaged hair
4 Leaves your hair smooth, strong and shiny

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Savol olive set(s1) Form: Cream

Ingredient: Herbal Gender: Unisex

Type: RINSE-OFF Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

hair care and hair 
treatment

Product 
name:

Avocado Essence 
Hair Care 

Item 
Name:

1000ml conditioner Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Smoothing, 
moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon or 
Use at Home

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: 1000ml Plastic Bottle Special: Green Tea, Cora, 
Pollen, Water series

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword:
Hair Care, Hair 
Treatment, Hair 
Conditioner

"Experience the Nourishing Benefits of Savol's
Natural Pure Orange and Olive Extract 
Nourishing Hair Mask and Elevate Your Hair 
Care Routine!"



Product Description
• The Savol Natural Pure Orange and Olive Extract Nourishing Hair Mask is designed to provide exceptional nourishment and 

care for your hair. Formulated with rich fruit essence and luster factors, it delivers deep nourishment to your hair, leaving it
smoother, shinier, and more manageable.

• This nourishing mask is particularly effective in repairing hair that has been damaged by perms and air-drying, making it an 
excellent choice for those looking to restore the health and beauty of their hair. Whether you're a professional salon or an 
individual seeking high-quality hair care, SAVOL's 43 years of manufacturing experience ensures a reliable and trusted 
product.



Savol Professional all-plant Keratin-
Revitalizing Moisturizing Herbal Essence 
Oil for Dry And Dizzy Hair
Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Formulated with Rich fruit essence and luster factors
3 Repairs perm and air-drying damaged hair
4 Alcohol-Free, Sulfate-Free, Formaldehyde-free, 
Silicone-Free, Ammonia-Free
5 Leaves your hair smooth, strong and shiny

"Experience the Nourishing Benefits of Savol
Professional all-plant Keratin-Revitalizing 
Moisturizing Herbal Essence Oil and Elevate 
Your Hair Care Routine!"
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4 Major Hair Care Experiences

No dust adhering No hands 
getting dirty

No greasy shine
Not greasy

What Are The Specific Effects Of 
A Bottle Of Keratin-revitalizing Oil ?

Improves various types 
of frizzy hair textures.

Can be used before 
and after hair styling.

Makes curled hair soft, 
shiny, and elastic.

Can be used in combination 
with shampoo or hair mask.

It enhances the smoothness 
of the hair, giving it a silky feel.

Increases the wavy texture.



Product Description
• Savol Professional all-plant Keratin-Revitalizing Moisturizing Herbal Essence Oil is designed to provide exceptional 

nourishment and care for dry and frizzy hair. Formulated with rich fruit essence and luster factors, it delivers deep 
nourishment to your hair, leaving it smoother, stronger, and shinier.

• This hair oil is not only effective in repairing hair damaged by perms and air-drying but also stands out for being free from 
common harmful ingredients such as alcohol, sulfates, formaldehyde, silicone, and ammonia, making it suitable for various 
hair types.

• Whether you're a professional salon or an individual seeking high-quality hair care, SAVOL's 43 years of manufacturing 
experience ensures a reliable and trusted product. The portable size and easy usage of the 100ml bottle make it 
convenient for both professional and home use.



Savol Sijing Golden Peptide and Hydrolyzed Collagen 
Luxuriously Moisturizing Water Gloss Hair Mask

"Elevate Your Hair Care Routine with Savol Sijing
Golden Peptide and Hydrolyzed Collagen Luxuriously 
Moisturizing Hair Mask, and Experience the Benefits 
of Healthier, Stronger, and Shinier Hair!"

1. Skincare-grade small-molecule proteins, golden peptides, 
possess antioxidant and highly moisturizing properties. 
Easily absorbed, they thoroughly nourish the scalp and 
hair. 

2. The triple-helix structure of hydrolyzed collagen locks in 
moisture, bidding farewell to frizzy hair, leaving it 
smooth and flowing.

3. Advanced hydrolysis technology significantly enhances 
the absorption rate of nutrients. Hydrolyzed silk 
improves hair resilience, while hydrolyzed keratin repairs 
hair damage.

4. A four-fold essential oil care formula creates a protective 
film for the hair, effectively reducing hair problems 
caused by wind, straightening, and chemical treatments.

5. This high-tech product contains golden peptide, known 
for its anti-aging and moisturizing effects, coupled with 
easily absorbed hydrolyzed collagen, surpassing foreign 
brands in nourishing the scalp and hair. 

6. The product is specially developed by Zhang Qing, Chief 
Engineer of Shanghai Savol and the drafter of the 
national perming agent standard GB/T29678-2013. 

Each Application Is A Deep Care For The Hair.
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Product Description
• Key Features:

1. Breakthrough Innovative Technology: A high-end hair care product representing over a decade of research and 
development at our Eastern Silk Essence Research Center.

2. Golden Peptides: This product contains golden peptides with internationally recognized antioxidant, anti-aging, and 
moisturizing effects, making them an exclusive ingredient reserved for premium cosmetics brands.

3. Silk Protein: Silk essence has a protein structure similar to human skin and hair, allowing for effective absorption by the 
body and offering noticeable effects in improving scalp microcirculation and promoting hair follicle growth.

4. Enhanced with Botanical Extracts: Enriched with ingredients like water-soluble collagen, hydrolyzed keratin, and olive oil 
extract, this product effectively repairs damaged hair, leaving it hydrated, radiant, and smooth.

5. Outstanding Gloss and Smoothness: The remarkable effects of this product have earned it the name "Water Gloss Hair 
Mask."

• This product is available in a 250ml size.

• Savol Sijing Golden Peptide and Hydrolyzed Collagen Luxuriously Moisturizing Hair Mask is a premium hair care product 
designed to provide exceptional nourishment and repair to your hair. It is formulated with Silk Essence, Golden Peptide, 
and Hydrolyzed Collagen, which are known for their beneficial effects on hair health.

• This hair mask effectively repairs hair that has been damaged by perms and air-drying, resulting in smoother, stronger, and 
shinier hair. It is suitable for both professional salon use and home use.

• With a manufacturing experience of 43 years, SAVOL ensures the quality and reliability of their hair care products. The 
250ml bottle is convenient and provides ample product for multiple uses.



250ml Sijing Silk Essence Hyaluronic 
Acid Wheat Essence Hair Mask

1. Infused with hyaluronic acid, a skincare-grade 
moisturizing formula that boasts antioxidant 
properties and high moisturization. Easily 
absorbed, it thoroughly nurtures the scalp and 
hair. 

2. Utilizing advanced hydrolysis technology, it 
significantly enhances the absorption rate of 
nutrients. Hydrolyzed wheat protein supplements 
keratin in the hair, improves hair absorption 
capacity, and repairs fragile, split ends, imparting 
a glossy and elastic quality to the hair.

3. Camellia seed extract effectively penetrates the 
hair strands, enhancing hair vitality.

4. Hydrolyzed silk protein, highly efficient in 
moisturizing, leaves the hair smooth and lustrous.

5. The product is specially developed by Zhang 
Qing, Chief Engineer of Shanghai Savol and the 
drafter of the national perming agent standard 
GB/T29678-2013. 

Protects the hair keratin structure, maintains 
the vibrant color from the first dye.
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"Elevate Your Hair Care Routine with Savol Sijing Wheat 
Essence and Hyaluronic Acid Luxuriously Moisturizing Hair 
Mask, and Experience the Benefits of Healthier, Stronger, 
and Shinier Hair!"



Product Description
• Key Features:

• Breakthrough Innovative Technology: This high-end hair care product is also the result of over a decade of research and 
development at our Eastern Silk Essence Research Center, led by Zhang Qing, our chief engineer, who is one of the drafters 
of national standards for shampoos and hair conditioners.

• Silk Protein: Silk essence features a protein structure similar to human skin and hair, ensuring effective absorption by the 
body. It offers noticeable effects in improving scalp microcirculation and promoting hair follicle growth.

• Hyaluronic Acid: Hyaluronic acid, also known as hyaluronan, is a valuable antioxidant and anti-aging element. Products 
containing hyaluronic acid are typically priced in the thousands, such as Shiseido’s Vital Perfection series. This compound is 
naturally produced by the human body but its production decreases with age, leading to various hair and scalp problems.

• Hydrating and Nourishing: This product thoroughly nourishes the scalp, effectively addressing scalp issues, promoting hair 
follicle growth, and providing a natural gloss and silky smoothness to the hair.

• This product is available in a 250ml size.

• Savol Sijing Wheat Essence and Hyaluronic Acid Luxuriously Moisturizing Hair Mask is a premium hair care product 
designed to provide exceptional nourishment and repair to your hair. It is formulated with Silk Essence, Wheat Essence, 
and Hyaluronic Acid, which are known for their beneficial effects on hair health.

• This hair mask effectively repairs hair that has been damaged by perms and air-drying, resulting in smoother, stronger, and 
shinier hair. It is suitable for both professional salon use and home use.

• With a manufacturing experience of 43 years, SAVOL ensures the quality and reliability of their hair care products. The 
250ml bottle is convenient and provides ample product for multiple uses.



Savol Sijing Hyaluronic Acid Moisturizing 
Hair Mask for Hair Salon

Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Formulated with silk essence, wheat essence and 
hyaluronic acid
3 Repairs perm and air-drying damaged hair
4 Leaves your hair smooth, strong and shiny

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Savol olive set(s1) Form: Cream

Ingredient:
Silk Essence, Golden 
Peptide and Hydrolyzed 
Collagen

Gender: Unisex

Type: RINSE-OFF Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

hair care and hair 
treatment

Product 
name:

Avocado Essence 
Hair Care 

Item 
Name:

1000ml conditioner Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Smoothing, 
Moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: Plastic Bottle Special: Hyaluronic Acid

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword:
Hair Care, Hair 
Treatment, Hair 
Conditioner

"Elevate Your Salon's 
Hair Care Services with 
Savol Sijing Hyaluronic 
Acid Moisturizing Hair 
Mask and Offer Your 
Clients the Benefits of 
Healthier, Stronger, and 
Shinier Hair!"



Product Description
• Savol Sijing Hyaluronic Acid Moisturizing Hair Mask is a high-quality hair care product designed for professional salon use. 

This hair mask offers remarkable nourishment and is formulated with Silk Essence, Wheat Essence, and Hyaluronic Acid, 
which are known for their beneficial effects on hair health.

• The mask effectively repairs hair that has been damaged by perms and air-drying, resulting in smoother, stronger, and 
shinier hair. With a generous 1000ml bottle size, it provides ample product for salon treatments.

• SAVOL, with its 43 years of manufacturing experience, ensures the quality and reliability of their hair care products. The 
addition of hyaluronic acid adds an extra layer of moisture and hydration to the hair, making it suitable for salon clients 
looking for intensive hair treatment.



Savol Sijing Caviar Essence Damage 
Repairing Hair Mask for Hair Salon

Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Formulated with silk essence, wheat essence and 
hyaluronic acid
3 Repairs perm and air-drying damaged hair
4 Leaves your hair smooth, strong and shiny

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Savol olive set(s1) Form: Cream

Ingredient:
Silk Essence, Golden 
Peptide and Hydrolyzed 
Collagen

Gender: Unisex

Type: RINSE-OFF Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Hair Care 
Products:

hair care and hair 
treatment

Product 
name:

Avocado Essence 
Hair Care 

Item 
Name:

1000ml conditioner Function:

Damage Repairing, 
Nourishing, 
Smoothing, 
Moisturizing

Use: Professional Hair Salon OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Package: Plastic Bottle Special: Caviar Essence

Advantage
:

A manufacturing 
experience of 43 years

Keyword:
Hair Care, Hair 
Treatment, Hair 
Conditioner

"Offer Your Clients the 
Ultimate in Luxury Hair 
Care with Savol Sijing
Caviar Essence Damage 
Repairing Hair Mask, 
Providing Exceptional 
Nourishment and 
Indulgence for Healthier, 
Stronger, and Shinier 
Hair!"



Product Description
• Savol Sijing Caviar Essence Damage Repairing Hair Mask is a luxurious and high-quality hair care product designed for 

professional salon use. This hair mask offers remarkable nourishment and is formulated with Silk Essence, Wheat Essence, 
and Hyaluronic Acid, known for their beneficial effects on hair health.

• The addition of caviar essence adds a touch of luxury to this hair mask, making it an ideal choice for clients seeking an 
indulgent hair treatment experience.

• With a generous 1000ml bottle size, it provides ample product for salon treatments. SAVOL, with its 43 years of 
manufacturing experience, ensures the quality and reliability of their hair care products. This mask is suitable for repairing 
damaged hair caused by perms and air-drying, leaving hair smooth, strong, and shiny.



PART



200ml Silk Protein Elasticity 
Essence (Elastic Moisturizing, 
Elastic Pulling, Elastic Styling)
1. Silk protein extract deeply moisturizes

split ends and frizzy hair, maintaining the
hair's moisture balance, leaving it more
lustrous, smoother, and more elastic.

2. Advanced hydrolysis technology
significantly improves the absorption
rate of nutrients. Hydrolyzed wheat
protein, containing highly moisturizing
and elastic vitality factors, forms a
styling film on the hair surface, allowing
the hair to maintain a spring-like curl
effect.

"Elevate Your Hair Care Routine with 
Savol's Olive Essence and Silk Protein 
Essence Moisturizing Hair Care Elastin 
Lotion, Featuring Advanced Hair Cuticle 
Repairing Technology."



200m
l Silk Protein Elasticity 

Essence (Elastic M
oisturizing, 

Elastic Pulling, Elastic Styling)

Silk protein is more easily absorbed by the hair.

Hydrolyzed wheat protein increases hair moisture.

With an upgraded hair care formula, 
your tousled hair instantly emits a charming fragrance.



Product Description
• Enriched with olive essence and silk protein essence, this product provides a nourishing boost to your hair. It also features

advanced hair cuticle repairing technology, which contributes to the overall health and strength of your hair. Your hair will
appear shiny, strong, and full of life.

• Whether you're a professional hairstylist in a salon or prefer to style your hair at home, this elastin lotion is suitable for 
both settings. It meets high-quality standards, as evidenced by certifications like ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and 
GMPC. Additionally, it aligns with ecological health principles, making it a responsible choice for your hair care and styling 
needs.



Sijing Silk Essence Moisturizing 
Gel Cream 200ml
1. Fusion of 18 amino acids with bio-silk 

essence rapidly penetrates damaged 
hair cores, forming a protective film on 
the hair surface, smoothing the cuticles, 
leaving the hair more lustrous, smoother, 
and more elastic. 

2. High-tech quick-styling formula 
effortlessly creates a layered and vibrant 
hairstyle.

3. Water-soluble styling formula provides 
long-lasting styling without damaging 
the hair quality.

Nourishing And Styling Naturally.
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The fusion of 18 amino acids 
and biological mulberry silk.



Sijing Silk Essence Moisturizing 
Gel Water 200ml

1. A blend of 18 amino acids and bio-silk 
essence rapidly penetrates the damaged 
hair core, forming a protective film on 
the hair surface, smoothing the cuticles, 
leaving the hair more moisturized, 
smoother, and more elastic. 

2. High-tech quick-styling formula 
effortlessly creates a layered and vibrant 
hairstyle.

3. Water-soluble styling formula for long-
lasting hold without compromising hair 
quality.

4. The bottle features an umbrella-shaped 
spray structure, delivering a nano-
molecule mist to prevent clumping.

Naturally Radiant, Effortlessly Stylish.
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Umbrella-shaped Spray Without Clumping.

Nano-molecule Mist.



Savol New Professional Organic Hair 
Elastin Lotion for Curly Hair with 3 
Formulas
Features:
1 Cherry pectin styling formula, olive pectin styling formula, orange 
pectin styling formula
2 Nourishing with extracts of Cherry, Olive and Orange
3 Repairs perm and air-drying damaged hair
4 Leaves your hair looking shiny, strong, and full of life
5 Prevents breakage and maintains the overall health and integrity of 
your hair

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

elastin-300ml Form: Lotion

Usage: Hair curling Volume: 120 ml

Type: Lotion Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Use: Professional Hair Salon 
or use at home 

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Advantage
:

ecological health Keyword: Hair Care, Hair 
Treatment, cold wave

"Elevate Your Curly Hair Care Routine with 
Savol's New Professional Organic Hair Elastin 
Lotion, Available in Three Unique Formulas 
for Enhanced Curl Maintenance and Vitality."



Product Description
• Savol's New Professional Organic Hair Elastin Lotion for Curly Hair is a versatile hair care product designed to enhance and 

maintain the beauty of curly hair. It comes in three different formulas: cherry pectin styling formula, olive pectin styling 
formula, and orange pectin styling formula, each offering unique benefits for curly hair.

• This lotion is enriched with extracts of cherry, olive, and orange, which provide nourishment and support the vitality of 
your curls. It is also effective in repairing hair that has undergone perming and air-drying, leaving your hair looking shiny, 
strong, and full of life. Moreover, it helps prevent breakage and promotes the overall health and integrity of your hair.

• Whether you're a professional stylist working in a hair salon or someone looking for effective hair care at home, this 
product is suitable for both settings. With certifications such as ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC, you can trust 
the quality and safety of Savol's Organic Hair Elastin Lotion.



Savol Silk Protein Care Hair Elastin Lotion
Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Nourishing with aloe essence
3 Repairs perm and air-drying damaged hair
4 Leaves your hair looking shiny, strong, and full of life
5 Prevents breakage and maintains the overall health and integrity of 
your hair

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

elastin-300ml Form: Lotion

Usage: Hair curling Volume: 300 ml

Type: Lotion Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Use: Professional Hair Salon 
or use at home 

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Advantage
:

ecological health Features:
Rich in aloe essence, 
hair cuticle repairing 
technology

"Revitalize Your Hair with Savol's Silk Protein 
Care Hair Elastin Lotion, Enriched with Aloe 
Essence for Remarkable Nourishment and 
Repair."



Product Description
• Introducing the Chinese Best Silicone-Free Shampoo with Three Formulas, available at wholesale prices. This exceptional 

shampoo offers a range of features to cater to your hair care needs.

• Savol's Silk Protein Care Hair Elastin Lotion is designed to provide comprehensive care for your hair. Enriched with aloe 
essence, this lotion offers remarkable nourishment and revitalization to your hair. It is particularly effective in repairing
hair that has been damaged due to perming and air-drying, leaving your hair looking shiny, strong, and full of life.

• In addition to its nourishing properties, this hair elastin lotion helps prevent breakage and supports the overall health and
integrity of your hair. Whether you're a professional hairstylist working in a salon or looking for a high-quality hair care 
product for home use, Savol's Silk Protein Care Hair Elastin Lotion is suitable for both settings.

• With certifications such as ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC, you can trust the quality and safety of this product. 
It is an excellent choice for those seeking ecological health and hair cuticle repairing technology in their hair care regimen.



Savol Nourishing Damage Repairing Hair 
Elastin Lotion
Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Nourishing with aloe essence
3 Hair cuticle repairing technology
4 Leaves your hair looking shiny, strong, and full of life
5 Prevents breakage and maintains the overall health and integrity of 
your hair

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

200mL(G5) Form: Lotion

Usage: Hair curling Volume: 200 ml

Type: Lotion Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Use: Professional Hair Salon 
or use at home 

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Advantage
:

ecological health Features:
Rich in aloe essence, 
hair cuticle repairing 
technology

"Experience Remarkable Nourishment and 
Repair with Savol's Nourishing Damage 
Repairing Hair Elastin Lotion, Enriched with 
Aloe Essence and Advanced Hair Cuticle 
Repairing Technology."



Product Description
• Savol's Nourishing Damage Repairing Hair Elastin Lotion is a high-quality hair care product designed to provide 

comprehensive care for your hair. Enriched with aloe essence, this lotion offers remarkable nourishment and revitalization 
to your hair, leaving it looking shiny, strong, and full of life.

• One of the standout features of this hair elastin lotion is its incorporation of advanced hair cuticle repairing technology, 
which is essential for maintaining the health and integrity of your hair. It also helps prevent breakage, making it an 
excellent choice for those looking to improve the overall condition of their hair.

• Whether you're a professional hairstylist working in a salon or simply seeking an effective hair care solution for home use, 
Savol's Nourishing Damage Repairing Hair Elastin Lotion is suitable for both settings. With certifications such as ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC, you can trust in the quality and safety of this product. Plus, it aligns with the principles 
of ecological health, making it a responsible choice for your hair care needs.



Savol Natural Olive Oil Essence 
Moisturizing Hair Care Elastin Lotion for 
Hair Salon
Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Nourishing with olive essence
3 Hair cuticle repairing technology
4 Leaves your hair looking shiny, strong, and full of life
5 Prevents breakage and maintains the overall health and integrity of 
your hair

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

200mL(G5) Form: Lotion

Usage: Hair curling Volume: 200 ml

Type: Lotion Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Use: Professional Hair Salon 
or use at home 

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Advantage
:

ecological health Features:
Rich in olive essence, 
hair cuticle repairing 
technology

"Elevate Your Hair Care Routine with 
Savol's Natural Olive Oil Essence 
Moisturizing Hair Care Elastin Lotion, 
Enriched with Olive Essence and Advanced 
Hair Cuticle Repairing Technology."



Product Description
• Savol's Natural Olive Oil Essence Moisturizing Hair Care Elastin Lotion is a premium hair care product designed to nourish 

and revitalize your hair. Enriched with olive essence, it provides remarkable nourishment and leaves your hair looking shiny,
strong, and full of life.

• This hair elastin lotion stands out for its incorporation of advanced hair cuticle repairing technology. It not only enhances
the appearance of your hair but also helps prevent breakage, ensuring the overall health and integrity of your hair.

• Whether you're a professional hairstylist working in a salon or prefer to use high-quality hair care products at home, this 
lotion is suitable for both settings. It has received certifications such as ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22716, and GMPC, 
reflecting its quality and safety standards. Moreover, it aligns with ecological health principles, making it a responsible 
choice for your hair care needs.



Savol Let Show Silk Protein Hair Elastin 
Gel Spray with 3 Formulas
Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Nourishing with olive essence
3 Hair cuticle repairing technology
4 Leaves your hair looking shiny, strong, and full of life
5 Prevents breakage and maintains the overall health and integrity of 
your hair

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Savol-012 Form: Gel

Usage: Hair Styling Volume: 200 ml

Hair Type:

Hair Extension, 
Dreadlocks, Dry Hair, 
Curly Hair, Normal Hair, 
Oily Hair, Damaged Hair, 
Fine Hair, Color Treated 
Hair, 
Braids/Locks/Weaves, 
Coarse Hair, Frizzy Hair 

Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Use: Professional Hair Salon 
or use at home 

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Advantage
:

ecological health Features:
Rich in silk protein 
essence, high hold 
and low shine

"Style Your Hair with Confidence Using 
Savol's Let Show Silk Protein Hair Elastin Gel 
Spray – Nourishment, Strength, and Low 
Shine Finish in One."



Product Description
• Savol's Let Show Silk Protein Hair Elastin Gel Spray is a versatile and nourishing styling product that offers a range of 

benefits for your hair:

• Nourishing Formula: This gel spray provides remarkable nourishment to your hair, ensuring it receives essential nutrients.

• Enriched with Olive Essence: The formula is enriched with olive essence, which is known for its hair-nourishing properties.

• Hair Cuticle Repairing Technology: Advanced hair cuticle repairing technology is incorporated to enhance the health and 
strength of your hair.

• Shiny, Strong, and Vibrant Hair: The gel spray leaves your hair looking shiny, strong, and full of life.

• Prevents Breakage: It helps prevent breakage, maintaining the overall health and integrity of your hair.

• High Hold and Low Shine: This product offers a high hold, making it suitable for various hairstyles, while providing a low 
shine finish.

• Whether you have hair extensions, dreadlocks, dry, curly, normal, oily, damaged, fine, color-treated, braided, coarse, or 
frizzy hair, this gel spray is suitable for a wide range of hair types. It can be used in professional hair salons or at home for 
styling purposes. Additionally, it aligns with ecological health principles, making it a responsible choice for your hair care 
and styling needs.



Savol Let Show Silk Protein Hair Elastin 
Gel Paste with 2 Formulas for Man
Features:
1 Moisturizing formula, curle formula
2 Nourishing with olive essence
3 Hair cuticle repairing technology
4 Leaves your hair looking shiny, strong, and full of life
5 Prevents breakage and maintains the overall health and integrity of 
your hair

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Savol-017 Form: Gel

Usage: Hair Styling Volume: 200 ml

Hair Type:

Hair Extension, 
Dreadlocks, Dry Hair, 
Curly Hair, Normal Hair, 
Oily Hair, Damaged Hair, 
Fine Hair, Color Treated 
Hair, 
Braids/Locks/Weaves, 
Coarse Hair, Frizzy Hair 

Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Use: Professional Hair Salon 
or use at home 

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Advantage
:

ecological health Features:
Rich in silk protein 
essence, high hold 
and low shine

"Elevate Your Styling Game with Savol's Let 
Show Silk Protein Hair Elastin Gel Paste for 
Men - Hydration, Definition, and Strength in 
One."



Product Description
• Savol's Let Show Silk Protein Hair Elastin Gel Paste for Men is a versatile styling product designed to meet various hair 

needs:

• Moisturizing Formula: This gel paste features a moisturizing formula, making it suitable for styling while keeping your hair 
hydrated.

• Curl Formula: If you want to enhance and define your curls, this product's curl formula is ideal for achieving a stylish curly 
look.

• Enriched with Olive Essence: The formula is enriched with olive essence, known for its nourishing properties, to ensure 
your hair receives essential nutrients.

• Hair Cuticle Repairing Technology: Advanced hair cuticle repairing technology is integrated to promote healthier hair by 
addressing hair cuticle issues.

• Shiny, Strong, and Vibrant Hair: The gel paste leaves your hair looking shiny, strong, and full of life.

• Prevents Breakage: It helps prevent hair breakage, maintaining the overall health and integrity of your hair.

• High Hold and Low Shine: Offering a high hold with a low shine finish, this product is suitable for various styling needs.

• Whether you have hair extensions, dreadlocks, dry, curly, normal, oily, damaged, fine, color-treated, braided, coarse, or 
frizzy hair, this gel paste is designed to cater to a wide range of hair types. It can be used in professional hair salons or for 
personal styling at home. Additionally, it aligns with ecological health principles, making it a responsible choice for your 
hair care and styling requirements.



Savol Let Show High Hold and Low Shine 
all-plant Hypoallergenic Hair Wax with 3 
Formulas for Man

Essential details

Place of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Brand Name: SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Savol-017 Form: Wax

Usage: Hair Styling Volume: 200 ml

Hair Type:

Hair Extension, 
Dreadlocks, Dry Hair, 
Curly Hair, Normal Hair, 
Oily Hair, Damaged Hair, 
Fine Hair, Color Treated 
Hair, 
Braids/Locks/Weaves, 
Coarse Hair, Frizzy Hair 

Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Use:
Professional Hair Salon 
or use at home 

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Advantage: ecological health Features:

Heat Protection, 
Texturizing, Curl 
Defining/Enhancing, 
Molding/Shaping, 
Matte/Natural Look, 
Shine/Gloss, 
Thickening/Volumizin
g

Features:
1 Flexible Wax, extreme styling wax, men’s hair oil
2 all-plant Ingredients, Fast Drying, Silicone-Free, 
Ammonia-Free, Paraben-Free, Alcohol-Free, Sulfate-
Free, Formaldehyde-free
3 Hypoallergenic
4 Leaves your hair looking shiny, strong, and full of 
life
5 Fair Trade and Cruelty-free/No Animal Testing

"Discover Ultimate 
Style and Care with 
Our all-plant 
Hypoallergenic Hair 
Wax for Men -
Choose Your Formula 
for the Perfect Look!"



Product Description
• Introducing our all-plant hypoallergenic hair wax, specially formulated for men seeking ultimate style and care. With three 

different formulas to choose from, we have options to cater to all your hair styling needs.

• Our first formula is the Flexible Wax, designed to provide a medium hold, allowing you to style your hair in any desired 
shape or texture. It is perfect for those who prefer a versatile look that can be easily restyled throughout the day.

• For those who want extreme and long-lasting hold, we have the Extreme Styling Wax. This formula offers a strong hold 
that will keep your hair in place, even in the most challenging weather conditions. Whether you're going for a sleek and 
polished look or a messy bedhead style, this wax will deliver.

• Our third formula is the Men's Hair Oil, a lightweight and non-greasy option for those who prefer a more natural and 
effortless look. This oil provides a subtle shine while nourishing your hair, leaving it soft and manageable throughout the 
day.

• What sets our hair wax apart is its all-plant ingredients. We believe in the power of nature, which is why our wax is free 
from harsh chemicals such as silicone, ammonia, parabens, alcohol, sulfates, and formaldehyde. With our hypoallergenic 
formula, your scalp will be protected from irritation, making it suitable for even the most sensitive skin.

• Additionally, our hair wax is fast-drying, allowing you to style your hair in no time. Say goodbye to sticky and tacky hair 
products that take forever to set.

• Experience the ultimate combination of style and care with our all-plant hypoallergenic hair wax. Unleash your creativity 
while keeping your hair healthy and happy.



Savol Olive Essential Oil Brightening and 
Styling Gel Spray with 2 Formulas

Essential details
Place of 
Origin:

Zhejiang, China Brand 
Name:

SAVOL

Model 
Number:

Savol-012 Form: Gel

Usage: Hair Styling Volume: 200 ml

Hair Type:

Hair Extension, 
Dreadlocks, Dry Hair, 
Curly Hair, Normal Hair, 
Oily Hair, Damaged Hair, 
Fine Hair, Color Treated 
Hair, 
Braids/Locks/Weaves, 
Coarse Hair, Frizzy Hair 

Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, 
ISO 22716, GMPC

Use: Professional Hair Salon 
or use at home 

OEM/ODM: Welcomed

Advantage
:

ecological health Features:
Rich in olive essential 
oil, high hold and low 
shine

Features:
1 Remarkable nourishing
2 Nourishing with olive essence
3 Hair cuticle repairing technology
4 Leaves your hair looking shiny, strong, and full of 
life
5 Prevents breakage and maintains the overall health 
and integrity of your hair

"Revitalize Your Hair with 
Savol Olive Essential Oil 
Brightening and Styling 
Gel Spray - Choose Your 
Formula for Ultimate 
Nourishment and Style!"



Product Description
• Introducing the Chinese Best Silicone-Free Shampoo with Three Formulas, available at wholesale prices. This exceptional 

shampoo offers a range of features to cater to your hair care needs.

• Introducing the Savol Olive Essential Oil Brightening and Styling Gel Spray, a hair product that combines the power of olive 
essence and hair cuticle repairing technology to provide remarkable nourishment and styling benefits.

• Our innovative formula comes in two variants to cater to different hair needs. The first variant offers remarkable 
nourishing properties that deeply hydrate and replenish your hair, leaving it soft, smooth, and manageable. Enriched with 
the goodness of olive essence, this formula strengthens your hair from root to tip, promoting healthier and more vibrant 
locks.

• The second variant combines the nourishing benefits of olive essence with advanced hair cuticle repairing technology. This 
unique blend works to repair damaged hair cuticles, helping to reduce breakage and split ends. With regular use, you'll 
notice a significant improvement in the overall strength and resilience of your hair.

• This gel spray is not just about nourishing and repairing your hair, but also about elevating your styling game. It tames frizz,
adds natural shine, and provides a light hold, allowing you to create various hairstyles with ease. Whether you want a 
sleek and polished look or a tousled, beachy vibe, this gel spray has got you covered.

• Say goodbye to dull, lifeless hair and hello to shiny, strong, and full-of-life locks with Savol Olive Essential Oil Brightening 
and Styling Gel Spray. Embrace the power of olive essence and indulge in the ultimate hair nourishment and styling 
experience.
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